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Notes...Obituary..The
Hattie L Howes, wife of George H. Hart,
.i
Preaching service at North Belfast as usual
pransfers in Real Estate.
Patty..Base died at her home in Rockland, July 16th, aged next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock, followed
dome Lawn
ptISi.nals.
40 years. She was born in Liberty, the tenth by Sunday school.
.»..himrton Letter. .Stocking ! child of a
The Christian Scientists hold services in
family of 14 children of Robert E.
W
.5
i, Trout.. Political Points.
St"';"1' Maine Movement. .Wash- and Martha (Sukeforth) Howes, and was the their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
| third called to the unseen world where sick- 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
..'.oaiVbieperin**.
p-rhionable Jersey Coast. For ness, parting and death are no more. Her o’clock, to which all are welcome.
River
Families .Teddy's
funeral was held at her late home at Rockland
E3
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
,,oem). A Reminiscence.. Highlands and words of comfort and consola*
will be held at 10.30 a. m.. followed by the
.Mother’s Garden
urr
tion
were
the
Rev.
William
Pratt
of
Free
spoken
by
Library..The
Last
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
Baptist church on "Influence,” which was at 2.30
puma'll Element. East Belfast.
p. m., followed by Sunday school.
i
much
\ ,tee
the
number
very
appreciated by
large
Tribou of Bucksport exchaplain of the
^ Vacate’
O.
H.
of friends and relatives present, as she was a
Belfast..
News of
leader in the social and moral atmosphere in United State Navy will speak at the auditorium
!i:
,.-K itrv (story). .A Clamat 2 o’clock, p. m.
her community; a teacher in the Sunday at Bayside next Sunday
iiition on Tuberculosis..
{6.
Tribou is one of the best speakers in
1
Bread and a Chunk of school, a helper in their concerts and socials at Chaplain
J
L„,r

Sea and the Hu-

the

"Corner,” and the saddened faces of her
j
Equation.
pupils was a memorial to her worth as a teach,.;tfhs Norway’s Lapidary, I er. She was retiring, quiet and dignifled, yet
ran (poem). .Keeping
always had a smile and a helpful word for all
■;,t r. .The Highway Law.
The Disap- her associates and friends; but her true life
(her Rules
-mites. .Pittsfield Perand character were found in her home, which
' she loved so
well, for she was indeed a home
Stockton Springs.. .Born. maker, her deft Angers and taste in construct_Market.. .County
; ing and arranging its furnishings making that
it-nce.
home “a Heaven on earth”, realized only by
her friends and family and especially her husl \IK NOTES.
band, who for twenty-three years had loved
at

ety
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opening day

the

and cherished her

of the Belfast

so

that money, care and
her back to health and

GIRLS’ HOME LAWN PARTY.

PERSONAL

Despite the repeated small showera that
kept many people from attending and interfered with some plans, the annual lawn party
the Children’s Aid society of Maine
given

Mr. and Mrs. John A. Fogg spent Sunday at
Camp Wilson, Quantabacook.
Mrs. Irving L. Perry and daughter, Marian M.,
are spending the week at Bayside.
Fred S. Davis of East Boston arrived Sunday
to visitiiis sister, Mrs. J. F. Wilson,
A. Cutter Sibley returned to Boston by Friday's boat after spending two days in town.
Mrs. James Albert Harrison of Berkeley,
Calif., is visiting the MisaeB Hodgdons, Cedar

The Churches.

OBinJARY.

Maine Methodist Church.

'The services for the week at the Baptist
churih will be as follows: prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening; morning service, Sunday
at 10 45 a. m.; Sunday School at noon; Christian Endeavor meeting and evening service at
7.30 p.
The

church

m.

services for the week at the Methodist
will be aB follows: This, Thursday,

evening, the prayer meeting; young people’s
chorus at 7.15 p. m.,

Friday; Sunday,

at

10.45,

morning worship; Sunday school at 12; evening service at 7.30 p. m.

much, who had done all
love could do to bring
is shrouded in sorrow in

by

for the benefit of the Girls Home Tuesday
afternoon was a very pretty and successful

function.
The beautiful Home and grounds were ardecorated and were much admired.
The front of the main building was festooned
with yellow, intersected with fans of royal
were used in
purple, while large and small flags
profusion. A rustic arch over the driveway
The main
was twined with yellow and purple.
hall was in green and yellow, the long balustrade being massed with clematis and fine
white flowers. The stairs and corridor at the
south entrance were in yellow and green, the
reception room and north parlor in pink and
room*
green and the large children’s and dining

tistically

^' —

summer

Mr. and Mrs. Percy A. Dodge of Boston
Bowden, Frankfort) sailed last
week from Boston for an extended trip abroad.
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Mrs. C. F. Cushman-Mr. H. W. Ladd spend
the week-end in Rockland-Mrs. Clara Paul
and Miss June Simmons called on Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Brown Sunday.... Mr. B. S. Hunt of
Worcester, Mass., who spent the week with his
brother, M. F. Hunt returned to Worcester by
the way of Gardiner, Saturday.... Mr. and Mrs.
James Higgins of Morrill were in town Sunday.
_Mr. Samuel Miller is visiting hiB son in
Boston for an indefinite time_Mr. L. H.
Sallisbury recently purchased a fine five
passenger touring car of T. E. Gushee of
Lincolnville Beach....Will Brown is visiting
his aunt Mrs. Ellen Goodwin.
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Maine

Reunion.

Rockland last Saturday was held the
reunion of 22 survivors of the original Fourth
Maine regiment, celebrating the 60th anniversary of their muster. A dinner at one of the
hotels and a trolley ride to Crescent Beach were
among the leatures of the day, all expenses
being borne by William H. Smith, who was
elected president. Other officers elected were
Fred D. Aldus, Camden, vice
as follows:
president; John W. Titus, Rockland, secretary
treasurer.
and
At

tr

u

Fourth

Foster, Burnham; land and buildings in Burn*
ham.

Carrie E.

Gordon McTaggart, Oakland,
Hobbs, Brooks; land and buildings in Brooks.
Lena F. Bagley, Waldo, to Fred H. Bagley,
et als., Trey; land in Troy.
Ansel F. Stevens, Belfast, to Willis F. Stevens and Lillian M. Douglas, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Lewis J. Sanborn, Belfast, to Ellen H. Sanborn, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Herbert S. Smith, Belfast, to Affie De Lemos, do.; land in Belfast.
Leslie J. Wildes, Monroe, to Ernest C.
Wildes, do.; land in Monroe.
John W. Robbins. Belfast, to Elizabeth F.
Robbins, do; land in Belfast.
Margaret A. Dun ton, Belfast, to Julia D.
to

Ward well, do.; land in Belfast.
J. J. Clement and F. A. Cushman, Montville,
to Thomas N- Pearson, Morrill; land and buildngs in Montville.
Antoinette A. Pierce, Belfast, to Herman Ht
Coombs, do.; land in Belfast.

Mrs. Tilton Elliott of Brooks, who
have been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Conant in Pittsfield, have left there for a visit
with friends in Palmyra.

relatives have received cards and
E. P. Frost in Liver-

letters from Mr. and Mrs.

a

delightful trip

Black., who has been in the
Roxbury, Mass., several
weeks for medical treatment, returned home
Miss Hattie

over.

Walter C. Shaw returned Sunday by auto
He was accoma visit in Massachusetts.

Saturday.

from

panied by
Tuesday

the complaint brought against the Belfast
team for a breach of agreement in exceeding
the salary limit. They failed to effect a settlement and the Belfast team has disbanded.
It is a disappointment to the lovers of the
game, as Belfast had a fine team and barring
accidents would have won the pennant in the

Eastern Maine league.

The Bangor News seems to ihink that as
Old Town and the Easterns voted in favor of
dissolving che Eastern Maine league with Belfast against and Bangor not voting, the way is
clear for a reorganization,with or without Belfast, and pending developments, the Easterns,
Bangor and Old Town are playing exhibition
games

this week.

Poor

Relief In Wal.o County.

join

her mother and sister.

few

spent the week-end in town.

Dr. Frank Y. Gilbert of Portland, who is well
known in Belfast, left Portland last Friday for

Montville.

Maude K, Russell left Monday for a
days' visit at The Hurd farm, Northport,
accompanying her sister, Mrs. P. G. Hurd, who

Quebec,
ing relatives in Massachusetts and Warren,
Maine, is now at Lakeside, Maine, with her
brother, W. C. Crawford, and family.

Dr.

to

Bayside

delegate.

guests of their cousins, Mr. and
George A. Leavitt.

Edward B. Worthen of Lexington, Mass., arTuesday and left last night, accompanied

rived
I

by Mrs. Worthen and little
a

visit of

several

son

who have made

weeks to Mrs. Worthen’s

parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Heal, Cedar street.
Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Adams and son, who have
been spending several weeks at Mrs. Adams'
former home in Millbridge, have returned to
I

and Mrs. Harold McMahon of Brewer

McMahon is

as a

were recent

Mrs.

They made the trip by auto and
accompanied home by F. E. Wass, who
Belfast.

on to

last week for a stay. Mrs.
remembered in Belfast as Miss
Marian Nelson, and was milliner for Miss L
H. Ferguson for a season.
|
Mr. and Mrs. Emory F. White of New York

came

where he will

Joseph Adamson of Providence,
1., and Mr. and Mrs. Furoer Simmons and
little daughter Dorothy of Jersey City, N. J.,

Little

Mrs. Durham.

Surgeons

Mr. and Mrs.

ing in

!

Liverpool,
of

R.

Miss Eleanor Bruce of Belfast is spending a
few weeks in town visiting among old friends;
at the present she is stopping with her friend,
Miss Adessa Spaulding.—Fairfield Journal.

Jerome Hanshue, who has been boardLincolnville, spent last week with
his aunt, Mrs. James C. Durham, at the Oaks,
Little River. He will spend the summer with

to

route

Congress

Dana T. Whitman left Saturday for Belfast,
where he will spend the remainder of his
vacation with his family, who are the guests
oi K. A. reavey ai ray view iarm., rrewer
News.

C. French and Miss
Frances Pierce of New Britain, Conn., are
spending the summer in Lincolnville and are
frequent visitors to Belfast in their car.

Rev. and Mrs. David L. Wilson and sons
Cuthbert, Blair, Donald and Paul of Bath, and
Miss Ellen Marshall, will go to Liberty this
week to spend August at a cottage on Georges
Lake.

en

attend the

Mr. and Mrs. William

re-

Mrs. Laura J. Pease went to Camden Tuesto visit her sister, Mrs. H. E. Morse.
Mrs. Julia G. McKeen will leave tomorrow,
to visit her sister, Mis. E

went

Percy Greer,

Mr. and

Hammons, Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy A. Web-

and

two

children of
visit rela-

to

tives in Belmont.
Mrs. Frank I. Wilson and daughter Loris?
left Tuesday to spend the week in Searsmont
and Lincolnville.
Mrs. William Getchell and family are spending the summer at the D. F. Stephenson cottage on the Cottrell shore.
The Drexels of Philadelphia, who are at
Ryder's Cove for the summer,spent the weekend at their camp at Pitcher’s pond.
Herbert Shaw of Charlton City, Mass., arrived Tuesday morning and is the guest of his
brother, Charles F. Shawr, Congress street.
Mrs, Amos F. Carleton leturned by Tuesday
morning’s boat from a visit of several weeke
with her daughter, Miss Marjorie, in Boston.

.Mr. and Mrs. William Jordan of Lowell aro
spending a vacation at Bayside. Mr3. Jordan
was formerly Miss Mabel Conant of this city.
Robert B. Cookson, clerk
municipal court, has gone

of the Bangor
to Windermere.

News.
Mr. and
Mass., and
Lewiston
visits with

Mrs.

John

Mr.

Gannon of Somerville,
Mrs. Frank Hackett of

and

returned
Mr. and

home

Wednesday

from

Mrs. Lewis b. Gannon.

Mrs. Emma K, Kochersperger of Sea Bieeze;
Fla., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Mabel K. Gregory, in New York, and will come to Belfast
about the first ot August to visit relativee.
Mrs. W. E. hunt, formerly Miss Hattie Hay
ford, her little son George Hay ford, and Miss
Helen Thompson of Bridgewater, Mass., are
guests of Ralph Hay ford at the Hay ford farm,

Mabel Craig, who has been in Germany
Switzerland with friends the past year
sails July 30th, on the S. S. Cincinnati from
Cherbourg, France, and will arrive in Boston,
August 8th.
Miss

and

and Mrs. Ralph L. Pitcher and daughter
Tuesday evening in
their touring car to visit the former's mother,
Mrs, H. C. i itcher, at her home in the Conant
Mr.

Adella of Caribou arrived

house

on

Church street.

Mrs. W. G. Saw telle and Mr. anti
Mrs. Frank Rowell of Auburn autoed to Belfast Sunday and were guests at the home of
Mr. and

On their

Arthur Stevens.
were

accompanieu by

Mrs.

return

home

they

and

little

otevens

son.

Sara Ruse of New Bedford, Mass., arSaturday to visit her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Robert^ F.
Russ, before going to
Chicago, where she will spend the remainder
of the summer with her sister, Mrs. Carrie
Miss

rived last

Russ Burns.

Rev. A. T. Ringold and family of Brockton
Mass., who usually spend the summer in Bel-^
fast, will go west this season and are at present with Mrs. R.’s sister, Mrs. Pau
Delaney
The triplets, Elizabeth, Lillian
in Chicago.
and Devunia Delaney, will not come east this,
season, much to the regret of ti^e.r many admirers.
Miss Melvina V.
in

the

noon

Parker,

one

of the assistants

High school, sailed Tuesday
Boston in the steamship Laconia in

Belfast

from

company with the Misses Frances and
Ri.hhins of Lawrence. Mass., former.’.

Parker goes fur
return about

to

Mr.
went

in

fur visits

fast,

London and

study and pleasure
September 1st.

Jsabe
:

Paris.
a no

lie!
Miss

xpects

Edward Johnson, who recently under

were

Rockland.

Mr. and Mrs. Luther A.
Mrs.

Mrs. Inez Fletcher

Roxbury, Mass., arrived Tuesday

a

serious

surgical operation, performed

by Dr. William Mayo, at St. Mary’s Hospital.
Rochester Minn., arrived on Sunday morning’s
boat and is at the Homestead. The change to
the cool air of Belfast is proving to be a relief

ber, Mr. and Mrs. J. I.ee Patterson and Mrs. to him, alter the extreme heat which has preFlorence C. Fernald were guests of Orrin J.
vailed throughout the west during the- past
at Temple Heights Sunday. They made
weeks. His wife, together with Mrs. W illiam
I Dickey
arrived Saturday to visit their parents, Mr. the trip on the Stanley auto and rode to Sears- V. Pratt, Miss Henrietta ,C. Johnson, Mr. Aland Mrs. George E. White. They will build a ! port Sunday evening.
fred Johnson, and a trained nurse,accompanied
will remain for the present.
cottage this summer on the Wnite farm on the ;
Among the Baneor people arriving at North- ; him to Belfast and
Patterson Point shore, East Belfast.
I port recently are Miss Bessie Warren, Mr. and
Miss Ruth Atherton has resigned her posi- Mrs. John W. Scanlon and family, Misses Mar- THORNDIKE.
Mr. Carson delivered an interesting discourse
tion in the office of Leonard & Barrows to ac- garet ana Stella Welch, Edward P. Murray,
the Center church Sunday afternoon. He
at
cept one at her home m Rockland. She will Mies Doris Catell, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Doran,
was er.joyed by his
also
I
sang a fine solo which
be succeeded by Miss Pearl Whitten, who has
Mrs. G. H. Brophy and Miss J. Augley of BosThe Boy Scouts were ;n goodly
audience.
been clerking in the James H. Howes store.
ton, Misses Louise and Hattie Augley of Bannumbers at the church with their leader, Mr
Mr. John Wight and his mother, Mrs. Lydia gor.
Lewis Hogan. There is a prayer meeting at
Wight, of Way land. Mass., arrived Tuesday
Handsomely engraved cards have been re- the church every Thursday evening, when
morning by boat and went out to their bunga- ceived announcing the fiftieth anniversary of pleasant. Mr. Carson is calling upon the peoGillow, Wimount, in West Nortbport, joining the wedding of General and Mrs. Henry E,
ple and is very much liked-Miss Hattie
Mrs. Wight and children, who have been there Noyes, on Thursday, July second, at Berkeley,
liatt of Salem, Mass., came Saturday to spend
for several weeks.
Calif. General Noyes was born in Belfast, her vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Aiken, Mrs. Albie Rice and Miss August, 23, 1839, and was clerk in the post of- James Gilliatt. Her friends here are pleased
Frances Aiken of Brewer arrived Saturday at fice from 1855 to 11:57 under bis uncle, Joseph to hear that she will be here several weeks...
Mrs. Donald Chase of Unity, accompanied by
Bayside, where they will spend a month at Noyes.
the Hopkins cottage in Merrithew square
Mr. Benj. Chandler of Lewistor. and Prof.
Mrs. Lizzie Davi6, Mrs, Eva Mitchell and
They were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.. sons Ralph and Harold, of Lewiston, Mrs George Chase and daughter Elizabeth, called
William B. Adams, Mrs. Harry B. Adams and
Pearley Leathers of Bangor.
on Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins recentlyson Richard of Auburn and Prof, and Mrs. Hal
n;. n
rr>
Pi
Mr. E. M. Hunt and Mrs. Joseph Peabody have
R. Eaton anri son Sargent of Attleboro, Mass
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will S. Eat- been entertaining their sister from Albion...
Clarence and daughter Ruth, returned Satur- have been
n*on tku noct itqoL _f omiotnn Sinn
E. A. Carpenter of Brooks flew into town one
day afternoon from a month’s visit in Masn

._.

nn

New Hampshire,
sachusetts,
making the trip by auto. Mr. Sturtevant has
also been in Chicago and Kansas City, Mo.
Vermont

and

Hon. F. S. Walls of Vinalhaven was in Rockland Wednesday on his way back to his Northport cottage, from which ne had been summoned by business affairs. Nothing less than
business would serve to take him away from
that attractive resort, where he and his family
have

passed

so

many

pleasant

seasons.—Cour-

ier-Gazette.

Mr. Eaton

one

Adamson is

a sister of Mrs. Stewart.
She had
guests during the same period Frederick
Furber Simons, wife and daughter, Dorothy,
of Carteret, N. J., who were on an automobile
tour through Maine, stopping with friends in
Bangor, Stockton Springs and ekewhere.

as

High

t.

been

Mrs. Jennie Stewart of Clinton has been

of the Belfast

McLane

satisfactory

arrange-

be made with the
care
Hospital in Waverly, Mass as had

bor, where they went to accompany Mr. Brad*
bury, who will remain there for the season.
Mrs. Bradbury will stay at home while her
stepfather, Mr. C. C. Glover, remains in a critical condition with pneumonia.

entertaining Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Adamson of
Pawtucket, R. I., during the past week. Mrs.

principal

time.

sidered incurable and

Mrs. Charles Bradbury and Miss Grace E.
Lord returned last week from Boothbay Har-

Prof. Charles E. Paul, who was called to Belfast by the death of his father, J. G. Paul, returned to Chicago last Thursday on business
and will come later to join his wife, who remains with his mother. It will interest many
of the latter’s friends to learn that she will re
main in Belfast, with occasional visits in Chi-

was

ip
afternoon last week (notwith an airshipjbut
! his auto. Ezra goes at such speed that where
1
he
Nathan F. Houston, who has been ill for there is only a mile or so between the hills
doesn’t seem to touch the valleys, or 60 it
some time and under the care of nurses at his
in Henry e
home on Church street, was adjudged insane seems to us from ouf elevation
their hay
at a special meeting of the City Government pasture.... Farmers are harvesting
are getting an abundWednesday evening, July 15th, and later that in good condition, and all
are looking wel\
evening was taken in an auto to the Eastern ant crop of it. Hoed crops
Mrs. \N alter McLair.
Maine Hospital in Bangor. His case was con- since the rams came....

school at

ments for his

cago.

According to the first annual report of the
State Board of Charities and Corrections,
which covers the period from July 12 to Nov 1,
1918, the total number of persons fully or
partially supported in Waldo county was 158,
or an average of 7 people cared for or assisted
per 1000 population. Travelers and vagrants
lodged during that time numbered 811.
The total expenditures of the county for
poor relief and lodging travelers waa $12,686, 55. The receipts from the State during
this period amounted to $104.74.

to

daughter Marjorie, who returned

Mr.

Miss

|

his

and Mrs. Lucius Hilton of Tewksbury,
Mass., returned home Monday fiom a short
visit with the family of their son, H. H. Hilton
in the Howard cottage at the Battery.

and

|

in

Sunday greatly improved.

Miss Abbie O. Stoddard returned to Brewster, Mass., where she is principal of the High
school, by Friday’s boat, after visits in Belfast

;

M.

Baptist Hospital

Miss Grace Simmons of Bridgewater, Mass.,
who is spending the summer with her mother,
Mrs. Annie B. Simmons of Morrill, was in Belfast

and

Mr.

..mmiymoinf

e

lpag,

A. Chadwick and Mrs. Carrie Greeley
of Yuba City, Cal., returned Friday from several days' visit with Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Conant in Pittsfield.
Mrs. J.

(Elizabeth

<

k

taking a vacqfion
from her duties as bookkeeper in the Chas, F.
Swift store. Miss Lillian C. Spinney is substituting for her.

Chute of WebBter, Mass., arrived
Monday to visit Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Coombs,
who are at their cottage at Tilden’s Pond.

[

Ralph

Miss Lena A. Sanborn is

Miss Bertha

,,

►

Mrs. Lewis W. Pendleton, who was the guest
for several weeks of Mrs. Camilla A.Hazeltine,
is at Miss Harriet White’s for the remainder of
the season.

cottage at Northport.

pool, England, announcing

Miss Lucy Palmer
week for avisit with

pital.

Arthur A. Blair left Monday to join
Mrs. Blair for a visit in Manchester, N. H.
They will visit later in Peterboro, N. H.

Belfast

last

Mrs. Josephine French Stowers will return
to her home in Sandypoint the last of the week
after a serious operation at the Tapley hos-

Rev.

v

Searsport

in

Miss Leola Titcomb, milliner for H. H.
Coombs Company, left Sunday to spend the
vacation at her home in Lowell, Mass.

Mrs. Frank S. Trickey of Bangor are
Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Higgins for the

at their

---*■

Mrs. George Smith.

Thomas E. Bowker left Monday for a
week’s visit at. the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Shaw, in Winthrop.
guests

Susan Craig and

Mrs.
were

Mrs.

of

ITa.m.Pnn

Raphnel and Lucy Leavitt returned Monday
from a short visit with their cousin, Marguerite
Lord of Fairfield.

Mrs. Abbie Eels Reed and daughter, Mrs.
Richard E. Boutell of Minneapolis, Mim, are
guests of Miss Sarah R. Gardner.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Townsend have
turned frorrfta visit in Keene, N. H.

Mrs. Annie M. Weeman left.Tuesday for a
few weeks’ visit with relatives in Portland and
Windham.

Mica T Lilian U

Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce returned Friday from
Boston, where she attended the General Conference for Universalist churches.

several

Mrs. Edward Newman of Somerville, Mass.,
is visiting in Belfast and vicinity.
A. C. Hopkins autoed to Brunswick Saturday
to join his wife for a visit to relatives there.

Louise Shales at her cottage at the Battery
for this week.

and Mrs. Fred Rackliff.

Frank Evan Wilson is spending
with relatives in Lincolnville.

weeks

Friday, for Sunset
H. Colby.

improving.

of Chelsea, Mass., is

at

Mrs. Ina Crouse of Thomaston is visiting
friends in Belfast and Northport.

Horace Grant, who has been seriously
ill at her house on High street, is gradually

two weeks’
sister, Mrs.

summer

Temple Heights.

Bangor day

Mrs.

visiting Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Abbott and Mr.

Mr. and

to

Mrs. Essie P. Carle was the guest over Sunday of Misses Laura and.Lucy Jones in Brooksville.

-—-

>

in Belfast

Mrs. Ethel Pote Leach and daughter Barbara
are spending the summer at No. 42
High street.

Leroy Greenfield of Williamatown, Mass., is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Howard at
the Battery.

j

was

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Davis motored
Sunday to visit their daughter.

Miss Florence Kimball left Saturday for a
few weeks’ visit in North Monmouth and in
Lynn, Mass.

Mrs. Caro Merriam

on

Jackson of Bath
business.

Miss Evelyn Brackett of Clinton visited Miss
Lucy A. Leavitt the past week.

vicinity.

a

T.

Monday

Mrs. Freeman Cook of Somerville, Mass., arrived Sunday to visit relatives in Belfast and

o

mna

Chas.

Doris Allen returned to her home in Lincolnville Sunday after a visit with Belfast
friends.

Miss Alice Aborn is spending
vacation in Rockport with her
Charles Collins.

Miss Ruth Curtis is spending the

Alice Spear is visiting relatives in Rockland.

Miss Ethel Frost returned Monday from a
visit with her sister Mrs. William Hall in Waterville.

Misses Margaret McKenney, Mildred Arnold,
and Doris Clifford.

PERSONAL.

Norman A. Read spent Sunday with friends
in Rockland.

street.

thrown together for the concert, were in green
and white. The flowers were exquisite, and
some of the most beautiful were donated by
Miss M. J. Otis and Mr. Willis E. Hamilton.
The outside decorations were in charge of F.
Wallace Chase of Newtonvillc, Mass., and
William Brown of Providence, R. I. The
flower decorations, interior, were by Mrs.
William Brown of Providence, assisted by

Mrs. Charles B. Ames will sing a solo at the
_il. j:*
me luuuwing lauies ^icmucu
.nked better than today.
Unitarian church next Sunday morning. Mr.
a
of
kind
and
faithful
a
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narnfnl art- I Arthur Johnson,
and Mrs. Mary C. Mansfield, the fancy tables;
non, crews have been at
lew
win
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choir for a
Sundays,
sing. The
Mrs. Joseph Tyler and Miss Katherine C. Quimand buildings, the grand viser ill health, a hopeful, cheerful and patient
Rev. Charles B. Aires, will preach.
in sickness and suffering, pastor,
the food table; Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore and Miss
by,
ready and the smaller wife and mother
The church will be closed aftt r this service for
Her great care was for th^luture of her son
Cora Morison, the candy booth; Chas. R*
,at the grounds will be
of August.
month
the
Cher only child. Of the eleven living
Coombs and W. K. MacNeil the ice cream,
the season opens than Vernon,
I
There will be a service of the Episcopal which was served to the guests by three
some years.
Already a brothers and sisters six attended her funeral1
Clara B..
R. E. Howes of Searsmont, H. G. Howes of church in the North church vestry Sunday,
young ladies. Misses Marian Heal,
being worked out on the
Rev. William Keating and Dorothy Franck.
have been made, Taunton, Maes., C. M. Howes of Liberty, Mrs. July 26th, at 3 30 o’clock p. m
;ries
Mrs. Florence Spinney was doorkeeper.
he assurance that all the A. V. Martin of Liberty, Mrs. Augustus OverPicksley of Warwick, N. Y., will officiate. On
Those Tuesday morning, July 28th, at 9 o’clock a. m.,
A table of fancy work made by the girls in
will be ! lock and Mrs. John Stover of Union.
attention
-i.ecial
;'
a
of Rev. William Picksley will celebrate the Holy
the Home was attended by Misses Alberta and
it partment, and it is ex- unable to be present were Silas B. Howes
Forest E. Howes of Milton, Communion at the home of Miss Gammans on Bessie Allen and Lucy Pendleton.
partnient there will be Everett, Mass.,
The twenty-three girls of the family, dressed
Church street.
after Mass., Dr. L, M. Howes of Bangor, Mrs. W. F.
j_ Tiiis will be looked
of Bevjrly.Mass. and Chester M.Howes
so daintily all in white, were by far the pret“Give Us our Daily Bread” is the subject of
.ity as superintendent Hayes
of Tryon, N. C. The floral offerings were untiest part of the decorations, and they and the
number of entries.
the morning sermon, and “Confucius or Christ'*
kind and painstaking matron and manager, Mr.
usually numerous and beautiful, including
maims will be offered in
of the evening sermon by Rev. Horace B. Selseveral large pieces from relatives, employes,
and Mrs. MacNeil, won many deserved comfruit
department, and
lers at the Methodist church next Sunday.
men's league, Sunday school and friends, behe fair is early, it is ex“Efficient Sunday School Records will be the pliments.
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The program, which was participated in by
speaking the high esteem in which the deceasdiscussed after the prayer meeting,
lent display will be made
subject
ed was held and expressing the heartfelt symseveral out of town artists as well as some of
The
n; will be looked after
young peoples
this, Thursday, evening
of the friends and the community for i
our best local talent, was exceptionally fine
f this city as super- pathy
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chorus will meet to-morrow, Friday, evening
the bereaved family. The bearers were Sam- |
The following numbers were given:
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E
uel H. Doe, Frank M. Vaughan, Wm. L. BlaekChorus, Keep the Horse-Shoe Over the
.1 Company of Boston,
>,
J- P- Skelley
Door,
North church prayer meeting this,;Thursday,
ington and Simon D. Crosby, personal friends
second prize for the
Girls at the Home.
of the family. The interment was in Highland
evening, at 7.30, a half-hour service; subject
ne hundred pounds of
Reading,
for tonight and for next week, the last verse
cemetery.
Miss Anne M. Kittredge.
Lead, and the Pine Tree
,••.
of the 23d Psalm. The usual service of Piano Solo, A la Bien Aimee, op. 59, No. 2,
The remains of William George Clark, who
'Lith, have offered one
Edouard Shutt
with
at
10.45,
worship Sunday morning
Miss Marian M. Heal.
<i iL.r the best display of died at his home in Dorchester, Mass., July
B,
by the pastor. Sunday School im- Vocal Solo,
preaching
18th, arrived by boat Tuesday morning for indwii-;
Miss Katherine Brier.
mediately following. A special invitation is
terment in the Mary Patterson lot in Grove
extended to those who are enjoying a sum- Violin Solo,
Miss
Katherine Hilton.
for each afternoon and
cemetery, where prayer was offered at 1.30
mer's rest in this vicinity, and whose duties do
Accompanist, Miss Ellen Sleeper.
it* three days.
o'clock by Rev. Horace B Sellers, pastor of the
not take them elsewhere, to worship with us A Group of Songs,
rutting the bushes, cut- Methodist church. Mr. Clark w’as born in BelMrs. Alice Houston Stevens.
during the summer.
fast in February, 1849, the son or the late
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board
Piano Solo,
The sessions of the excutive
ar.d Belfast will have William and Mary French Clark.
In early
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Mr. Frank Watson.
e fair grounds in
the life he married Miss Linda J. Patterson of this General Conference of the Baptist churches
ot
We are indebted to E. S. Pitcher for the use
city and moved to Boston about 30 years ago. were held in Portor Memorial at Ocean Park
A fine Columbia Vicmembers of the board, who of a fine Poole piano.
of Auburn have pres- Ilis widow, and one of their four children sur- last week. The
trola from J. L. Sleeper & Co.’s music room
were
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United
in
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live
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99
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Clark
Spencer
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parts
with a tine large silver vive,
was located on the veranda and several selecDorchester, who accompanied the remains present, with few exceptions. Dr. R. D. Lord,
at the Baby Show on the
l.
tions were enjoyed before the regular proand
Rev.
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of
West
here. One brother, Frank,
Brooklyn, presided
Eden, the president,
Howard Whitten operated, and
Maine, also survives. Mr. Clark was a mem- Dr. Thomas H. Stacy of Concord, N. H., record- gram,..li?/.Mrs,
.i d premiums will be ofO
Crirls'
phnrilK.
ing secretary, and Prof. A. W. Anthony of
various departments ber of Timothy Chase Lodge, F. & A. M., and
“Keep the Horseshoe Over the Door.”
the Odd Fellows in Boston.
He came Lewiston, me., corresponding secretary and
joined
The
before.
ifered
preThe receipts, while not as large as previous
to Belfast Sept. 6, 1913, with the remains of treasurer, made reports. Much of the business
re published >n
book form
to the inclement weather,
his son, Henry T. Clark, who died in Corpus transacted was relative to the merging of the years, due mainly
r.is of the county are
;;
of $125.
The were upwards
1913.
He was a sales- Baptist and Free Baptist denominations.
15,
Christi,
Texas,
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n
the various dtpartThe society wish to extend sincere thanks
man and worked for some time for William
report of Prof. Anthony in regard to the "getit*
unts in premiums and
to all who assisted, particularly those who
a
covof
About
Boston.
c
ting together” of the two denominations
warded at the close of Schraff, confectioner,
took part in the program and served in the difyear ago Mr. Clark met with an accident that ered nearly every State in the Union. He referent departments; to Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, Chas.
on valvular disease of the heart, which
k:
ported that in Massachusetts friendly relations R.
hd the season desired brought
Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Brown, F. Walcaused his death.
His widow was ill and un- are maintained, but that no policy of State act
untinued,and the manlace Chase, Mr. E. S. Pitcher, Carle & Joms
able to come with the remains.
the
declared.
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hi? year the boosting on
and L. S. Shiro.
Free Baptist churches have quite generally
n an effort to get the
!"•
widow of the late Joseph A.
Elsie
Brown,
with
associations
themselves
connected
Baptist
t
it held some years
Base Ball.
Banks, died at 6 a. m., July 22nd, after a long and the Baptist convention. The Baptists and
s b
and you Boost Be!illness, aged 70 years. She was born in North Free
Baptists of NewHampshire are committed
EASTERN MAINE LEAGUE.
Haven, the daughter of the late Richard ard to
i be the special midcooperate and combinatjpn. Maine is conbut
most
Grant
of
her
Brown,
Eliza
passed
Belfast was victorious again at Bangor July
i. ree days of the fair
sidering plans for consummating its union.
life on the farm at Poor’s AT ills, Belfast, where
the up-river men played much
a similar
position on she died. She was a devoted wife and mother There are joint committees composed of Bap- 15th, although
tists and Free Baptists on organization and better ball than on the previous day. Vaughan,
K'-t office in the grand
ana was respected by all who knew her.
She
the new pitcher tried out for Bangor, did good
r:
.er by Mrs.W. J. Clifappropriation.
was a member of Riverside Grange and of the
i
work, but his support, especially m the out
Benevolent club, and while not a member she
field, left much to be desired—by the Bangor
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
f the fair, will be dcalways worked for the interest of the church.
Lr
fans. The score was 7 to 3. The same afterDay; Wednesday will
Two daughters and two sons survive—Mrs.
noon Old Town won'from the Easterns, 2 to 1, in
will
ay.and Thursday
The following transfers in real estate were
Estelle K. Millet and Everett E. Banks of this
a fast game.
Day. Each day will have
and William A. and Cassie, who lived on the recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
city
Thursday afternoon, Belfast won from Banlure m keeping with the
1914:
22.
for
the
week
July
ending
farm. One sister, Mrs. Olivia Carver of North
gor in one of the best games seen on the home
to
B.
StaArthur
J.
Monroe,
Smith,
George
Haven, also survives. The funeral will take
field this season, by the score of 4 to 3. Wormaies have been granted
ples, do; land in Monroe.
; place at her late home Sunday at 10.30 a. m„
wood was in the box for Belfast and Fox for
railroad for the fair.
Kingsbury B. Crockett, Prospect, to George
Rev. George S. Mills of Bennington, VC, ofBangor. Errors were rather numerous, but
..August 17th will be good
B.Crockett, do; land and buildings in Prospect !| there was some
ficiating. The interment will be in Morrill.
good hitting.
These tickets will
Joseph Williams, Islesboro, to Edith H. WilFriday’s game was a terrific slugging match,
Priscilla, widow of the late Joseph Brewster liams, do; land and buildings in Islesboro.
points west to Waboth Wheeler and Vaughan being hit hard and
*' •“u
and a native of Belmont, died at the home of
.cor, inclusive.
William Farwell, et al, Thorndike, to Heirs often. The home team
got but one more hit
her son Edmund in that town July 14th, aged
on. which will prevail
of Thomas S. Keene, do; land in Thorndike.
than the visitors but bunched them to better
...;ii
78 years. Her death was caused by pneumoto
Hannah
E.
Small,
Brooks,
j
Merton L, Fogg,
advantage. Despite the tornado of batting
nia.
ntmission to grounds
!
Practically all her life was spent in Bel- do; land in Brooks.
both sides fielded finely and but one error was
years free; admission mont, where she enjoyed the respect and esZepha L. Miller, Brooks, to Adelhert N. El- made on each side. Lawry of Bangor was the
and
friends.
In
her
teem
of
her
neighbors
25c.;
arnages,
private |
well, Waldo, and Myrtle E. Staples, Belfast^ champion swatter of the day, getting two home
u touring cars, 50c.; pasactive years she was a woman of much natural
land and buildings in Waldo.
The
runs and two doubles in five times up.
she
was
For
an
active
member
years
*1.00; single passenger ability.
George C. Miles, Portland, to Ephraim Brag- score was 15 to 8 in Belfast’s favor. At Brewer,
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survive
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Mystic Grange.
passenger carriages
in
Montville.
land
Freedom;
don,
the Easterns won from Old Town, 6 to 2.
ui Deuam
rrea ana n.amunu
anu
josepn ox
Charles W. Frederick, et als, Belfast, to WillThe game on Saturday was not called until
awarded to the grange Camden. The funeral took place at her late ; iam B.
in
land
Belfast, (Two deeds.)
Swan, do;
late on account of the shower, and was made
-hat registers the most names home. Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the Universalist
John E. Prescott, Lawrence, Mass., to Albert seven
innings by agreement. Befast won, 3 to
their own handwriting dur- church officiating. The interment was in the |
S. Watson, Burnham; land in Burnham.
1. It was a fast game marked by fine field'ng
South Belmont cemetery.
P
fair.
Albert D. Baker, Liberty, to Harry B. Wy- on both sides. Temple held the visitors to one
t'Nurseries Co. of Bedford,
tgg r.j,.
The Dexter correspondent of the Bangor man, do; land and buildings in Liberty.
hit, a three-bagger by Lawry which started
the management for
preElizabeth C. Newbert, Appleton, to T. E. the game and resulted in a run. Fowler, the
News has the following notice of the
Daily
department three dozen oi
j
Lincolnville; land in Knox and Waldo Island Falls High pitcher, was tried by Bangor
i'^m and Gravestein apple death of a former resident of Belfast: •‘Mrs. Gushee,
{,_ •di!
and made a good impression.
Sylvina Mae Banks, daughter of C. H. MaxfieJd counties.
three years old.
Darius K, Drake, Frankfort, to Mabel E.
of this town, died Friday of chronic Bright’s
At South Brewer Saturday the Easterns won
42(1 Reunion
The standing of the
disease at the age of 29 years. Mr. Maxfield Cook, do; land and buildings in Frankfort.
from Old Town 4 to 3.
19th Me. Regiment.
rhfc 42<| p;
accompanied the remains to Belgrade, where j Eva S. Bowdoin, Stockton Springs, to Sewall league then was:
19th Me. Regimenta interment will be made.”
H. Bowdoin, do; land and buildings in Stockton
*u
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Lost.
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->Pl*l at Clinton, Maine
L/1
Springs. (Two deeds.)
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1'inner and sup- NORTH SEARSMONT.
John E. Marden, et al, Searsmont, to V. A, Easterns.—13
f
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-542
1
14
Mrs. Abbie Howard of Belfast and Mr.Joseph Simmons, Belfast; land in Searsmont.
ulmgs Corps, at 3(
9
.391
M
Old Town.
16
.333
8
Central R. R. anc Mahoney from Massachusetts are spending a
et
to
Bangor.
al., Quincy Mass.,
Abbie D. Whitcomb,
Messrs. H. C. Buzzell, George I. Keating,
three-fifths fare foi few days with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rokes_ novid r. WarrAn. Tsleshoro: L nd in Islesboro.
p,
and Amos A. Colcord
ire good for August
Miss June Simmons is visiting her uncle, S.
Albert D. and Minnie B. Gilley, Bucksport, Eben F. Littlefield
August 26th. This is W. Paul....Mr. and Mrs. Leon Brown called to Chester A. Sheldon, Northport; land in motored to Bangor Monday evening to meet
ea.
and comrades wh o wist
the managers of the Old Town and Eastern
on Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hunt Sunday_Mrs.
r,.,t
Northport.
1
an do so free of
charge Abe Sansora of Belfast is visiting her sister,
A. Barter, Pittsfield, to Charles H. base ball teams for a conference in regard to
ar
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spent July 17th and ISth with
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Higgins... .Mr. and MrsFrank Hobts and son of Bangor were guests,
last week of Mr. and Mrs. Gee, G. Ciliey and
Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Parsons-Mrs. Fred Higert Patterson

Mr. and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest of Belfast and Mrs. Charles D. Cool and children
and children passed July li^th with Mrs.
of Madison, Wis., are enjoying a stay at gins
N. Higgins....Mr. and Mrs. Charles CrockV.
the Gilchrest cottage, Kelley’s Cove, Northett of Belfast passed Saturday night and Sunport. Last Friday they entertained Miss Sara
with Mr. H. M. Higgins.tield strawE. West of Boston, Miss Florence Greeley of day
berries are a thing of the past, and now the
Yuba, City, Col., Mrs. John C. Pillsbury and
are ripe and very plentiful.
Mrs. William F. Schoppe and son, Billie. Miss raspberries
Florence E. Dunton of Madison, Wis., has also SWANV1LLE CENTER.
been their guest.
Mrs. Dow has returned from Camden, where
Miss Jennie M. Miller left Wednesday for a j she visited her daughter-Leslie Cunningvisit to Dr. and Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore in ham of 1 angor is visiting his uncle and aunt,
Thorndike. Dr. Kilgore’s many Belfast friends Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Gray... Mrs. Blanche
will be glad to know that he will return to Walker, who has had blood poisoning in her
hand, is slowly gaining... Mrs. John McKeen
l Belfast early in September and take up a general practice. He has leased one of the houses is gaining.... Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Park of hrank
and Mrs. John McKeen Sun'
in the McClintock block, which will be fort visited Mr.
E. H. Littlefield has cut William Clemday...
thoroughly renovated and put in order. The ents' and Mrs. Martha Nickerson’s hay and i-»
three lower rooms will be offices, and the two now cutting Harrison Cunningham s... .Some
of the farmers are through haying.... Mr. ana
upper floors fitted as living apartments for Dr.
Daniel Marden,and Mr. and Mrs.Dancyof Winand Mrs. Kilgore.
terport viaited Mrs. Flora Littlefield Sunday.

NO MORE FOOT AGONY ECHOES FROM ROCKLAND

FOR GOVERNOR,

WILLIAM T. HAINES,

I

IN

WATERVILLE.

FOUR
FREE

DAYS
CORNS COMB OUT,
BOX FOR EVERYBODY.

Everybody knows that for sore, painful,
swollen feet there is nothing so good as Ezo
j For Feet.
But now in every package of Ezo For Feet,
at druggists, is a 10 cent package of Ezo For

FOR STATE AUDITOR,

I

TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN,
Lewiston.

Rockland Happenings Always Interest Our
Readers.
After reading of bo many people in our town
who have been cured by Doan's Kidney Pills,
the questien naturally arises: “Is this medicine equally successful in our neighboring
towns?” The generous statement of this Rockland resident leaves no room for doubt on this

1
Corns, which is free Ii costa you nothing.
Use it for three nights; on the fourth night
I
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,
point.
lift out the corn and throw it in the fire.

JOHN A. PEIERS,
ELLSWORTH.

j
WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS
For

.CHARLES

Senator,

*

Winterport

M.

CONANT,

For

County Attorney,

Winterport

WALTER A COWAN,
For

Clerk of Courts,

Ezo For Corns, if purchased separately, is a
dime; with a 25 cent box of Ezo For Feet it is
free.
.-=

Gardiner several years ago when Mr.
Burleigh was a member of the House
and he originated the legislation for the

project.
The Federal Government pays a number of salaries in Maine for the three

United States fish hatcheries located
there. Five employes are provided for
For Register of Deeds,
the fish hatchery at Green Lake Station.
Waldo
EVANS,
EDWARD
These include a superintendent at $1,500;
For Sheriff.
foreman at $900; fish-culturist at $900;
Montville
FRANK A. CUSHMAN,
and two laborers at $600, which make
For County Commissioner,
Craig
$4,500 in all for Green Lake.
Seargport
FRANK I. MORTLAND,
Brook station receives almost as much,
For County Treasurer,
including $1,500 for a superintendent;
Belfast
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,
$900 for a foreman; and $1,800 for three
laborers at $600 each.
For Representatives to the Legislature,
Belfast
The largest
FRANK R. KEENE,
expenditure is for the
Montville Boothbay Harbor station, which is deCLEMENT,
J.
JAMES
voted to lobster propagation. The $8,000
Jackson
JOHN H. MCKINLEY,
Liberty
of government money which is paid out
CHARLES M. HOWES,

JAMES

Thorndike

H. SAYWARD,

Stockton

ALBERT M AMES,

Springs

Our Washington Letter.
[Special to The Republican Journal.]
Washington, D. C., July 20. Maine
items have been quite numerous at Washlately f r mid-summer. This is

ington

the season of the year when business
oflags, but a visit to Senator Burleigh’s
fices

July morning
ina lot of Maine people are
and
departmental
legislative

the

at

shows that
’eeVested in

Capitol

there

annually

Superin-

goes as follows:

tendent, $1,500; fish culturist, $900; en
gineer, $1,100; skilled laborer, $780; three
hremen at $600 each; custodian of lob-

any

pounds

ster

$600 each.

$720 and two laborers at
The government’s activities
at

three stations have gone far
toward stocking Maine waters with edible fishes and also toward making them
at these

attractive for the sportsmen who visit
the State in great numbers every year.
Senator Burleigh continues to receive

taken sick and confined to my bed,”
Mrs. L. C. Rollins of 602 Main St., Rockland, Me. “I doctored and when I was able to
get about I found that my kidneys were in
terrible shape. My mother had used Doan's
Kidney Pills with the best of results, and on
her advice I tried them. The first few doses
helped me, and it seemed as if a heavy load
had been removed from my back. I continued
to
using Doan’s Kidney Pilie, and was restored
good health. I feel certain that if I had used
this remedy sooner I would have been spared a
there
great amount of suffering. I still think
is no other kidney remedy as effective as
Doan’s Kidney Pills. Time has not altered my
of them and I recommend them

“I

was

says

many

great volume of the work of Senators the Senate and has them referred to the the fact that Norway mackerel, from
and Representatives is strictly non-po- judiciary committee for consideration. which the duty of $2.00 per barrel was
litical and no one stops to inquire wheth- Many people in Maine have been display- removed, are several dollars a barrel
er the man seeking to have something
ing an interest in a bill by Senator Jones, higher than when the duty was collected.
It is
done is a Democrat or Republican.
of Washington State to prohibit the use Can the Democrats win your vote with
often a matter of finding how something of the mails to insurance companies this sort of reduction in living expenses?
s
can be done and one of Senator Burleigh
transacting business in States where
busiThe Baldwin Locomotive Works has
in
governmental
long experience
they are not authorized to do so. Resomen on account of the lack
ness knows not only how a thing ought lutions for that bill have been received laid off 6,000
12 beet sugar factories
in
of
work
for
to
to
them;
getting
w^here
go
but
fire
done
from the Penobscot county board of
to be
and their operait disposed of expeditiously.
underwriters and also from Franklin have closed their doors
| tives are without work, the combined
Therefore it is, that, notwithstanding
JT.
slicing capacity of the factories being 7400
Democratic administration, Senator
a
STREAMS WITH TROUT.
STOCKING
conof
be
to
tons per day; the Logan Iron Works, an
Burleigh finds himself able
to his constituents.
occupying several acres at
industry
service
D.
C., July 20, 1914.
Washington,
stantly larger
for fifty years, has
if Republi- 1 Plans to
He could do more for them
completely restock all trout Greenpoint, N. Y.
there are good streams and lakes throughout the nation- shut its doors and its operatives are uncans were in power, as
new employment.
will be again al forests of
Colorado, Wyoming and successfully seeking
reasons for believing they
of curtailed busias soon as
South Dakota, within a period of nine When the whole story
in the course of a few years,
ness and discontinued business is told, the
a chance at the ballots again.
are well under way, as the result
have
years,
people
Democratic
man
of the approval by the federal bureau of unemployed total millions.
•Senator Burleigh is a good business
fisheries of a plan of operation prepared tariff lost them their jobs.
ana ne geis aion*
He is
all parties in dispaiching affairs.
by the forest service. The bureau of
The proposed Wilson-Bryan treaty with
with the Democrats at fisheries has promised to furnish the nec- !
as
popular
quite
crovides for a payment of $25,Columbia
as he was with Republicans,
for
distribution
the
fish
to
vafry
Washington
essary
and offers an apology
Some of his very- rious
which is saying much.
forests, the shipments of fry to be 000,000 blackmail,
best personal friends are Democrats. directed to railroad stations nearest the for the action of a former administration,
No greater
When it comes to matters of legislation waters to be stocked so that as many that of Theodore Roosevelt.
an ex-president
is taking an streams as
at the Capitol in which he
possible may be supplied from insult was ever offered
Roosevelt.
active part he works with the Democrats a central point. The planting of all fry than this Wilsonian insult to
and
further
him
with
work
not
is
this
treaty
But
all,-the
Democrats
forest officers who
will be
and the
~ vr u

J I.

--

performed by

differ-

thought is given to political
will keep close check on the results of
that is disthe work.
ences. except, in legislation
According to the estimates of the fortinctly of a political character.
no

Burleigh has been taking
matters of public business here

Senator

up
of

many
Derecent days. He was at the Navy
for a talk with
other
the
day
partment
in the
Secretary of the Navy Daniels,
that
course of which he recommended

Clerk
Cvius Dana Bishop, Acting Chief
at
of the Department of Public Works
near
the Pearl Harbor Naval Station,
Mr.
Honolulu, Hawaii, he promoted.
sent there from the PortsBishop
tour of service
mouth Navy Yard and his
when he will be enmonth,
next
expires
if he desires
titled to return to the States
in the Navy
it. His superior officers
times that he
have recommended several
in order that it
was

he given

a

promotion

to stay
be made an object for him
is a native of
Mr.
Bishop
islands.
in the

might

still being
Winthrop, Maine, his parents
The government has
residents there.
ten
been engaged for quite
erecting a great naval plant

years in
at Pearl

enterHarbor, along with other military

to

calculated
are
prises there, which
and navy base
make it the great army
ocean.
if or the control of the Pacific
a hand with a
Senator Burleigh bore

est

officers,

proposes to grant the Colombians exemption from Panama tolls forever and ever.

We in America were refused exemption.
Colombia will
approximately 20 million If the treaty is ratified,
marine
the brook, rainbow, and shortly have the largest merchant

fry of
this favoritism
black-spotted varieties will be needed to in the world. Does
meet the requirements of all the waters foreign nations please you?
adaptable to the production of trout. Of
trout

Washington Whisperings.
Washington, July 20 '1914. In the
past few months there has been a concerted effort on the part of certain
newspapers and periodicals to make the
public believe that the river and harbor
appropriation bill, which has been before
the Senate since June 18, is a ‘‘pork
barrel” bill pure and simple, and is full
of “graft”, to such
ought to be beaten.

an

tha^

extent

it

elections was, in most cases, less than
that in the Presidential election two

a

to

Great flocks of sheep were raised in
Maine previous to 1894; the sheep raising
four and a half million this year and a industry in Maine is now hardly worthy
of
gradually decreasing number each suc- of mention. The Democratic tariff
cessive year for a total of nine, at the 1893 caused Maine wool growers to kill
end of which time it is expected that the off their flocks and the industry has never
complete restocking will have been ac- returned to Maine with any measure of
complished. The estimates are said to its former importance. This Maine story
cover 273 streams and lakes in the three
of 1894 is being repeated now in Oregon
where sheep men are selling off their
The restocking of national forest flocks rapidly. In Crook County alone
streams in all States where such forests four great sheep raising concerns are
are situated, including those now being about to dispose of the last of their
acquired in the White Mountains and the flocks. These four are the Baldwin Sheep
southern Appalachians, will be given at- Co., the Prineville Land and Livestock
tention as rapidly as supplies of fish fry Co., the Morrow and Keenan Co., and the
become available for planting purposes. Malone Estate. Free Trade is not only
The forest service is admirably organ- driving wool growing industries out of
ized to carry on work of this kind and the country, but it is placing the entire
does so with practically no interference control of wool into foreign hands, so that
with regular activities since the fish mu3t soon we will be paying a double price for
be handled with the utmost haste and wool—just as soon as our own flocks are
this great number the bureau of fisheries is prepared to supply something over
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tions.

For several years men travelling
through the Middle West have been

bill for such
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prohibitory
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The whole country was
taking sides and talking about it.
A special election of a member of Conwhich brought the biggest politicians of all three parties into the State, a
year ago revived interest in the State. It
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Wages $3 per day;
day; washing, mending,
the hay mow.
Every
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Combination Pneumatic

Sweeper

Easy-Running DUNTLEA
,"pHIS Swiftly-Sweeping,
and at the same time pi
without

cleans
raising dust,
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERATION,
makes sweeping a simple task quickly finished. It reach
even the most difficult places, and eliminates the neve
of moving and lifting all heavy furniture.
The Great Labor Saver of the Home— Every home, lar.
f:
small, can enjoy relief from Broom drudgery and protection
the danger of flying dust.

Duntley is the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—
Has the combination of the Pneumatic Suction Nozzle and

U
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case you are a breeder of live stock,
may not be out of place for you to
of the
know that under regulations
Department of Agriculture, you must

Verv

east I v one rated

and al

Write today for full particulars
^neueeper

two permits from the Secretary
Agriculture before you can import
cattle, sheep, swine, and other rumi-

secure

II
_

of

nants

from any part of the

world for

North
except
purposes,
One of these permits, upon
to the American Consul at

Our

G. Albert Peirce, Esq., of Seattle, observation in quarantine at the port of
Wash., is spending a few days with rela- entry, on the date prescribed for their
tive in town.
arrival, or at any time during three
Mrs. Mary Driscoll and daughter of weeks immediately following.
Concord, N. H., are the guests of relaCattle from Great Britain, Ireland and
tives in town.
the Channel Islands, are held in quaranMiss Margaret Curtis and Miss May tine for a period of thirty days. If from
Kane have left for Isle au Haut for the
other countries, except those of North
summer months.
America, the quarantine period is ninety
Harry Snow has left for Hallowed
for date of shipment.
where he has employment with the Hal- days, counting
lowed Granite works.
Sheep and swine from any part of the
are subPeirce of New York city is world, except North America,

CASTORI

OK

1

Miss Helen Donlin has left for a visit the port of shipment, will entitle the
in Medford, Mass., and Concord, N. H. specified animals to a clearance; the
Rev. M. F. Reilley of Millinocket is other will assure, subject to inspection,
spending a few days at his old home here. their reception and entry, subject to
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Clubbing Offers

The following clubbing offers apply only to si 1'
tions paid in advance; ar d when payment is ;
should be stated what premium, if any, is dev
is also necessary to say that none of these pi
tions are mailed with The Journal or from tin
We have to pay for these pi blications one
advance, and they are then sent from their ie
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing off,;
follows for one year’s subscription paid in ad\

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
publications included

The

;

For a mild, easy action of the bowels, try
Doan’s Regulets, a modern laxative. 25c. at
all stores.

in

our

dubbin.

may be sent to different addresses.

Republican Journal Publishing

Hebron Academy
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HEBRON,
For Girls and

Boys.

35 % AITOMOBILL SI PH'1

MAINE.
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Send for catalogue.
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Our 1914 Catalogue i~
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FOUNDED 1804.
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extended summer vacation
professional man and wage earner should
the New England States, whereupon
in
a
member
and
become
dollar
one
invest
force of harvesters quit in the
)f this Movement in order, not only to the entire
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midst of the

respectfully,

Let Us Figure

gets 160 acres of land thrown in. But
he’s got to make good in more ways
than one.”
It is stated that Huntington had more

two on

hopin?

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO,

i

living

worthy young man hired will have a
chance to marry one of my five pretty
daughters. If he wins one of them he

or

Children Cry

continuance of the
Yours

the

?njoy its advantages personally, but also
;o help improve business conditions in the
state. The treasurer, W. E. Lawry of
Augusta, is very glad to fill with mail
ipplications for membership.

a

and

same.
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we

advance tnem in

for

Develop Maine Movement offers
The
hundred applicants.
a half
only agency for getting the value out than
five lucky ones were hard at work in the
it
when
)f
this general advertising
wheat field the other day, when it besears fruit in the shape of
inquiries. I
about
that the young
noised
came
manumerchant,
Every property owner,
were preparing to leave in a day
ladies
as
facturer and business man, as well
The

“

|

as you might wish to
In front of his home he posted the

chicken once a
All this serves to advertise the State. I
and a bed in

After talking politics men talk about
business and business prospects and op-

point of advertising alone, if the people
are organized to take advantage of it.

Franklin Chestnut, 8.75

Brass and

sign

a

"I need five harvest hands for

on

These three events have
portunities.
been worth and will be worth many thousands of dollars to Maine from the stand-

“

Holmes Stave Mill Parts

Giltner, Nebraska, is the author of

quaint

see.

appropriation

in the congressional elections. Maine men
visiting in other parts of the country hear following:

great deal about their home State
account of it.

6.60

in the Senate.”

Huntington,

Ambrose

State in the

Union from which the rest of the country
can get a line on what is likely to happen

a

Pea,

|

to the merits of the river and harbor
“My judgment is that there is less
than one-half of on? per cent of ‘pork’ in

now

Vermont has
talked about again.
changed to to a “November State” so

only

“

9

bill:

was

that Maine will be the

8.10

as

gress,
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or

S

anything that might savor of
“pork” or “graft”. As General Dan C.
Kingman, Chief of Engineers, tersely
put it the other day, when interviewed

several months.

“

Appreciating past patronage

to

ment

tion of the State, focussed the attention
of the whole country on the State for

7.85
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believe
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Stove,
Chestnut,

Jobbing, Repairs.

frequently during the late evening or all gone. Mutton is going to be very
early morning hours. The production of high in this country.
George
the existing federal and State fish hatchspending a few days at the home of his ject to a quarantine of fifteen days.
deall
to
meet
this
into
eries is hardly adequate
brother, Hayward Peirce.
Importations of potatoes
pleted by
the work
an aptherefore
and
of
and
the
however,
mands,
making
for
NEW DARK HARBOR HOUSES.
in
September
was
August
Miss Annie Caloon of
Springfield,
July,
of these
country
"tor geo.ug.c has to be done in installments.
amounted to 23,827 bushels. Then the Mass., is spending her vacation with her
propriation of $400,000
Two more summer palaces have just
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Caloon.
of the
Underwood tariff act knocked off the parents,
surveys in the various portions
been
completed at Dark Harbor. Isles*
Mrs. Orrin Treat and son, Augustus, of
tariff on potatoes and in October there
United States.” This work is in charge
boro. One is the property of A. J.
the
at
of
No- Worcester, Mass., are visiting
Drexel Paul of Philadelphia, who is a
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siderable survey
cry of “Back
Boston are the guests of Mr. Battles’ leaders. The structure
section
coast
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Maine, some of it along
change to “Abandon the farm” under parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Battles.
ready for occupancy this month, has cost
of the
It is located on the
more than $50,000.
the destructive action of the Democratic
of the State. Western members
has left for Bangor,
Laffin
P.
F.
Dr.
side of Dark Harbor adjoining
be
western
to
the
appropriation
tariff.
House caused
where he will be associated with Dr. W. the
Frothingham property. Its general
the surF. Johnson in the practice of dentistry. dimensions are 150 by 85 feet, wit h
voted with the qualification that
President Wilson has charged that cer“of the public lands.”
Misses Henrietta Otis and Mabel Ne- a brick terrace along the western side
veys should be
tain business interests are againBt him ville have left for South Bristol, where while the living and dining rooms have
This would have cut out practically every
for the summer. large covered porches. The cottage isja
the east.
in his legislative program. The Phila- they have employment
bit of geological survey work in
of two stories
Mrs. James Rowan and little son of Dutch colonial structure
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building
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three
Ledger
delphia
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There
public
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right.
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and Mrs. George Walker, for a few is finished in poplar
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for ever
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and eight bath rooms. It has a complete
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he
program.
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legislative
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Congress,
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of electric wiring and is hinted
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a site
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disposing of a ledge roughly estimated
voted $18,000 for the purchase of
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Averill
Haverhill,
Elizabeth
make
Miss
to
order
H your bowels fail to act freely B
to be about a $4,000 job, in
house at
work, the mechanics without income, Mass., and Miss Helen Averill of Worfor a post office and custom
room for a luxuriant flower garden.
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the comcannot sell, the rail- cester, Mass., are spending their vacafor
who
jobbers
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Fairfield;
Fort
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will
tone
so
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you up
you feel like new. I roads that cannot buy, the corporations tions at their home here.
at Bangor and
built for Frederick R. Kellogg, a well«
H
Bath, Me.
pletion of the post office
Mr. and Mrs. George Tunnecliffe and known New York lawyer, which too will
of a post |B “We have used your ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s B! that find their foreign trade dwindling,
:$3,000 for the commencement
■ Medicine for the last ten years for all B^
have returned to their home in be ready for occupancy this month. This
All these matters ■ kinds of sickness, and
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think it a great
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time
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some
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money
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and ■ highly.
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perbath rooms.
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|H sou right up, and make
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active worker and he did all
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the Sundry Civil apbeen compropriation bill, which has just
the Senate and the House. One

number of items
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It is, tlierefore, impossible
bombarded with questions about the
the Corps of Engineers, jealous,
possibilities in Maine. The campaign that
before the
name
as it is, of its good
of
the
resubmission
which followed the
its endorsebe
found
would
giving
amendment to the constitu- people,

ma|<{
a

A discount of 25c. per ton is allowed jnr
Cash in 30 days from date of delivery,
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tion.
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$7.85 per ton

Egg,

unless

project

shall

we

following'prices on coal put in
delivered in the city limits:

nave

to

first

Hay

the

harbor bill than it would fit the post
office appropriation bill, the army bill,
or the navy bill, for they all concern the

years ago, but even in these instances
the
gained. In the Seventh

and after

Un

matter of fact, “pork barrel”
legislation no more fits the river and

As

whole country.
Republicans
District of New Jersey, the total vote
It has, however, become the fashion
in the Congressional election fell away on the part of particular newspapers and
forty per cent, yet the Redublican gain journals of a more or less sensational
In the Sec- character to cry “pork” wh’en the river
was 98 per cent over 1912.
ond Iowa District, the decrease in the and harbor bill comes before Congress,
total vote, compared with 1912, was 38 with the result that many unthinking
per cent, yet the Republican gain was 27 people believe that it is primarily a bill
per cent. In the Senatorial primary in designed to assist the political ambitions
high opinion
Pennsylvania, the total vote was forty- of representatives and senators, when
whenever I have an opportunity.*’
vote in
ask
Don’t
nine
dealers.
simply
all
at
60c
the unvarnished truth is that there is no
per cent less than the total
Price
for a kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidney Pills the Presidential election two years ago, big appropriation bill that is so free
—the same that Mrs. Rollins had. Foster- but the Republican gain was 21 per cent. from the selfishness that
prevails in
Milburn uo., Props., Buffalo, N, Y.
One of the most significant of the re- legislation to a more or less degree, as
turns is that of the Minnesota election this same river and harbor bill, i
tor Governor, in which the Republican
POLITICAL POINTS.
Many years ago river and harbor bills
gain was 203 per cont, in spite of the were passed without very scrupulous
in
Can you tell why peanuts, raised
fact that the total vote was 27 per cent
or the
regard for reports of engineers
southern States, are protected by the less than the vote for President in 1912.
feuch
merits of particular projects.
adI
are
Democratic tariff, while potatoes
of
under
suspension
bills
were
passed
mitted free? If you can tell, you will
DEVELOP MAINE MOVEMENT.
the rules, without opportunity for discusMaine
listeners;
of
find a large audience
naturally, reof
The Develop Maine Movement is in sion or amendment, and,
farmers are curious to learn the cause
at lease, in wellinstances
two
in
receipt of a request for information re- sulted,
this rank discrimination.
It was under such
vetoes.
Maine lands from an investment remembered
garding
tarof “pork barrel
title
the
that
conditions
The Democratic tariff reduces the
comes
from
standpoint. This request
reOf late years,
use.
iff on hay from $4.00 to $2.00. This
in a large city of the Middle West bills came into
parties
in
the policy of the
duction results in a loss of $132,000
and indicates that the writer has reached however, it has been
Waldo county alone, where the annual the conclusion that Maine will be the Committees of Congress dealing with the
hay crop amounts to 06,000 tons. Think next State to experience a busiress boom. improvements of our river3 and harbors,
what the total loss in the sixteen counties Members of the Movement who want to to refer all new projects to the Corps of
It is conservative to estimate
of the Army for recommendamust be.
get in touch with this “prospect” will be Engineers
that Maine farmers will lose a million furnished with his address.
tion as to the need and utility of every
as
a
result,
and a half dollars annually through this
This request is taken to be significant individual project, and,
has
Democratic tariff reduction of $2.00 per because it is
evidence that the nothing in the way of appropriation

petitions from Maine people on
quite a variety of legislative matters in
which they are interested. There have ton on hay.
ington
And even though it is a Demo- recently come to him petitions for Nabe done.
The Democrats told us the low tariff
eratic administration, a Republican Sen- tional Prohibition from Ripley and St.
ator who is as much on the alert as Sen- Albtns, from citizens of Lincoln, Maine, would decrease living expenses. It is well
ator Burleigh is for everything that and from Cumberland District Lodge, In- Known that it has not done so. One inmakes for the benefit of Maine people, dependent Order of Good Templars. The teresting example of actual increase in
Then a
has abundant opportunities.
Senator presents all these petitions in price in an article of food is illustrated in
matters and are writing down to Washto find out what, if anything, can

marice and registrations in different
parts of the country reveal sweeping
Republican gain* and corresponding
Democratic and Progressive losses. A
careful analysis of these figures, just
trend
completed, shows unmistakably the
of political sentiment from Maine to
California. The swing back to RepubliThe figures show that
can victory is on.
the condition that resulted in the election of Wilson is wiped out and that the
to the
readjustment has been favorable
The
instance.
in
every
Republican party
total vote in primaries and Congressional
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For Fatheifess Famines.
Pensions Proved Practical by Thorough
Test. WUws’ Worry Rigshrty Relieved by A. I. C. P. OUeet Orgnaizatioa
would Pension Five Hundred More.

July 20. 1914. Nottricks that damp aeaNew York, July 20. After a practione’s daintiest gowns, cal teat of the idea of widows's pen“*•
sions, that is now bring studied all over
place* where °"e
in *8ing than at the re- the country, leaders of the Association
fashionable Jersey coast. for Improving the Condition of the Poor
UK' IN BLOUSES.
in this city today reported that they were
,,jses in linen, voile or willing to extend to five hundred father.range, yellow, green. less families the
system that

th',,
tfl

^
'!'I:

pension
successfully applied to fifty
These are made cases
son.
during the last year. In spite of
raglan sleeves very plain the opposition to State pensions of this
, i,. varied by the shapes
sort that has been aroused among many
and flare pointed cuffs. organized charity experts, the workers
ire preferred for more
of this oldest general relief body here
all waists are full in assert that they “cannot let their theories
at the waist as those and
opinions as to the merits of one

t
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purple,
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form of relief
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over

another prevent the

FEATURES.

adoption of a program whose purpose it
is, long tunics, wide is to
put a stop to the incalculable social
i u
collars, embroidered loss that is plainly written in the lives
quarter sleeves, are of a large number of women and chilfeatures one notices on dren.” If funds are
forthcoming, it is
r„j.-ed crowd. In tailored planned to pension one widow with chil-

^
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f
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-kirts, simulated bole- dren in every hundred in Greater New
skirt fronts, and coat York
through the association’s scientific
f all descriptions.
system of visitors, nurses, doctors and
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outfit,
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and be

boon to home dressa good pattern these
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In white serge,
out.
is and eponges these

it-

and shelter must

be

Proper food, clothing
assured as an ‘‘indispensable

mini-

mum” to widows with children, the
perts of the A. I. C. P. declare in

dorsing widows’ pensions,
mothers must never be

exen

such

while

made to work

under conditions that break their health
and strength or oblige them to neglect

their children.

popularly believed,
private relief has fail-

It is

assert, that
to adequately deal with all families
deprived of their bread winner; and the

they

ed

danger of ceasing to do good for fear of
making people dependent is cited against
the opponents of this pension plan, which
is expected to work out to the benefit of
the community, as similar support by
free scholarships has done.
Sixty-five percent of the total income
of the forty-three widows with 191 children now cared for by this method is regularly supplied in pensions from the
funds of the Association for Improving
the Condition of the Poor, while twentyeight percent is earned by the widows
and children themselves in occupations
that are not overtaxing and permit the
mothers to remain at home.
Contrary
to the
recently expressed opinion of

\

other charitable experts that mothers
should work away from home when home

McCall

are not
urgent and children
may not require constant oversight, the
A. I. C. P. workers declare that all
children need oversight and their pres-

demands

alone makes home demands urgent.
That these children must not work beyond their strength and that their lives

ence

as

well

as

those of their mothers must

impoverished by making a livelihood, is insisted unon by this organization

not be
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pensions.
Beside the 43

are

fatherless families that

being pensioned,

431

widows with

1572 children are being given less regular
relief by this organization, which has
contributed 24 percent of their total income

while the mothers

and

children

have earned 67 percent and only il percent has been supplied by all other organizations. To pension all these widows
and relieve them of the anxiety of their
uncertain tight for life, is the project
for which five times the funds

required

their present pensioners are being
these workers, who believe
sought
they hrfve proved fhe practicability of
for

shaped lapis this

■nl with smart tassel
r

after its seventy years of experience amt
its more recent test of the practicability

idea.

“Not

even

temporarily

can

v,e

longer

allow widows to break down their health
and the health of their children by allow-

ing them to work long hours, with low
wages and under severe physical strain”,
concludes the report of the Association

organdie,
for Improving the Condition of the Poor,
: white serge especialiceedingly well liked, just issued from its headquarters at 105
“We must make deseason, it is said that ! East 22nd street.

if
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linen,

or

lead in contrast to | cided effort now, once and for all, to
and crude combinations j prevent this social calamity of broken
I down physique of women and even more
"Cubist” fashions.
of children; to give up the wretched deW VEILS.
.11

v,

a'

■

r-

^

■

!ri'r

lusion that a mother can earn the bread
is the latest mode, and
i for and at the same time properly nurtg tn the girl of today as ure and rear her children.”
dmotber. Very thin
TEDDY'S RIVER OF DOUBT.
arrow borders of cheni 'pular choice for these.
these, voluminous veils

*c

iigured lace that fall to

■K

lower

r

are

considerably

Lucy Carter.

WC.

and 15c.

FM;

t.K

IN

BELFAST

BY

Rl & JONES,
ngement have all the
all the time.

I

|
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"'-'.I'! INC TO SEND.

[Gov. Elias H. Ammons of Colorado, in the
Farmers’ Life and .Fruit Journal.]
He scoff:: at the college professor;
Declares that his strength's on the wane;
Denounces the grape juice of Bryan;
Insists that it’s not even sane;
He dreams all his friends back in office,
And all of his enemies out.
As he dines on a morsel of monkey,
And sails up the River of Doubt.
He revises the Ten Commandments,
And brings them all quite up to date;
Bewails the mistakes ot old Moses,
And sighs at poor Lincoln’s slow gait;
While Washington’s blundering tactics
Produce a most terrible pout.
As he swallows a wee bit of monkey
And sails up the river of Doubt.

In dreams he’s enraptured the people,
And all of creation subdued;
To the furthermost side of this planet
There’s against him not even a feud;
While the world’s population will honor,
And angels will bow round about,
As he dines on a diet of monkey
And sails up the River of Doubt.
ii ever ine coionei

From
If

Widows

a

resolutior

many widow£
t.ich the Maine members
t/
Army feel is a step in the
btL.h(i;aty,-ntand fair dealing. law
national pension
lj,d'‘
a, tinier, who married the
111'
itr (
1890, is eligible tc
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the veterans as a proptin,,,,’
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''cress from Maine to dc
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secure the changeof
all widows be made
it,,'that
:
regardless of the date
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Health by Lydia

E. PSnkbam's

Vegetable
Compound.

And, surely, he’ll not take the gout,
If he sticks to a diet of monkey
And sails up the River of Doubt.

Stops Neuralgia—Kills

Pain.

Linftnent gives instant relief from
Neuralgia or Sciatica. It goes straight to the
painful part—Soothes the Nerves and Stops
the Pain. It is also good for Rheumatism
Sore Throat, Chest Pains and Sprains. You
don’t need to rub—it penetrates. Mr. J. R,
Swinger, Louisville, Ky., writes: “I suffered
with quite a severe Neuralgic Headache for
four months without any relief. I used Sloan’s
Liniment for two or three nights and I haven’t
suffered with my head since.” Get a bottle
today. Keep in the house ail the tim* foi
pains and all hurts. 25c., 60c. and $1.00, at

out

holding

on

For any Itching akin trouble, piles, ecsems,
salt, rheum, hives, itch, scald head, herpes,
scabies, Doan’s Ointment is highly recommend*
ed. 50c. a box at all stores.

UPetiGoni|dfof

probate, of
granted in eotates :t Ojn**
late
late of Troy; Frank E. Whitcomb,
of Seanport; Hatt,e
E. Clerk,

am

well and

“I have

j

to

in estate of Curtis Hi.
of Unity.
Petitions for license to sell real estate
o. Rimwere granted in estates of Etta
ball of Jackson; Hazel F. Gilbert of
Charles 0. Moore, late of Iroy;

granted
Mitchell, late

was

Monroe;

Alfred S. Jackson, late of Belfast.
Warrants and inventories were returned in estates of Pauline A. Small, late
of Belfast; Annie B. Shaw, late of Belfast; John M. Simmons, late of Belfast;
Albert R. Fellows, late of Winterport;
Melissa A. Herrick, late of Belfast; Judlate of Lincolnville;
son G. Knight,
James M. Beckett, late of Islesboro:
Maude E. Reynolds, late of Freedom;
Sarah A. Barker, late of Troy; Luther
F. Grant, late of Stockton Springs; Lillian V Reed, late of Searsport.
*Accounts were allowed in estates of
Annie H. Webster, late of Belfast, first
and final; Hollis F. Foye, late of Palerlate
mo, first and final; Fred G. White,
of Belfast, fourth and final; Dennis J.
and
final;
Moody, late of Monroe, first
Robert G. Campell, late of Winterport,
trustee’s fourth and final; Angeline N.
Carver, late of Searsport, first and final.
Petitions for probate of wills were presented in estates of Augusta B. Farley,
late of Northport; Sarah E. Pitcher, late
of Northport; James W. Carver, late of
Lincolnville; Martha E. Hutchins, late of
Freedom; Edwin 0. Fogg, late of JackClimena Trundy, late of Montville;
son;
xi
n_
■
r>_„1,.
Tnlio A

strong.

always recommended

your
wonder-

medicine ever since I was so
fully benefitted by it and I hope this
letter will be the means of saving some
other poor woman from suffering.”—
Mrs. Martha Seavey, Box 1144,
Unionville, Missouri.
The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound have thousands of
such letters as that above
they tell
the truth, else they could not have been
obtained for love or money. This medicine is no stranger
it has stood the
test for years.
—

—

If there are any complications you
do not understand write to Lydia E.
Pinkliam Medicine Co. (confidential)
Lynn,Mass. Tonr letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman and
held in strict confidence.

Events
ol

a

late of Knox.
Petition for resignation of trustee was
presented in estate of Alfred W. Johnson, late of Belfast.
Petition for distribution was presented
in estate of Sarah A. Barker, late of

Bailey,

REMINISCENCE.

A

Brought to

Mind

Through

the Death

Troy.

Once Prominent Steamboat Officer.

Petition for administration

was

quarter
where the advantages existing when the

discipline

for

|

writer served his time in the forecastle,
an education more valuable to those who
I
were privileged to pursue the calling of
which
a seaman than a college course,

beyond their reach.

I 'life

Kurnc

Sores.

at

your

Druggist.

The “Best Sellers.”

William Dean Howells said the othei
of a certain type of “best seller’
novel:
“The men who write these books an
intellectually debased, and Hhe public
they write for is intellectually debasec
also. The thing reminds me of an anec

day

dote.
er

‘What are you doing, dear?” a mothsaid to her little four-year-old daugh

ter.

‘I’m writing

a

UNITY.
Miss Charlotte Seely of Presque Isle is
her aunt, Mrs. F. H. Whitehouse.

letter to

Alice,’

|

Miss Pearl Gregory returned home, re1 cently, after visiting fri.nds and rela“1 tives in Calais.
>

Mr. E. S. Loper, Marilia, N. Y., writes:
have never had a Cut, Burn, Wound or Sore ii
would not heal." Get a box of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve today. Keep handy at all times foi
BurnB, Sores, Cuts, Wounds. Prevents Lock-

jaw. 25c.,

July.

| visiting
fe\r

thi

youngster replied.
‘But dear,’ said the mother, ‘yoi

don’t know how to write.’
“The little girl, however, as she calmly continued her scrawl, answered:
‘Well, mother, Alice doesn’t know
New York Tribune.
bow to read:’

Poetical works.
1902. 811 L 94
Ritchie, Anne Isabella (Thackeray).
From the porch.
Essays. 1913...824R5
Staples, Lida Morse.
An interpretation of Maeterlinck’s
blue bird. 1914.839.3 M-8
TRAVEL

AND

Baedeker, Karl.
Northern France.

16

Is

DESCRIPTION.

maps and 56

Mt*.

Kli
*•

plans.T 44 B
Fielding-Hall, Harold.
The passing of empire. (British
India).T 54 H 14
Jenkins, Stephen.
The old Boston post road.
Manatt, James Irving.

Aegean days. 1913.T
Troutbeck, G. E.
Rambles in Florence.
■

Mrs. Horace F. Chase and
TT_n

I

mer

OKI

trofl

o

family

thoir

0,1

of
m.

home for the season.

Miss Vivian H. Taber and her friend,
Miss Irene C. Hines, are passing th<
week in a cottage at Bayside.
George C. Chase, president of Bate!
college, and daughter Elizabeth, of Lewiston, are guests at the Central House,
this week.
Charles E. Stevens and Miss Harriei
Wren have recently purchased new auto
mobiles; Mr. Stevens, an Oakland, anc
Miss Wren a Ford.
Perley Clark has returned home fron
Salt Lake City, where he has been em
ployed in a clothing store. Mr. Clark in
tends to remain in this vicinity.
Walter F. Jones again returned home
Tuesday afternoon, to spend his vacation
He arrived, Thursday, July 9, but wai
almost immediately called away by th<
illness of bis mother, who lives in Provi
dence. Mr. Jones has been traveling ii
theJWest forjnearly two years.

M
M
M

•

m

m
M
m

M
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•a

1913...„T 74 J 42
495 M

r

11

1913.T 45.5 T 7

A

—-—I-——

Rome.
1898.T 465 W 5
Williams, Egerton Ryerson.
Lombard towns of Italy. 1914.T 45 W 6-3
biography.

A

Agassiz, Alexander.
Letters and recollections of Alexander Agassiz, edited by G. R.

new

Typewriter Bargain

Oliver lypewriter, direct from the factory,

1913..B-Ag 12
Crow, Martha (Foote).
Harriet Beecher Stowe; a biography for girls. 1913.B-St 71-2
Marquis, Albert Nelson, Editor,

a

discount for cash.

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

Stobert, John Clarke.
The glory that was Greece. 1911...938 St 6

I have single and
on Washington street just off Main street.
hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
Is situated

double

FICTION.

C 77

fi867

1914.D 16

Findlater, Mary.
Over the hills. 1897.„F 49
Hillis, Newell Dwight.
The story of Phaedrus: how we got
the greatest book in the world.
1914.*...H 55-2
Mitchell, Silas Weir.
A village chronicle.
Westways.
1913.M 69-14
Parrish, Randall.
Shea of the Irish Brigade. 1914....P 24-8
Pier, Arthur Stanwood.
The jester of St. Timothy’s. 1911..P 61-6
Rohlfs, Anna Katherine Green.
Dark Hollow. 1914.R 63-8
Waterloo, Stanley.
1914.W 31-3
A son of the ages.
JUVENILE

HOOKS.

Wilde. Oscar.
Fairy tales. 1913.X-W 65
Williamson, Margaret.
John and Betty’s Irish history
visit.*..J-W 67
Wray, Angelina W.
Betty Tucker’s ambition, 1913.J-W 92*2
THE
Not

HUMAN

>

/

\
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LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE
use

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW

MONDAY, JUNE 15, 1914,
STMR, GOLDEN ROD will Run Every Week

Day

as

Follows:

was

ELEMENT

WHEN AND HOW THE
BODY POISONS ITSELF

I

considerable advice and
The underlying cause of much head- j
to the need of protecting ache, particularly migraine,or sick headmore
reliable ache, bilious attacks, vertigo, or dizziness,
sea-goers with some
1 his promethod of warning to other ships in- is intestinal auto-intoxication.
recent years, is
visible in the fog, of a vessel’s position, cess, recognized only in
1
the blood of poisons
rate of speed, and general direction in ; the absorption into
from the resiwhich she is making, and many inventors produced in the intestines
of radio signals and submarine bells are due of food.
The two most prominent factors in
urging the adoption of their devices for
are constipation
this purpose. Is is also suggested that causing this condition
and excessive meat eating. It can thereif the ordinary steam whistle with which
lie largely avoided by care in the
every vessel is supplied had been as in- fore
use of a laxative which will
telligently utilized as it might be, many diet and the the
fermenting residue ot
misunderstandings between navigators clear away
which is generating the poisons.
might have been averted with a resultant food
Pinklets, the new laxative, are admirsaving of life and property. Coupled,
suited to protect the body against
of
with
ably
signaling,
any system
however,
the dangers of auto-intoxication for they
whether through the air or under the
not gripe
gently assist nature and do leave
water that may be in general use or
the
Harsh purgatives
or purge.
that may be adopted in future, must
in a worse condition than they
always go some method of discipline system
but Pinklets give just the stimulawhereby navigators of vessels menaced find it
tion to the organs of excretion that is
by collision in a fog will come to an
natural action ami if
until
absolute standstill
they have needed to produce
are used regularly for a time they
they
and are
other
each
located
positively
will really correct constipation.
fully aware of the direction in which the
Your druggist sells l’inklets orthey will
meeting vessel is headed.
be sent, postpaid, on receipt of price, 25
A navigator may be ever so careful in
cents per bottle, by the Dr. Williams
obeying the law of “moderate speed Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Send
I
during a fog,” but if a fellow-shipmastoday for booklet and free sample.
I ter is careless of its observance, the
careful navigator may come to grief by
being collided with through the lack of
caution of another approaching vessel.
No one believes that the Empress of IreThe most economical, cleansing and
land would to-day be lying at the bottom
germicidal o£ all antiseptics is
of the St. Lawrence if both her captain
and the captain of the Storstad had come
to a full stop when they first heard each
other’s signals, and then before proceedI
ing again had made.certain of each other’s course. The failure of such precaution is the cause of many of these catasPowder to
A soluble
trophes where human life is practically
needed.
as
water
in
dissolved
be
the
of
obeying
sacrificed through lack
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
simplest rules of ocean navigation. —Marinp Journal.
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
In the August Woman’s Home Companion appear photographs of 17 babies For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
who,out of 100,000 examined at thp Better Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
with
Babies contests, were the only ones
In their private correspondence
marked 100 by the physicians in charge, women, which proves its superiority.
i All of these children were examined and
Women who have been cured say
graded according to the Woman’s Home It is ‘worth its weight in gold.” At
Companion standard score-card adopted
mail.
druggists. 50c large box, or by
for use in all Better Babies contests.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass.
Other interesting special contributions
to the August number are: “Good timeE
That Cost Next to Nothing,” being accounts of happy vacations spent by resourceful persons who are willing to pass
and
The large lot at the corner of High
their ideas on to others; “Queen Mary
This lot ie fully graded, has a
of England,” an intimate personal ac- Pearl streets.
and cemented cellar and with founcount of Great Britain’s sovereign fam- completed
dation ready to place timber upon. The cellai
ily; “The Lived-in Garden,” a practical, contains the piping and plumbing connections
suggestive article about gardens con- for a two family house and all is connected
tributed by Frank A. -Waugh, professor with the sewer. No better location for resiin
of landscape gardening at the Massachu- dence or apartment house now available
For information
setts College of Agriculture; “Home- Belfast. Price reasonable.
R.
E.
PIERCE,
to
made Fireless Cookers,” contributed by aDD|v
No. 8 Church Street. Tel. 110
ptf
readers; “Every Girl Should Know the
Right Way to Stand, Sleep and Walk”
by William J. Cromie; “Such a Pretty
Girl !” by Katharine Ferguson; and “A
Brittany Summer Fair and Festival.”
Fiction and special art features are conCarleton Doek of Belfast and Arthur W.
tributed by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins,
wish to announce that
Fannie Heaslip Lea, Margaret Busbee Patterson of Castine
have formed a partnership for the genShipp, Margarite Spalding Gerry, Mary they
the firm name of
under
of
law,
eral practice
Heaton Vorse, Henry Hutt, Charles C. DOAK
& PATTERSON, with offices at BelThe
and
Maud
Tousey Fangel.
Curran,
fast and Caatine.
The Belfast office will be open on every busiregular Fashion, Cooking, Housekeeping
and Young People’s departments arc ness day—the Caatine office will be open on
filled with splendid suggestions peculiarly Fridaya|and Saturdays and at other times by
3m27
special appointment.

printed
suggestions as

Leave Brooksville, 6.30 a. m.; Castine, 6.45 a.
m.; Warren’s
Landing, Islesboro, 7.10.a. m
arrive in Belfast, 8.00. Returning, leaveI BelZ
fast, 8.30 a. in. £
Leave Brooksville, 2.15 p. m.; Castime, 2.45
time
for
3.10
P. m.; Warren’s
Landing.
(in
boat to Boston.)
Returning, leave Belfast,
5,00 p. m. for Warren’s Landing (Islesboro),
Castine and Brooksville.
*isf3854
Connections will be made with the Eastern
Maine
to
from
Boston.
Steamboat Co.
and
Central Railroad to and from Boston. Steamer
Stockton to and from Camden. Connections
Sunday with Eastern S. S, Co. from.Boston for
Warren’s Landing (Islesboro), Castine 'and
Brooksville.
Agents—Fred Patterson. Belfast; James
Richards, Warren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P. Tapley, Brooksv lie.
Parties desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot
Bay can take stmr. Golden Rod at 8 80 a m
from Belfast and have 4 hours in Castine. Or
leave Castine at 2.45 p. m. for Belfast, givirg
1 hour to shop. Returning, leave Belfast 5.00 p.
m.
These excursions have always been very
popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine fu:
8w25
Warren’s Landing and Dark Harbor

COOMBS BROS., Managers.

NOTICE

_

!

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

I

Antiseptic

FOR SALE

DOflK & PATTERSON

summer.

YORKj

COMMENCING

be

valuable in

<

Eastern Bay Steamboat Co,

instituted in the
City of Belfast December 28. 18S9, and extends a cordial invitation to those wishing protection at minimum cost to become members
of this lodge.. Any^person of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
and
1
eligible. Certificates issued for $500, $1000
I $2000. Information gladly given at all times.
EBEN M. SANBORN. Ein. Sec'y.
IDA A. MAHONEY, Cor. Sec’y.
6ml8

More Signals. The Last Word la

£

DIRECT LINE

and Progressive Fraternal and
Social Insurance Order for Men and
Women. Organized November, 1887.
fast Lodge, No. 140,

V

E.

An Ideal

Be

I

^

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
They will tell
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast. Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AUENTS.
you to

New England Order
of Protection

Safety at Sea.
The several collisions of ocean liners
!
occurred
have
recently have caused
that
to

at

at

seen

PRESTON’S

HISTORY.

van.

May be

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

Who’s who in America, 1914-1815..920 LVol. 8
Shorter, Clement King.
George Borrow and his circle. 1813..B 2 B 64

Diane of the green

.never

used, and with all the latest improvements, will be sold

Agassiz.

Parks, late of Atkinson. Eleanor.
Montville.
Greyfriars Bobby. 1912.At 5
Petitions for license to sell real estate
Elizabeth.
Cooper,
E.
were presented in estates of Maude
My lady of the Chinese courtyard.
Reynolds, late of Freedom; Chester B.
1914.T 51
Stevenson, late of Belfast; Ruth H.
Knight, minor of Lincolnville; Arthur L. Dalrymple, Leona.

-j.

CaIuo

1913..081

pre-

Irgraham, and one or the other was for a Pillsbury, minor of Unity.
long time in command of steamboats
Accounts were presented in estates of
running on that hazardous route between Albert W. Cunningham, late of Freedom,
Boston and Bangor; hazardous in conse- first and
final; Daniel Shaw, late of Troy,
quence of the continuous fogs in summer final; Sarah A. Barker, late of Troy,
and snowstorms in early winter, these
final; Charles F. Foss, late of Brooks,
boats being laid off before the Penobscot first and
final; Sarah C. Elwell, late of
The
with
ice.
Inriver became closed
Waldo, first and final; Horace M. Bryant,
with
New
in
connection
Eng- late of Thorndike, first and final; Wilgrahams
land steamboat navigation were as well liam
Quigley, late of Winterport, first
known to the patrons of these steamers and
final; Albert Gammans, late of Belsince the Civil War as the Sanfords, who
fast, first and final.
established this line, before it. There
was Cant. Charles Sanford, and if memMOTHER'S GARDEN
ory serves me right I believe his brothThe latter
er’s name was Benjamin.
It stands walled in by pickets gray and banks
was the business manager, and “Charof royal green.
ley,” as his intimates called him, was In squares of box and southern-wood, and plots
captain of one of the boats. A natural
of flowers between;
steamboat captain, a large, handsome Great peonies of splendid hue, poppies of
Eastern dye.
man with a continual smile on his face,
which Arabian spice in sweetpolite, and gracious to everyone. I re- And pinks, with not
vie.
ness may
member him first in charge of the steamof heliotrope and tufts of silken
Mosaic
strips
boat Penobscot.
phlox,
Capt. Charlts Sanford and Hugh Rqss Geraniums with scarlet crest and gorgeous
of Bangor were inseparable chums in
hollyhocks;
mri
Him
Sweet mignonette and candytuft, and portuRoss was the owner at the time referred
lacas, too;
to—l,"5ti—of the tugboats that towed all Forget-me-nots of heavenly tint, sweet peas
and featherfew.
the vessels that loaded lumber at Bangor
down the narrow part of the Penobscot
bachelors with buttons bright, and maids
Old
He had
if they failed to get a fair wind.
of long renown,
a monopoly of the business and was a
Attired with quaint simplicity, in faded, safa
was
there
those
fron gowns;
hustler. In
large
days
fleet of brigs sailing out of Bangor to Dispensing yet a subtle charm, more potent
than the glow
the West Indies and South America,
fresher bloom—dear relics of a hallowed
carrying lumber cargoes altogether, On long ago!
were
while barks
frequently loaded Maternal pansies keeping guard over a laughthere, and occasionally a full-rigged ship.
ing row
It was lumber everywhere and of every
sawmills
conceivable shape from the
themselves, you know;
farther up the river.
Bangor, in fact, Their stately grandmas’ velvet gowns they
flaunt with easy grace,
The ofw as a live port in those days.
her caps, and little puckered
ficers and crew of these vessels as well And even imitate
face!
as the large number of coasters were
nearly all natives of the old Pine Tree In the dress-circle stands tha peers of this amState.
brosial realm
Bucksport, Searsport, Castine,
Belfast, Camden, Rockland, Bath, Port- Jonquils in satin coats and dames whose splendors overwhelm
land, Machias, Damariscotta, Eastport,
and the interior villages furnished these The simpler folic. Tall fleur-de-lis at Prince’sfeather smile,
of
all
and
nearly
stalwart, hardy men,
But Japan lilies, proud grandees, hold court
the seaports built the vessels in which
alone the while.
they sailed from the small fishing and Pink almonds and the damask rose here make
themselves a home;
coasting schooners to the largest and finAnd all the Hebes, blush, cinnamon and bridals,
est of ships, Bath leading in the latter.
too, find room!
It was not unusual for an entire crew,
from cook and steward (one man filling Ravishing scents!—the humming birds who
these nectared cups.
quaff
be
from
one
to
both positions) to captain,
And bees, spinning their golden wax, and gauzy
village, and with such a crew the old
who
6ups
fly
saying was carried out to the letter, “A
long pull, a strong pull, and a pull all From honeyed calyxes, enhance the witchery
of scene.
together.” There was no task that fell
to the lot of such a crew that was not Outspread on dewy morns of June, as eagerly
I lean
mastered in fine shape anG in doubleTo catch the roseate flush of dawn, while yet
quick time. There might be a few ;
the day-stars kiss
uncomplimentary remarks made in the 1 The little buds, till every lovely petal glows
; forecastle when the watch below had
with bliss!
been called more than once to shorten Oh holy calm, oh depths of peace!—sweetened
or make sail, but no growling was heard
by mellow call
aft. These home boys were too loyal Of bluebirds to their timid mates, ere the first
sunbeams fall.
and deeply interested in the success of
Then earth exults!—high carnival of song and
the voyage to complain of necessary
tint and scent
I work, which was almost continuous, as
Thrills every breast with symphonies of idyllic
in the United
content.
i they handled cargoes both
States and foreign ports.
swift unfurl their purAndrew Furuseth’s gospel of unionism Crisp morning-glories
ple chalices.
had not reached the forecastle then.
Exhaling sweetest incense; while along the
Had he been on earth he couldn't have
trellises
got a hearing among those native I The climbing honeysuckle lifts its balsamAmericans who lived up to the conditions
freighted urn,
as sunrise gems the twinkling
required in the articles they had signed, | Distilling balm,
to
grass and ferns.
subservience
necessary
realizing that
deck. Such I —Cornelia F. Whitney, in National Magazine
led to the

a

JUNE. 1914.

sented in estate of t1 red F.

fCapt. George L. Norton in The Marine
Journal.]
The death of Capt. Mark L. Ingraham
at the age of ninety recently in Rockland, Maine, recalls the fact that there
were several brothers by the name of I

was

Library

ORNIRAL WORKS.
Dodd, Bleed £ Co. Publisher*.
New intern etionel jeer book for

E.iJe^cKS?

cramp and my face
would draw, and I
could not speak, nor
sleep to do any good,
had no appetite, and
everyone thought I
would not live.
Some one advised me to take Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I had
taken so much medicine and
my doctor
said he could do me no good so I told
my
husband he might get me a bottle and I
would try it. By the time I had taken
it I felt better. I continued its use,and
I

NEW BOOKS.

SOCIOLOGY.
Thomas, late of Bolfeet; John
late of Antin, Mery.
late of Prospect; Howard Snow,
They who knock et oar getes. 1914..325 An
Burnham.
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Reascbenbasch, Welter.
Petition for allowance was granted
late of
Christianizing the sociel order.
estate of Charles E. Lane,
1912....336.7 R-2
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LITERATURE.
Petitions for guardian were granted
of
Unity, Arbley, Frances Barney. Medeme D’
estates of Leroy S. Knight,
Kenneth L. Merriam, of Belfast.
Eveline; or the history of e yoang
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of fashion.823 Ar
late of Prospect.
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Helene Adeline.
Petition for adoption was granted in Guerber,
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estate of Basil Miller of Monroe.
trustee
Lower, Samuel.
Petition for confirmation of

something. I had
nervous spells and
my .fingers would

now

Belfast Free

Court wa*
The July term of Probate
Judge Jomee Libby of
held the 14th

_

Sloan’s

your Druggists,
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for all Sores.

PRQBATE COURT-

Unkmville, Mo.—“ I suffered from a
female trouble and I got so weak
that I
could hardly walk
across the floor with-

of his

strenuoua

pledges he tries to redeem,
Perhaps he’ll discover his error;
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O. S.VICKERY,M.D,
PRACTICE LIMITED

TO_

Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat,
and Refraction.
During the months of July and August I
will ibe in my office, corner Church and
Bridge Streets, from 10 a. m. to 11.30 a.
m.,

12

m.

appoint-

to 3.00 p. m.. and by

Tel. 149-13.

ment.

From 4 p. m. until i9.
Quantabacook. Searsmont.

a.

at

m.

Camp

Tel. 23-2.

GEO.t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,
BELFAST. MAINE.
Practice in all

Probate

Courts.

practice

2tf

specaltv.

TRUCKING.
am prepared to do all kinds of trucfcintf
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Croat
streets, and they will receive prompt atten*

I

Telephone connection

ii< n.

126 Waldo

14

W. w.; BLAZO,
Avenue, Beelfaac

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At 52High Street.

Tel. 216-13

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chirac ody, Manlcur*
no and Shampooing. Aleo Facial Work.
Fall line of all kinde of Hair Work at my
parlore over Shlro’a Store, Phcenlx Row.

32|)

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

Northport avenue. At one place
of elm trees that had grown up
along the atone wall by the roadside was
cut down, and at another place where a
row of trees had been set out the tops
were cut off in running a telegraph line.
At other points every tree and shrub

RepuDiican journal

The

BELFAST. THURSDAY. JULY 23.
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EVERY

1914

BY

roadway was cut
by direction of the surveyor

within the limits of the

f

Manager

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
for three
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents

months.

down,

once

and at other times for fuel.

In Massachusetts today trees are allowed to grow up to the traveled way
and at the proper time any branches
which might interfere with travel are removed.
In many places the trees form

head, and elsewhere are
so tall as to furnish a grateful shade in
VACATION NOTES.
hot weather; and thus, with the wellIn July, with Boston the objective made and well-kept roads, make Massapoint, the boat is the thing. You may chusetts an ideal place for the automo■experience fog that will keep you in the bile tourist or summer sojourner.
The memorial above referred to says,
saloons or the seclusion of your statethat
Toom, but you will escape the dust
truly: “In every other country but our
accompanies travel by train and the soft own tree planting goes hand in hand with
coal cinders that seem to chase you about road building. With us, however, it has
when on deck. On a recent trip a look too often meant tree mutilation or desfrom the stateroom window at 4 a. m. truction.” And further:
an

at the end of the
steamer Camden’s wake. The sky elsewhere was pale blue and pearly gray.
white clouds floated lazily about.

revealed

red

a

glow

Fleecy

The sea, gently undulating, but with unbroken surface, was of a pale lavender
tint and the colors of the sea and sky

■softly

blended with

an

opalistic effect.

The absence of shipping in these days
is always noted by the old-time seafarer.
A three-master, minus her foretopmast
and with all sail set, was seen drifting
eastward, her main and mizzen gafftopsails hoisted far above the gaffs. Then
in the early morning a few fishing boats
were seen seaward and a tug, the smoke
from her stack going straight up, bound
eastward with two barges trading behind
In

her.

barges and

a

anchor, and

at

•net

going

out

harbor

lower

Boston

to the

were

the most

sea
tury my chief recreation was on the
and shore. There was no sweeter music
than that made by the water rippling
under the bows of a yacht, the whistling
of the wind through the rigging or the

promi-

have

disappeared;

at least there

setts, overlooks

side

wooded hill-

In the

early morning

a

or

mi

n

J

Vlih

nor

and surely over the
of
3 mooth, shaded roads through groves
chestnut tiees, with occasional white
oirehes like slim summer girls in their

carries you

jn

swiftly

white gowns

standing

among the ever-

greens—past stone walls covered with
wild grape vines, cozy farm houses,
lakes and streams, there is a rapid succession of entrancing views that makes
such a ride exhilarating and inspiring,
and the saying that God made the country, man made the town,
to mind.

n
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COLORED DRESSES

H

Be sure and look at this fine line of dresses
will find many bargains among them.

1

far out of Boston in

comes

Mrs. James Randall of Portland was a weekend guest of Mrs. Ann Patterson on Searsport
avenue.

Mrs. James F. Cooper o? Dorchester, Mass.,
arrived last Monday- to visit her parents, Mr,
and Mrs. Roscoe Black.
Charles Hale of Boston arrived last Satur-

day morning to spend Sunday with bis family
at the Stephen Woods’ farm.
Mrs, Albert McKeen returned home last
from a visit with relatives

Sunday morning

Mrs. James DeVere and two children, Jennie
and Avis, returned last Saturday to their home
in Bangor after a visit with relatives.

°7o discount.
as you

Mrs. Cecil Farnham and two children, Herbert and Nicola, of West Brooksville, were
guests last week of their aunt, Mrs. A. N.
Snow.

(J
n

Mr. and Mrs, Everett Smith returned to
their home in Waltham, Mass., last week after
a two weeks’ visit with her mother, Mrs. T. L.
Shute.
tiumi

y

0

Summer Dress Goods

rierce

ana

son

ruui

buhciu

■>».

>-

WarrenPierce, Swan
The latter accompanied then to

guests of the former’s son,

SCENE

a short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt and Mr. and
Mrs. George Davis motored to Bangor last
Sunday and spent the day with Mr. D.’a daugh
ter, Mrs. Charles Larson, and family,

0

Including Ratine, Voiles, Crepes, Waistings
Suitings are selling at greatly reduced prices.

o

Klark-Urban

F. C. Osgood arrived from Lyn.i, Mass.,
Friday morning, accompanied by her
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Bailey.
Tney will spend a few weeks at the Osgood
Mrs.

U
HM

y
ft

107 Ma,n

ir^lfolfcr

—toi

street’

Belfast, Maine.

—

Mr. and Mrs F. N, Savery and family and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gross and family motored to Belgrade Lake last Sunday and were
guests of Mr. Savery’s cousins, Mr. and Mrs.

jj

an excellent public school
system it has
Clark University, Worcester
Academy, Holy
Cross College, the Polytechnic
the

has

a

fine selection of

new

fall

suitings, ready-

ALL

Institute,
made house dresses, rain coats and silk pettiHighland Military school and the Worcester
coats, and is meeting with good success.

to all concerned.

few’if

any pines like this wonlerful group in New England, which was
so rich with them a few years ago.”

deer make their
adjacent woods, and are fre-

As to game,

them.
home in

quently

seen

in the

grounds—the

fawns

unite fearless. Later in the season partridges will be much in evidence. Some
years ago the Thayers of Lancaster

‘In all parts of New England,” the
Companion says further, “there are

and Boston

buj^-

pheasants

in

j

have

brought

from

England

some

In

found

resulting

in

a

dry

left it. We got ours
early the next morning. About 4 a. m lightning lighted up the heavens and the thunder
was loud and incessant.
Then down came the
rain, the drops sounding on the bungalow roof
like the continuous beating ot a kettle drum,
An additional disturbance was the advent of a
bat in the room of one of the inmates; but of
that the occupant of an adjoining room knew
nothing until the tale was told at the breakfast table. In the morning a northwest gale

While the people met on a vacation
trip were not talking politics to any extent it is evident that they are thinking,
and advices from the primaries all over
the country indicate that their thinking
return of reason that

as

as

when

OPENING BILL

to the Passagassawaukeag for an
evening dip. On his return, in coming up the
hill leisurely, he was met by a young man who
eyed the stranger suspiciously and took the
opposite side of the street in doing so. Mr. B.
had bo sooner passed than the young man
imagined something must be wrong with the
stranger, judging from his negligee attire, and
he started at a breakneck speed across the
bridge to summon the police. The first officer he met was Jesse Staples to whom he said:
“A man has just gone over bridge hill with
barely nothing on and he must be crazy,”

;
1

Jesse hurried

ive branch of the national government
subordinate to the executive, and Presithe
dent Wilson has only to bring
to beinto

subjection

J

absolute

dictator.

was

28,

and set them free, and they
quite plentiful in Central

been

Britain.

The political

certainly rosy—for
party.

time is

the

Republi-

Worcester is a city of picturesque surroundoffice
ings, of beautiful homes, of sky-scraping

Massachusetts, and particularly is Wor- buildings, of varied and thriving industries
cester county. The nests are frequently There is evidence on every hand of substantial
found and a caller at the Lodge told of prosperity. To the excellent hotels it already
running his mowing machine over a hen possessed was recently added The Bancroft,
give beauty and distinction to our city. pheasant, taking off some of her tail named for the historian, George Bancroft, who
The vistas on Church and High streets
Oct. 3, 1800. The Banfeathers and the feathers on her back, was born in Worcester,

when these noble trees are in full foliin winter,
age or when, as sometimes
their branches are coatpd with fleecy snow

encased in ice that SDarkles in the
the admiration of all

but said she flew off

jured.
things

apparently

unin-

One would expect to hear of such
in woodlands remote from the

haunts of men; but only 16 miles away is
the busy, bustling city of Worcester

s unshine, compel
beholders. The largest elm in the city,
with its 160,000 inhabitants.
{planted by the late James P. White, is
the magnificent tree on Pearl street in
Speaking of Worcester we rode into
Tear of the Bean residence, but there are
the city Wednesday afternoon and found
size
it
in
others that nearly approach
practically all the shops, banks and busiand beauty.
ness places closed, as there is a half holithat day. The sidewalks on the
A memorial presented to the State day on
streets, usually as crowded as
principal
last
week
of
Maine
H ighway Commission
were comi-.sof interest in this connection. It asks Washington street, Boston,
but autos and auto
:for the aid of the commission in “the paratively deserted,
while not as numerous as at oth'.preservation of trees along such high- trucks,
er times, were much in evidence.
Stopthe
of
within
as
come
scope
your
ways
at a grocery store in Rutland on the
ping
had
we
well
“If
and
says:
operations,”
way home we saw a card in the window
given care to the trees that our ancestthat it was closed on Thursday
ors planted, or to those that nature so stating
and the grocery store across
afternoons,
1 avishly bestowed upon us, your petitionstreet is closed Wednesday afterers would not now be called upon to in- the
noons. This mid-week half holiday takes
aid.” This ia
voke
•

particularly

croft is said to have cost one million dollars,
and is palatial and artistic in all its appointa roof
ments. It has a magnificent ball room,
the
garden, cafes, etc. Costly rugs are on
floors and costly draperies at the windows.
The light fixtures, designed and made in Worcester, are specially noticeable. The Bancroft,
faces a public square, has a street upon each
all the rooms are open to sun and air.

eide.and

profound during the night that one
might hear a pin drop—a belaying-pin or a
coupling-pin—you are not immune from excitement. One morning the guest did not appear at breakfast time, and when called apparently did not respond. In fact,when partially arroused he did respond, but too late to be heard
by the alarmed host. He was Anally fully aroused by some one standing at his bedside, and
then he was alarmed, fearing that some ill had

“crazy man” and
to

go, and

after

a

much

the

household.

Breakfast

was a

For a mild, easy action of the bowels, try
Doan’s Regulets, a modern laxative. 25c. at
all stores.

THE

NEWS

OF

r

mowing
Co., employing 2,600 hands, the Washburn,
Moen Co., a branch of the U. S. Steel Co.,
manufacturers of wire, the Wright Wire Co.,
which makes all kinds of wire work, ornamental and useful, etc. Worcester is an important distributing center and it has many
large wholesale houses in the various lines,
and its retail stores are equal to any in New
fcinglsnd. From an educational point of view
In addition
it is second to no city of its size.

little

least attractive. The proprietor is Martin E.
Converse, the well known toy manufacturer of
Winchendon, and the place is thus accuratel y
described in an illustrated booklet:
The J
house is not a hotel, it is not a boarding house
The
or a farm house, it is Toy Town Tavern.
grounds extend to Lake Watake on one side and
into the unbroken forest on another.
Beyond
the lake is the Toy Makers village, beyond
that the rolling hills and the distant grand
Monadnock. A house cooled in summer by
invigorating breezes from hills and forests,
with none of the humidity of the lowlands,
Broad
warmed in winter by modern art.
piazzas with extended views, surround the (
house. Within is the wide fire-place, where
the crackle and glow of blazing hickory and
birch wood contributes an old time cheer."
Much more might be said of this delightful
place,and of this and other rides over the wellkept, tree-shaded roads, but these Vacation
Notes have already reached an undue length,
and much must be left unsaid of the pleasures
of this visit to the hill country of Massachusetts.

I was fottunate in making the trip to and
from Boston in the steamship Camden; not because she is superior in appointments to her
sister ship, theBelfast, but because of the fact
that in the office were two Belfast boys, “Bob"
Coombs and Renworth Rogers, whose presence
made the wayfarer from “down east" feel at
c. a. p.

home.

*
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a

few a150c

Are Yon Interested
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Home for Aged Women!

|

your assistance will be gladly rerei\
the Directors. Contributions oi money, t'anc\ ar.
food, candy, etc., are needed for the
If you

;

;

are

|i

Lawn

{«-ON THE*-

!

HOME

Family Reunions.

The twenty-first annual reClement*.
union of the Clements family will be held at
the grange hall at White's Corner, Thursday,
Clara D. York.
Aug. 20th.
Win ter port, July 20,1914.

{

of. and be sure to have your work done by

W. M. THAYER,

commanded by Cape. Ralph
this city.
In the same storm the
schooner Clarence H. Venner, New York for
Halifax with cPal, went ashore on the ledges
off Ca.»e Sable island and is a total loss. Ti e
c -ews of hoth vessels escaped.

TO LET
A Furnished

shall of

There will be

a

Pythian
are requested to
Twtnty-three

t-rs at

Men

were

guests

meeting of the Pythian SisJuly 24th. All members
be present at 7.30, sharp.
hall

of

Tarratine Tribe of Red

over

at Vinalhaven and

Sunday

Pequoit
enjoyable

ot

report an
They camped at Robert’s Harbor.

Inquire

Tribe
visit*

At the last meeting of the United Order of
the Golden Cross it was voted to hold a field
day at Temple Heights in conjunction with the
Rockland order. Knight Harold French was
elected keeper of records in place of Ernest
Milton, resigned. All members are requested
to be present at the next meeting. July 30th

I

I
!

q

am

JO)

mi

offering my C‘",

j Murphy's Point

for

sai-

Would rent.

120 High Street.

|
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AGATE NICKEL-STEEL W A
The superiority of Agate Nickel-Steel Ware over all other
is so
nary utensils consists largely in the fact that the enamel
which f
fusing point is not reached until the nickel-steel of
formed is about ready to melt, thereby combining with the pure
no subset;11
position and forming a clinch or perfect union which
action
can destroy and which for tenacity and power to resist the

no

equal.

exceii

J=j

The purity of materials used in its composition, the
workmanship, together with the finish and multiplicity of design
are such that it enjoys a world-wide reputation.
to
The ware is strong and durable, yet light and convenient
vitreous
hard
with
a
covering,
presenting
COATED
IS DOUBLE
highly polished and beautifully mottled gray surface, very handson
and as easily cleaned as china. It will not rust or break

O

NARY ENAMEL, it is absolutely pure and safe to use.
It is sold by all first-class dealers throughout the world and g;>
satisfaction. For sale in Belfast by

f|

HOW CHILDREN GROW

Children grow by nourishment—not
overloaded stomachs or rich foods but
qualities that are readily converted into
life-sustaining blood; too often their
digestive powers cannot procure these
qualities from ordinary foods which results
iu weakness, dullness and sickness.
If your children are under-size, underweight, catch cold easily, are languid,
backward, pale or frail, give them Scott’s
Emulsion which is pure medicinal nourishment. It sharpens the appetite, builds
healthy flesh, firm muscles and active
Scott’s is growing-food fof
brains.
children. Refuse alcoholic substitutes.

Phoenix Ro

A REAL

room.

at

iT

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Jeweler,

--

was 306 tons net, was built in MadiConn., in 1883, and was owned by the Pendleton Bro’s of New York. For many years she
was

YOUR

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry

son,

Patter-

GROUNDS.

BUY

Bjecher

W

Party, Augus 5,

\

BELFAST.

The Belfrst fund for the Salem, Mass sufferers, about $100, was forwarded yesterday,
[t was contiibuted mainly from the churches.
Other contributions from the secret societies
ind individuals had been previously sent. The
Biot and Shoe Workers Union contributed $60;
Walter J. Clifford sent $9.18, the proceeds of a
n ght’s picture show, and several of the secret
ncieties were assessed per capita by the
grand officers.

—

are
Among the industries of Worcester
woolen mills, a factory for manufacturing
looms and other machinery for cotton mills, a
for
factory that makes all kinds of appliances
grinding and sharpening tools, the Buckeye
machines, the Royal Worcester Corset

at 9

Prices 15c., 25c, 35c.,

had not been “run

can

and Munsey may not
fund
lion into the Progressive campaign
of
with the exceedingly remote prospect
Great
later becoming Ambassador to
outlook at this

Seat Sale opens Tue sday

so

Secretary
^
aid
of State Bryan, perhaps with the
j
White
the
in
man
and connivance of the
House, has made this country an object j
of ridicule abroad and created general
of the befallen
disgust at home. The decadence
an

was seen

amused, and very grateful that he
in” as a lunatic. He hss
vowed he will wait till he gets back to the
beach before he takes another dip, and has
very carefully laid away his bathing suit.

—

j
j

to find the

few inquiries he quieted the excited
ones by telling them he was a visitor who had
been in bathing. Meanwhile Mr. Bailey very
calmly sat by the window and wondered why
the officer in passing the house was eying it
with such interest.
On learning the facts he
making

the

silence

over

told where he

was

kitchen table the next morning—the
mouse-like body and the flimsy littld wings
it seemed surprising that so small a creature
arrobrought into the limelight the most
could create so big a disturbance. But another
this
country
bosses
lant and arbitrary
| incident of a week’s visit shows that even
has ever known; has made the legislat- , when “far from the madding crowd,” and in a
on

Reserved

Mass., adorned himself in his bathing suit and

against Republican bosses,which Lodge, is dead. He was batted out of existhad much to do with placing the South | ence with a broom the night after he had j
its aroused the household, and as his remains laid
in the saddle at Washington, has lost
^
effect in view of the fact that the
has
revolt against the old order of things

__

went down

j

by

The cry

THE THIRD DEGREE

we

bodes ill to the party of free trade and
restricted liberties. Instead of the promised reduction in the high cost of living j was
blowing and the atmosphere was clear in
In place of the
we have higher prices.
every direction. The thermometer on the
general prosperity under Republican rule, veranda indicated 78, but when it has been
closed mills and factories, hundreds of j several degrees higher than that there was no
thousands of people out of employment sensation of heat, when sitting in the shade.
and the railroads driven to economize {
The bat, the nocturnal disturber at Charnoek
restricting the facilities for travel,

can

PLAYS

NEW

Trade school.

the

is

COMMENCING

NIGHTS,

Thursday, July C

Mrs. F. A. Flanders is displaying samples of
dress goods in all shades and materials, in connection with her millinery business. She also

to

place of the Saturday half holiday,
change is said to be satisfactory

the

and the

THREE

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin C. Knowlton arrived
last Saturday morning from the Westboro
State Insane Asylum, where they are both
nurses, to visit their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
M. Knowlton.

>if7=-^r-^=n

mr

Colonial Theatre,

Frank Pray.

5

Co.

__AT THE__

home.

2

I

TERMS CASH.

RT ATK
DL/lUV,

jj
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ton

n

DEGREE.

THIRD

RETURN OF THE FAVORITES

last

and Cot-

THE

FROM

Lake avenue.
Vinalhaven Monday for

0

White and Colored Dresses, ranging in sizes from 2
to 14 years, we are offering at 25 % discount.

2

Newton Lower Falls, Mass.

in

late that morning, but all was well.
Progressive party, whose existence
adonly aid in perpetuating the present
it
ministration, seems likely to deprive
A most delightful auto ride Sunday was
were
unusually abundant, and at the
it
launched
that
millions
the
of
the town of Gardner—recalled as the
this year
through
write
the
which
I
of
time
raspberries
oird home of an old friend and a well known
on the troublous sea of politics,
jourwere about giving out and the low bush
Sch. Harold C. Beecher Lost. In a gale
from the nalist, Edmund Hudson, for many years in
and his barrel have withdrawn
blueberries coming in. The latter berJjly 19th on the Nova Scotia coast theschoonwhom
D. C., and for the past ten years
Perkins,
Washington,
field in Massachusetts;
9- Harold C. Beecher of the Pendleton fleet
ries were the largest I have seen since
an editorial writer on the Hartford Times—to
Pinchot would proscribe, may conclude
hound from New York for Sydney, C. B..
the days when blueberries were most
where we dined at the Toy Tov. n
Winchendon,
to hold on to the millions acquired
3truck on the rocks off Scattarie island, and
abundant on Isle au Haut and people
Tavern. This is one of the many charming
the Harvester and other trusts,
next day. The
inland resorts of the Bay State, and not the was reported breaking up the
went down the bay in schooners to gather through
milanother
throw

‘‘On the road between Concord
and Sunapee, N. H.,” says the Youth’s
Companion, “there i9a beautiful stretch
of almost unbroken forest. A score or
so of the largest pines are from two to
three hundred years old and more than
of branches
one hundred feet high, clear
"or about seventy feet from the ground.

your

avenue.

j

Children’s Dresses

s

come

Last year the high bush blueberries were
ripe and bushes eight feet high were
This year the wild strawberries
seen.

trees.

or

at a 25

*

Mrs. Oscar Tapley of West Brooksville spent
Friday -with Mrs. A, N. Snow on Searsport

All Whiie Dress Skirts and Natural Colored
Linen Skirts are also sellng at 25 °lo discount.

3

H

Court
forcibly Supreme

In the record of a former visit mention was made of the wild berries and
wild game on the Charnock Hill estate.

without noticirg the trees,
any direction
Nvfcifth in some sections resemble primAll over New England
eval forests.
there is increasing interest in planting

farmhouse door yards and in
rows along the highways. They arch the
and beautify the
ij uiet village streets
grounds of the public buildings.”
Belfast has many of these elms, which

a

then the sun lights up the
reveals cultivated areas and

valley;

land. Then the sunsets are wonderful; and
a forest fire is seen in the distance. Leaving the hilltop and seated in

t across vour path, but in its fleeting
and evanescent nature prompting one to
the thought that perhaps once in a while
the mortals of this sphere are blessed
with a breath from paradise.
We write this that those who have a
this
liking for the things that make
of ours
green, flowery, rock-built earth
beautiful may not miss a sight of the
chestnuts now at the perihelion of their
period of flowering. Take a trip to the
country and see them.

!y

over

passing cloud

sometimes

caught only

Bianu

deep shadow

a

clump

unobtrusivelv pungent
air wafts
now and then as some vagrant

xucj

Here

mist steals up the deep valley on
the west and produces the effect of a
lake or river, with here and there a
of trees rising above it like an is-

fog

walls of green the lineaments and
character of each tree are depicted in
the full grace of branch and bough.
Taken in the mass they suggest some
And
tangle of lace work in a rich ecru.has its
'hen too, the chestnut blossom

ewns.

a

or

foliage or
farm buildings.

over acres

oiu

(]

LJ

“

wide expanse of hills

valleys,

casts

vantage point of some height,
of woodland, that the chestnuts stand
With their
out in all their beauty.
wealth of blossom pencilled against the

wonaeriul

a

stantly changing.

this tree the Worcester Evening Gazette
said in a recent issue;
The chestnut is among the last, if not
:he very last, of the flowering trees of
Taken by itself the inthis section.
dividual tree in blossom has nothing of
the garish and flamboyant aspect, thev
are
modest and unassuming in flower.
It is when the eye wanders, from the

There are

^

“

the

with mountain tops showing
Look in
above the distant horizon.
what direction you may the view is conand

adsaid that the chestnut trees in bloom
Of
the
to
charm
landscape.
ded another

get

Mrs. Herbert I*. Kimball and sons of Brockare visiting Mr. and Mrs. Melvin

ton, Mass.,
Clark.

$ 3.50 VALUE AT $1 98
2.00 and $2.75
3.98
2.25
4.25
2.50
4.50
3.25
5.00
3.98
5.98
5.50 and $5.98
8.00
6.50
12.00
“

F. White arrived Monat the White cottage.

son.

following reduced prices:

“

stay

a

guest

a daily paper 1 read the other day
The ice cream social held at Trinity cl?urch
Jul> 15th was well attended and the society
obituary of a man named Hake. This
An auto ride one afternoon was somewhat
netted $5 25.
is a new piscatorial surname to me. The
Many summer visitors attended.
kaleidoscopic
interfered with by e. sudden thunder and rain
The society is making plans for the annual
winds, the clouds, and the sun at its dif- name of a Rev. Mr. Haddock is quite storm which necessitated putting up the top,
sale and entertainment, which will be held
I met a and on the circuitous
ferent altitudes, so that the view is nev- familiar, and in Washington
route homeward it was
early in August, the date to be announced
while
named
officer
Trout,
conditions young army
noted that the rain had descended in
er monotonous. Under certain
spots_in later.
i have found the same variety in a land- Chubbs are quite numerous. Probably some places falling heavily and leaving pools
An amusing incident occurred in this vicinon a hilltop in
there are other fish in the sea of human- of water in the road and elsewhere merely layscape. Charnock Lodge,
last Saturday evening, when Mr. Bailey,
ity
the
dust.
On
the
hill
ing
reaching
top it was
Rutland, the highest town in Massachu- ity that have not come to my notice.
who arrived the morning before from Lynn,

described

cannot

Now my

the country are paramount.
The great attraction of a seascape is the
changes produced by the

In due time a train for West Rutland
ride has been
•was boarded and as the
in The Journal it only need be

>0me

At the

n

charms of

depression.

iu ue suit-,

spent

“sea dreams” have vanished and

who would seem to be unfitted for
other employment in these days of

and

knew but little.

I

tractions

and

mini

were

voyaging or yachting and at such
widely different points as the Gulf of
Mexico, the Potomac river and the Bay
of Fundy. Of the country and its at-

-he taxicab made quick time between
she two points. One wonders what becomes of the cab horses, and more particularly of the veterans who drove them,

odor—its pertume,

IJj
[)
U

Emory

a

Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Jackson are receiving
congratulations on the birth, July 21st, of a

in

the wharf, and with many
were none
streets
a turn to avoid the most congested

business

intensified and vacations

was

Mr. and Mrs.

day morning for

WHITE DRESSES II

In later

shore.

rocky

on a

of the year
years, when confined most
within city walls, this love for salt water

at

“psychological”

beating

surf

landmark, loomed up. The iron, or
steel, construction has been completed to
:ts full height. The Camden, although
leaving Rockland an hour late was docked or. schedule time. 7 a. m., and a few
minutes later a taxicab landed the writer
at. or rather in, the North station. Cabs
nent

seem to

replace.

generally,

fishing grounds.

now

fate it will be in your hands to determine. Wherever possible to bring
these within the view of the traveler,
Wherever poswe hope you will do so.
sible to save them—even by the deviation of a contemplated straight road—
we hope you will do bo. Where the trees
and
come close to the traveled road,

Mrs. Susie Wheeler of Farmington is
of Mrs. Warren Pierce.

WE ARE OFFERING OUR

n

Many trees, and groves, of unusual
beauty, which lend their individual charm
to our scenery, yet remain; ar.d their

From earliest childhood I was a great
lover of the sea, and of maritime affairs
and for more than half a cen-

were

MID-SUMMER
|
|-= SALE

over

money cannot

Boston was veiled in mist, so that even
the gilded dome of the State House was
But soon the tall tower of
not visible.
the custom house,

archway

there are no dangerous curves, we hope
you will permit them to remain.
Apart from the beauty of the trees,
there is an economic value as well, in the
shade they give, the protection to the
road surface from blowing away, the
protection afforded by their roots to the
road-bed itself. Furthermore, the trees,
when once destroyed, long years and

some

six-masted schooner
a few fishing boats

1

8 row

The Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY.

BAST BELFAST.

true of

ance,

CARLE & JONES,
10-21 VAIN

STREE1.

r.

The News of Belfast
STARLIGHT TOWN,

fK

hide from the

can

toU

^'^tting

for8ettinS

the vorry-

that frown.

carea

,he

f>r^
that men call life?
ffgary commotion
d1 tb'
Can stand in the soft, aoft light,
;oU
"fc
'be old dreams of the best and the
;,c in
*
right;

neloved faces so sweetly appear,
tenderly—Dear, Oh so dear.

,,, re
w

jutiline'

Town;
tne way into Starlight
front the place where the

Fr

lull 8”
down,

sun

goes

hedge, through Sunset lane,
clover and fielda of grain;
Hill and through Gloaming bars,

,t U liose

|j#

^’-s-dight

on by a few dim stars,
of Starlight Town—
streets
hc
,“1'
from the cares that
you can hide
*’
i
frown.
Town! Oh Starlight Town!
-riurht
^
nh
thorns from sorrows crown,
are the
^
and malice and spite
,1 the envy
F°T
terrible
Iher men’s hearts with their

V

blight,

....

world far, far behind,
Pr.--amland river we sail to find
the

-n

.n

place where the sun goes down,
Hill leads to Starlight Town.
R. T. Newell.

TheT‘ 'i.eht

1 has

He;
j|i

he

for

use

a new Ford touring car,
pleasure, keeping his old

''for|.,-mess purposes,

has bought the controlling

mons

Dirigo hall building in Searscontrols 67 per cent of the

-he
,c«

!

Telegraph office was
its new quarters in the

svlay into

|

at

lK-k

t

corner of

the

High and

sVi,rreels.

1

0f the popular auto baskets
ived from Bellefonte, Pa., and
the vVoman’s Club room in the

i

I

Church street.

|

were

|

iring

j

t

!

First Parish (Unitarian)
ni this afternoon, Thursday,
as guests of Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
picnic supper and the gentle-

usual merit and

was

listened to with close at-

The second selection, The Hungarian
Comedy, and the cornet solo, Southern Sweethearts, by Mr. Arthur Welch, were highly comu-d.
nominations announced by mended by visitors. Why not stay on or near
F
the common and j jin in singing the National
,'s are: Notary Public, James

|

|
!

tention.

which the concert doses, instead of
The following program will be rendered at the concert tomorrow,
air with

Justice of the Peace, VicFrankfort; Inland Fish and
Lawrence N. Simmons, Rock-

ore

|

.1

leaving

at its first strain?

Friday, evening:
Rosenkrans
March, "On the Front Line,”
Bellini
Overture, *T Puritani,”
Vocal solo, "As the Years Roll by,”
Shnonan & Z inicsik
Mr. Chas. Hammons.
Sousa
March, Washington Post,
Weldteufal
Waltz, L/estudiantina,
Popular, I’m on my way to Mandalay.
by request.
Sousa
March, The Occodintal,
Finale, America.
J. Lee Patterson, Conductor.

Sigmi, owned by Dr. Eugene
u
York, in command of Capt.
with a part}’ of boys on board,
irbor last week. The boys are
Boys’ camp at Belgrade lake,
ng their annual cruise.

|

is at work

on

the interior

Morey
ng of the Mason Mills church
pressed steel of -a most attractive
Morey has recently contracted to
house for the Bath Grain Com*
require 17,000 square feet of
Andrew Wilband, formerly of
r.nected with this company.

i

Miss bue M. Partridge entertained the Madisses Auction Club and a few friends Friday
from 3 to 10 o’clock in honor of fylrs. W. R.
Howard of Williamstown. Mass., who is spending the summer at the Battery. The decoration
scheme was in yellow, white and green; the hall
was in bayberry sprays and meadowrue, the
parlor in phlox, yellow marguerites and ferns,
the dining room in white roses, spireae, yellow
pansies and wood ferns. Auction was played
until 6 30. The handpainted cup and saucer for

t-rguson, assisted by a workman,
iarge maple tree in frorit of the
rham house last Thursday. The
-at off but as the tree fell the main

j
|

the

,.r

i

nouse

between two chamber

a hole through into one of
chiffonier standing near the wall
wn and the house was consider-

.mg

li

A

i.ida Morse Staples’ “An Iriterpreaeterlinck's Blue Bird," which has

appreciative

.i

received
rculation.

{

at
Ii

is

Bangor Commer1 iy under the heading “Bangor
j
;.irty Years Ago" has the followj
The

i>cal interest:
n.

^a

’he

Seth

L. Milliken of Belfast
Tuesday. He called on Mr.

in the club.)

mira

bee, Roland Robbins.
Subscribers. A Massachusetts subthe sound letters
scriber writes "Glad to read
tariff and on temof Frank W. Gowen on the
He is as sound as a nut on
petance subjects.
comes the followthe above".. From California
have said before,
"Allow me to say, as I
From

ing:

to my
that no other paper or magazine coming
and enjoyed as
office is so much appreciated
it is like getting a
The Journal. Each week
letter from home."
item from

Soo

City, Mich.,

following
date is of interest in Belfast
paper of recent
the son of Mr.
as the groom is a Belfast boy,
and Mrs. Freeman 0 Roberts: "Judge Rock
his second marriage
D. Frederick performed
The

!

1

!

i

a

ceremony

yesterday

when he united in marri-

Miss Mary Berden and William Wentworth
office in city hall,
Roberts, both of Soo, at his
her mother, Mrs.
The bride was supported by
Edith Berden, while Justice Clerk George ClayaKe

| ton Sayers supported the groom.”
Sunday to Mr.
The steamer Golden Rod will make an exand Mrs. John Frame of
Searsport and both !1
next Sunday, leaving Lewis’
i mother and son are doing well..., Mrs. Har- cursion to Bangor
a m„ arriving at Bangor at 11.45
vey Willey of Clinton, Maine, is at the hospi- ! wharf at 8,30
will leave Bangor at 4 p. m„
j tal for surgical treatment_Mrs. Franklin II a. m. Returning,
at 7 15 p. m. Parties wi hing to
home
arriving
Warren
returned
to
her
!
home in Belfast Sundo so on request.
stop off at any landing may
| day after an operation at the hospital Mrs. There
will be a fair tide both ways, and if you
Alice Waldron, who has been at the hospital
take ou word
following an accident some time ag>, returned do not know it now, you may
at this season is
to her home in Searsport last week_Mrs. for it that a sail up the river
Fare for the round trip 75 cents.
Josselyn, assistant
Sun- delightful.
treatment.... A

son

arrived

j

superintendent, spent
on the boat.
| Ice cream and lemonade served
Hurd farm, Northport.
was a large
There
Parker L. Hardison, assistant engineer in
The Republican Club.
charge of State aid of the State highway de- and interested gathering at the Republican
partment,recently sent out letters to inspectors Club room last Monday evening to meet Judge
on State aid highways
calling attention to the Benj W. Blanchard of Bangor and to organize
fact that complaints are being made about the a Republican club. H. C. Buzzell was elected
damage which ihe blasts are doing to the tele- president; Ralph D. Southworth, secretary.
phone lines, and rtquesting the inspectors to James H. Howes, William' K. Keene, V. A.
properly cover the blasts. The letters read as Simmons, Clement W. Wescott and Charles R
follows: “We are receiving complaints that Coombs directors, There will be no dues and
damage is being done to the telephone lines on the room will be open day and night until the
account of
on the State road work.
election, and all Republicans and

day

at the

blasting

This is not

only

a

September

serious matter to the tele-

phone company but to the public as well.
Kindly call the attention of all of the towns in
your district which have blasting to be done,

requesting
cover

their

was won

whipped

by Mrs. Ralph

cream, angel and

them to be very careful to

properly

blasts when underneath telephone

lines.”

those who wish

to

affiliate with the party

are

Blanchard
urged to come to the room. Judge
needs of such
spoke of clubs and of the urgent
of the
organizations and then discussed many
He gave a strong
issues of the day.
of his
aging talk and had the close attention

encour-

day.

Brackett, Esq., editor of the
Breeze, is in the city.
g .Id cornet which was recently
mi. !:.
B. Hall will be on exhibindow of Mann’s Drug store next

hearers.

reg:

GET

Directory. A telephone,

1"

Wall

Knowlton, gro.; Legro & Spaulding Shoe
Co.; Maine Central R. R.; Mathews Bros.,

L. A.

sashes, doors; Frank B. Mathews; F. H. Mathews, fish market; B. O. Norton, meat market;
S. G Norton; Albert B. Otis; Parker & Stevens,
laundry; Peoples’ NationalBank; J. H. Quimby;
Republican Journal; Revere House; L. T.
Shales, wholesale gro.; A. C. Sibley; E. F. Sta-

meat market;
R P. Stickney, stoves; Swan & Sibley Co„
flour, grain; Swift* Paul, gro; Thompson*
W. U. Telegraph
Chapman, hotel, (Northport);
office; F. G. White, coal; Windsor Hotel.

ples, (Stockton); P. S. Staples,

in stock

r®gular price.

1U_

|

CARLE 8c JONES.

Yours

we

at

will sell all

Marian Hazeltine entertained

Miss
at

a

party

The Oaks, Murphy’s Point, yesterday.

The*favorite Klark-Urban Co. will be at the
Colonial Theatre for three nights, beginning
Thursday, July 30ch, with all new plays, open-

ing with

“The Third

sale opens at 9

a. m.

Degree.”
July 28th.

Reserved seat

Orchestra at the
Opera House to-night, with the usual big proAnother big
Mutual Movies.
gram of
Warner Feature at the Opera House Monday
and Tuesday next, “In the Clutches of the
Klu-Klux Clan,” featuring Gene Guantier.
Hear The Boston Ladies

Tuesday, July 21st,was

the

birthday

anniver-

sary of Revs. D. B. Phelan of Bayside and
Stockton Springs and Horace B. Sellers of the

Belfast M. E. Church. The gentleman were
entertained by Mrs. Phelan at her home in the
Bangor cottage at Bayside at one of the din-

Annie L. Barr, librarian of the Belfast Free Library,and Grace H. Hall, assistant,
school
are in New York attending the summer
at Columbia University. Misses E. Frances
Abbott and Evelyn A. Richards are taking
Misses

their placeB in the library.
Mrs. Orris S.
At Camp Quantabacook.
at QuanVickery was the hostess at her camp
tabacook July 20th of the Monday Auction
William
Club, of which she is a member. Mrs.
E. Kotman of Northpcrt and Miss Ada
Mitchell of New York, the guest of Mrs.
Clement W. Wescott, substituted for absent
members. They autoed to the Lake in the
morning, took lunch at the Vickery cottage,
and later joined the boys and their teachers in
the rest hour at the Lodge and greatly enjoyed
the music, all joining in singing the familiar
The visitors brought home souvenir
songs.

cards of the camps and grounds as pleasant reminders of a happy day. Tie ladies enjoyed
was played in
a sail on the lake, and auction
the
the afternoon, Mrs. S. A. Parker winning
a pack of cards, and Miss Mitchell
first
fern.

v.ill be

a

H

I At Tie

and
You have noticed that the Pearl Brook 6
10 centa cigars are darker than other cigars.
That means quality. Imported clear Havana
one
cigars are dark but mild and aromatic. Try
and be convinced. Hade from Cuban tobacco

grown in Haine.

I
sscviui

^ggB

ALL STRAW HATS

|

AT HALF PRICE.

| Ralph

4

about 50 years of age.

came

At

loop

a

I

ci,

k.

rierce nas

sum

ms

iot

on

nigu

a vocal nolo by Master Willis
of
Woburn, Mass., a soloist of the Boys’ Choir
Mrs
the Episcopal church; a cello solo by
S.
Pitcher
solo
E.
bass
a
by
T.
James
Sleeper;
and a contralto solo by Mrs, E. S. Pitcher
at
Mrs, Wm. W. Sleeper frequently reads
these gatherings, ana Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest
duets
and Miss Helen Sleeper render piano
and solos. For so small a colony the musical
talent ia remarkable.

the attainment of
whose
vance

Mr.

near

saw

was

the court-

three

Edison

_

are

enumerated in the advt..

need a tonic to fortify your system
weather
against the debilitating effects of hot
of merit at the
find
three
will
preparations
you
Old Corner Drug Store-Lawn party for the
benefit of the Home for Aged Women on the
home grounds August 5th. Contributions so*
licited_M. R. Knowlton offers for sale 15
in nrice
houses within the city limits, ranging
from $850 to $4,000, on easy terms; also shore
other
lots, house and cottage lots and much
desirable real estate. Office in Howes block,
at half price at
hats
straw
one
flight_All
up
the Home of Good Values, 12 Main street.....
House keeper wanted for cottage for summer
Good pay. Apply to Orrin J. Dickey.
season.
you

3t30eow
M. R. KNOWLTON.

Rockland-Belfast

public

in his

AUTO SERVICE

name.

Leave R^lfast, Windsor Hotel, 8.00
2 00 p, m.
Arrive Rockland, 9 ?0 a. m.; 3 30 p. m.
Leave Rockland, R T. & C. Waiting
10,00 a. m.; 4 00 p. m.
Arrive Belfast, 11 30 a. m.; 5.30 p. m.

sound.

Phonograph

a.

m.;

Room,

R0UN0 TRIP, $2.50

FARE, $1 50

Distributors

SEATS MAY BE RESERVED IN ADVANCE

CARLE & JONES.

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
WILLIAM B. WILLIAMSON, Gen’l Manager

PERRY’S Real Estate for Sale

Saturday night—some special bargains

dress goods at greatly reduced prices..
Carle & Jones are offering all the stock in
their cloak and suit room at one-third off the
includes a
regular price. The sale, which
standard goods,
great variety of seasonable and

Wyman & Knowlton.

phono-

in Waldo County,

jre

mer

Main street offi:e in Howes’ block up one
of stairs and formerly occupied by

1877.

in

perfectly reproduce

more

offered. See the advt.... Midsummer sale
at H. M. Black’s. 107 Main street. White
dresses at reduced prices; colored dresses,
white dress skirts, natural colored linen skirts,
white and colored children’s dresses,sizes from
2 to 14 years, 25 per cent discount. All sum-

the

commission,

! flight

new Edison Disc
Phonograph,
therefore, represents the culmination
of thirty-five years of endeavor to

at
lays and the great dollar sale of footwear
The Dinsmore Store will be over. For the last
three days—bear in mind that the sale closes
next

i ivented

i

The

torn.

Only

was

be offered to the

the

Advertisements.

Edison

]

mation may come as a surprise to
many, tor not until now has the great
master permitted a disc phonograph to

ess

New

big bargains.
Also agent for the Fidelity Mutual Life
Ins. Co, of Philadelphia, one of the best
contracts and dividend paying policies written. Cali and see me and talk these tilings
over. I am always glad to give prices. Buildings taken to rent and collections made on

One year
graph.
later he invented and patented the
first DISC phonograph. This infor-

Naturally all were more or
frightened and their escape from greater
injury was fortunate.

waist

ideals are many years in adof the age in which he lives,
It

Howes

street, the site of his residence burned a year j will continue until the goods are closed outor two ago, to Herman H. Coombs of the H, H.
at
See prices of a f:w summer specialties
Coombs Co., who will build a house there next I
Cash Market. Fifty boxes of Sunkist
Perry’s
from
Mr. Coombs came to Belfast
season.
E. Richards offers
oranges just received.. .0.
Islesboro and after spending some years in the
in
for sale the former Nahum S. Piper place
drug store of Poor & Son went to Aroostook East Belfast, a very desirable place for a home.
county, where he was engaged in the dry and For
the premparticulars see advt. or call at
fancy goods business. Returning to Belfast a ises_For music that is music the Edison
and
a
he
established
&
dry goods
few years ago
Diamond Disc Phonograph, sold by Carle
millinery business in Masonic Temple, in Jones, is unrivalled. Call at the store and
Miss
which he is assisted by his wife, formerly
listen to a few selections.... For one week,
an
experienced milliner.
& Jones
Belle Greenlaw,
July 23d to 30th, inclusive, Carle
Both are popular; they are doing a successful
will sell all their wall paper in stock at
business, and that they are to add another to one-half the regular price. Cash sale.
Belfast’s many attractive homes is cause for A seven-room tenement wanted for a small
&
congratulation.
family. Tel. 134-14_Read what Carle
about the superiority of
to
have
say
Jones
Every Sunday
The Battery Concerts.
ware over the other makes
evening at the Battery all are invited to as. Agate Nickel-Steel
Gripper shoes for comsemble at the Hilton home to listen to an im- of utensils_Ground
store....OfLast Sunday there were fif- fort—sold only at The Dinsmore
concert.
promptu
on
Bce for rent in Hayford block; alsd a store
a concert of musical merit
and
present
ty-five
are
with Frank Beaver street. Inquire at Perry’s market-If

go;

The Edison Disc Phonograph ma'ks
an ideal by a man

When

wire in time to clear the
unlorse and herself, but it caught Mrs. Pineo
ler the chin and bruised the skin; Miss Quimby
White was
was thrown to the street and Miss
over the back of the seat and her shirt-

pushed

wr.

Church street

location for a summer residence. 2 miles
from Belfast and 1 mile from campground
on shore road.
Several farms near city at

EDISON’S
MASTERPIECE.

into

Frances

(15) houses, all in city limits,
centrally located, ranging in price
from $850 to $4,000, on easy terms.
Shore property and several house lots from
$100 to $1,000, and cottase and shore
lots and one 5-acre lot wtth two cottage*
with 500 feet frontage, a very desirable

Diamond Vise

Whitman, Mrs.
Elizabeth Quimby Pineo and the Misses Katharine C. Quimby and Margaret O. W’hite were
Iriving in the Howes team on Church street
Mrs.
md came in contact with the wire.

Herbert R, Conforth of Thorndike, Maine
who was driven on a few hours’ notice from
Guadalajara, where he was engaged in the
wholesale drug and electrical business, claims
that his losses aggregate $88,0u0, and his claim
has been filed with W. B. Davis, consul at
Guadalaj ira. Conforth and others fled from
Guadalajara by order of the State department
and the governor of Guadalajara.
Fourteen members of the fire department
entertained by Horace Chenery last
were
Sunday at his log cabin at Tilden’s pond. All
sorts of sports, including boating, a ball game
and other athletics, were enjoyed, and the
baked bean dinner,cooked in the famous beanhole in the ground, was a special feature. Mr.
Chenery entertains the firemen every year at
his camp, and it is an event which is always
anticipated with much pleasure.

on

Prices.

FIFTEEN

wires

Mrs.

Bargain

i

Western

the

.*.

For Sale

Phonograph

was

|
f
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when, at 10 25, he began to suffer
In
severe pains in the region of the heart.
The body was taken
ive minutes he expired.
tshore at Rockland, where it was received by
had been in the
■elatives. The deceased
service of the Eastern S S, Corporation for
.en years and was a faithful and competent
He

*

J!

D. Southworth, 12 Main Street

P.

room

Camden

4* 5>4*«4^^v*>44*4K*.4*s4^S'

|

EDISON

his

-i-"* 4*

•

li i

Harbor, afterdeck watchman of the
Camden, died suddenly of heart disease on board the steamer at 10.30 Mondaynight
Mr.
m the passage from Boston to Bangor,
Gardner went off watch at 10 o’clock and was

Whitman

of

ten.

II

'i**4* *4*<^>l^4-<ft4-v*'*K*-'4“« ■W4*s*~i~

Taliaferro is constantly
making improvements in the beautiful grounds
it his summer home at the junction of Church
ind High streets. Recent noticeable improvements include a stone garden seat, a brass sun
iial mounted on a granite pedestal, the renovation of the vine-covered arbor, new flowers
ind shrubs.
James

Hon.

centennial celebration, to be observed August 11th. Messrs. Ralph I. Morse,
Arthur F. Johnson, John Parker and E. S.
Pitcher of Belfast will assist in the music.
for the town’s

sung,
HymnB
was given.
accompanist, before and after the
Sleeper
hap
bringing
well spent years,
to all.
special numbers. The program included a
piness to one who radiates happiness
of Detroit, Mich.;
In response to the Journal’s appeal for parti- tenor solo by Allen Sleeper
culars of this happy birthday Mrs. Knowlton violin solo bv Katherine Hilton and a piano
as possible, or a
both of Chicarequested that as little be saidhave
been writ- solo by little Charlotte Hilton,
Patten of
more extended notice would
it was a case

CASH SALE.

CARLE & JONES

potted

Observance.
Monday, July
the80th birthday anniversary of Mrs.

Birthday

public entertainment in Dirigo hall, Searsmont, July 30th, to raise funds
There

placed

ONE-HALF the

it sxstsn
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for which she is famous.

ners

eft

20th was
Elizabeth E. Knowlton, No. lb Miner street,
ar.d
and her family and relatives made the day
The
evening replete with pleasant surprises.
of beautiful
happy mother was the recipient
and received many
gifts from her children,
Mrs.
from others.
dainty gifts and cards
Charles P. Hazeltine gave a family dinner
was graced with a beautiparty and the table
ful birthday cake. Mrs. G S. Pendleton gavet
Mrs. Knowlton’s honor a
an informal lunch in
6 o’clock, followed
the Woman’s Club room at
her rooms on
by a Bocial hour, with music, at
of the day of.
High street. The great surprise
surprises came when Mrs. Knowlton returned
home to find that her housekeeper, Miss Ella
Frye, had made arrangements for a happy "At
There were lovely floral gifts to
Home.”
attractive home, the dining table
the
grace
held home-made confectionery, punch, and two
a friend
more birthday cakes, one the gift of
and the other was the handiwork of Miss Fryeon it a candle for each of her
who had
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SALE CONTINUES UNTIL ABOVE GOODS ARE CLOSED OUT.

changing the

Savings Bark;

ONE WEEK
23 to

1-3 off

Union linemen were
from the Central Telephone
jfflce to their new quarters in the Lancaster
dock, High street, Monday afternoon, they

are

f
I
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IN OUR COAT AND SUIT ROOM WE ARE CLOSING OUT AT

the present directory, unchanged. The list is
follows: American Express Co ;G. A. Bailey;
Belfast Age; Belfast Light & Power .Co.; Belfast Livery Co.; Belfast National Bank; Bel-

listed

WALL
PAPER
July

|
|

in

names

prize,
receiving the consolation,

J
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this port Tuesday her
solors were at half mast in respect to the
lead watchman.

J. W. Black (bearsport);
& Bangor S. S. Co-; E. F. Bramhall, fish
market; A. C. Burgess, hardware; I S. BurG. W. Burkett, dry goods; E. R. Conner,
of Vanceboro is in the city to- gess;
G. Critchett;
•-s connected with the great Cal- i wholesale meat; Cooper Co.; 0,
| Critchett, Sibley Co., shoe factory; R. F. Dunesting to note Mr. Ross was in ton; Mrs. F. R. Ellingwood; Elm City CluD; C.
1914. with Howes London Cir- H. Field; Field & West, ins.; Dr. J. M. Fletchli he holds a responsible position. I er; F. E. Freeman, veterinary; L. L. G miner,
Livery; Ginn & Field, groceries; Girls’ Home;
C. B. Hall, sashes, doors; E. F. Hanson; C. B.
RiD
Hazeltine; A. A. Howes, gro.; James H. Howes;
Dr. G. C. Kilgore; Kilgore & Wilson, druggists;

■

Curtain Scrims, Crettones, Silkalines, Silk Petticoats, Blankets and Sweaters

|
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Boston

in the blood cause inter: ansrements
that affect the
-tern, as well as pimples,
i other eruptions, and are
!e for the readiness with
v people contract disease.
: >!v years Hood’s Sarsapabeen more successful than
r
medicine in expelling
■1 removing their inward
effects.
Get Hood’s.
medicine acts like it.

-

nan.

directory dated Jan. 1, 1897,recently brought to
the Journal office, contains the relatively short
list of Belfast subscribers. It is interesting to

fast

OF HUMORS
AND AVOID SICKNESS

Coats,Suits,Summer Woolen Dresses, 1
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cake, cheese, marmalade, Russian tea

notice that but 16 of the ES
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week,

frequently

uncalled for in the
List of letters remaining
week ending July 21st: Ladies
the
for
office
post
Etta Miller, Mra.
—Miss Agnes Jackson. Mrs.
Miss Sadie
Frark E. Miller, Etta Kobertaon,
Mra. AlSimmons, Mrs. Eva L. Wentworth.
Gentlemen-Clarence LarraWebber.

ALL OUR STOCK

i
I

steamer

score

An Old Telephone

mwford.

Ago.

good

stituted

and mints. At 8 o’clock the company adjourned to the lawn, where they were joined by the
gentlemen to listen to the concert by the Belfast Band on schoolhouse common.

volume, of a numbered
hundred copies. The Library
ift of Mrs. Staples’ sister. Miss
aks

a

%

renants

shine

Library and is
a
handsomely

ted littie

it

tractive store.
for fourth
The civil service examination
was given July
class postmasters of Maine
the examina15th. Fred W. Brown conducted
two women, took
tion in Belfast. 14, including
Morthe test, coming from West Brookaviile,
I rill, Northport, Lincolnviile, Center Lincolnand Liberty.
ville, Troy, Burnham, Unity
with her daughwho.
L.
Perry,
Mrs Irving
the week at the Conter Marian is spending
will entertain
nor-Morse cottage at Biyside,
afternoon,
the Hit or Miss club this, Thursday,
will be served and
A picnic dinner and supper
Mra. Perry has subtime is assured as

!

335

burlap.
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D.

highest

lemon foam with

notice in the Jourthe

powiWie

removed the wall
Frank K. Woodcock has
rear of the store and put the
paper rack in the
floor, to give room for a
paper on the Becond
I Goldburg picture display fixture. The rack
covered with green
has 10 wings, 7 by 4 feet,
to this at1
It is a great improvement

Southworth, who presented it to Mrs. Howard
Miss Amy L.
as a souvenir of the occasion.
Wilson assisted the hostess in serving grapefruit punch, fruit salad, sandwiches, olives,

the

soiy jarred.
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Hospital Notes. Mrs. John Cuzner returned to Northport Monday after having surgical treatment at the hospital_Mrs. James
Th concert by the Belfast Band on schoolPortell of Searsport is at the hospital for
house common, Friday evening, was one of un- |

.,f the

j
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Tuesday morning from

Parker; directors, Morris B. Slugg, James H.
Howes, Ralph D. Southworth, George C. Trussell, and Frank E. Bramhall.

blueberry crop is reported
sections, and very early.

The

'}

market last week, and
honors with currants and
in

returned lut
the editor of The Jouruul
a weekV vacation and
letters received
found a number of personal
that will receive attention
during hie absence

,

The Belfast Masonic Club. The certificate of organization of the Belfast Masonic
Club was recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds July 15th. The purposes of
said corporation are to maintain suitable rooms
for the use of its club members in common;
the promotion among them of friendly intercourse; and such other social purposes as the
club may ordain. The president is Lynwood
I
B Thompson; vice president, Wm. H. Hall;
clerk, Clifford J. Pattee; treasurer, T. Frank
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Belfast is one of the 46 Maine cities and
towns where the postmaster’s salary will be
raised from July lat. Their salaries are in
creased by $100 a year, or more, which means
that the business in their offices is on the inThe volume of mail transactions in a
crease.
community is a well nigh infallible barometer
of prosperity. If the receipts for scamps is
large, it means that the community is doing a
pretty thriving business. On the other hand,
if the receipts fall off, it indicates that business is slackening.
The postmaster’s salary
will be reduced by the department at Washington by exactly the same rule that it is increased
Winterport also benefits by an in

iilln

eft
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little folks present included Ben and EleaHazeltine of Wheeling. West Va.; Faulkner Preston of Lowell, Mass., Janet and Hugh
McLellan of Concord, Mass., Katherine E.
Pineo of Havana, Cuba, Richard Chenery,
Anne and Charlotte Cooper.
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The tennis court at the Battery is greatly
enjoyed. Monday afternoon the finals wen
played in sn interesting tournament, when
James T. Sleeper and Hoyt Hilton won from
Henry H. Hilton and Master Clark.
Richard Parsons Whitman, Jr., of Campello,
Mass., who i* a guest at the home of his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes, High
street, celebrated hie six months birthday anniversary last Friday afternoon. Twelve little
guests were invited, most of whom were pres’
ent. A birthday cake with six candles, ice
cream, etc., were served, and the party was a
dainty and thoroughly enjoyable affair. The

Starlight Town,

into
know the way

a.

niture dealer, has leased the store on Mali
street recently occupied by Allen H. Patterson.

A FEW SUMMER SPECIALTIES

11-2 miles from post office on the road leading to Swanville known as the Nahum S Piper
place one of the best locations in East Belfast.
The place consists of about 2 acres with a large
orchard of grafted fruit; buildings consists of
house, L and stable, all connected; water in

KELLOGG’S TOASTED CORN

FLAKES,.8e

lb
Fancy Sugar Cured Bacon.19c
fancy

Bananas.19c

The h.iuse has nine rooms
house and stab!.
with a bay window and the owner lias just new
silied and otherwise repaired the stable. For
further information inquire on premises of
O E RICHARDS.
2w30p

Grape Juice. 25c size .*3e
9c
Grape Juice, 10c size.
Large Queen Olives.3*c qt.
Fancy Prunes. 3 lbs.25c
Plain Marshmallows.*.loc It*.
3c can
•Superba” Canned Soups
9c can
*C impbell’s” Canned Soups.
2
lbs..25c
Butter,
Peanut
..

Dental
at

BOXES

SUNKIST

ORANGES

U.C

PERRY’S CASH MARKET.

Farm for Sale

WANTED
A seven or more room

small

family.

Tel. 134-14

Situated in Belfast, on Poor's Mills road, 3
miles from postoffice, contains 42 acres. Buildings consist of bouse, woodshed, barn, hen
house, ice house. Inquire of
A. K. JACKSON, on the Premises
29tf
Or at J, E JACKSON’S, Belfast, Me.

tenement (or

Apply to
R. E. YOUNG.
30tf

WANTED!

Housekeeper Wanted

A FEW MORE

For cottage for summer season. Good pay.
At seashore.
Light
Modern conveniences.
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
work. Apply to
Belfast, Maine.
lw30

Hiram P. Farrow received a letter Tuesday
from Moritz E. Nelson, who is in the U. S. S.
Des Moines off Puerto Mexico, saying that thus
far he had escaped the epidemic fever, but that
all suffered from the extremes of weather and
from the mosquitoes.

LIBBY,

ERNESTS WEBBER,
C. W. JENNYS,
G. P. LOMBARD,
A. M. LOTH KOI’,
A. O. STODDARD.

line flavored,
These oranges are heavy, juicy,
while
thin skinned, and sweet, 2 c per doz,
doz.
L-irge fine lemons 24c per
they last
dozen.
19c
per
Large fancy Bananas

a

Saturdays.

We, the undersigned, agree to close our offices
on Saturdays at noon, during the months of
July, August and September.

JUST RECEIVED
SO

Offices to Close

Noon

LIBEltAL

SALESMEN
CASH

COMMISSION.

Address H. H. GURNEY & CO., Nurserymen.
Sales office. Auburn, Me., U. S. A. Nurseries
3w30
in both Canada and United States.

For Rent
Office in Hayford Block, up one flight, very
desirable. Also store on Beaver Street. InPERRY’S MARKET.
quire at
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A Loaf of Bread and
Of Cheese

HUMPHREYS’

A CLAMBAKE.

AT DOUBLE-ENTRY.

Witch Hazel Oil

a

Chunk

Point r Nathan Haakell Dole, in the Boeton Sunday
Tocher had Brought his Pupil to
Herald]
(Boston Sunday Herald)
Position.
(COMPOUND)
where She Might Accept
is
a popular expreaaion for the
There
a
with
“It’s shameful I” exclaimed the Man
Fop Piles or Hemorrhoids.
Freda opened the front door
a
as
clam
zenith of content: to be happy
Blind or to his wife as he concluded his Saturday
a lot of
A well-placed clam must External or Internal,
at high water.
petulant little jerk. ‘.‘Such
in
wrinkle
a
luncheon, for which he always came
be happy at least four times a day, and Bleeding, Itching or Burning
stuff!” she scolded, with
the curve of its happiness, to employ a
One1 application brings reliei. home on that day. "This high cost of
her pretty brow, gathering up the accuand technical term affected by social workers, Two sizes, 23c. and $1.00, t
living will ruin this country. It takes
mulated litter of advertising papers
must approximate a straight line high
all druggists or mailed.
every cent I can rake and scrape to buy
cards; “groceries, markets, drugstores,
up. This condition of almost perpetual
so tired
Scud Free Sample of OH to
enough for you and me and things are
souvenirs, trading-stamps—1 m
bliss, sufficiently interrupted by brief
of seeing them! If people must utter periods of dearth to prove at least negagetting higher all the time. Here I’ve
leave
would
wish
I
they
the old dictum of the philosophers,
up the porch,
She tively
sen tire,
“Who a that?” called his wife, as she
something new and helpful
semper idem sen tire ac non
collection
scornfully,
the
heard a knock on the outer door of the
vernacularized, means albundled up
which,
being
when a
and to
kitchen. Receiving no reply, she arose
ready for the waste basket,
ways to have the Bame sensation
caught have
from the table and went to see the cause
no sensation, amount to the Bame
small, neatly printed white card birdlike
am justified in quoting Latin,
her eye. With a characteristic
thing
(I
William of the knock.
196
Medicine
Homeo.
Co.,
it
Humphreys
read
“Come here, Fred,” she called back to
for the word clam is Latin—see Plautus,
tilt of her brown head, she
New York.
evenher husband from the kitchen door a few
who says clam uxore, which the student St.,
through. “Bookkeeping taught;
individuor
moments later.
Fred, following her,
ing lessons given to classes
caught napping translated as.the clam s
found a hungry-looking tramp standing
als.”
“Why he’s right here in our wife) —this condition of happiness, I beLinden
1236
Row;
the
to
on the threshold.
block—Brian Bonner,
to say, communicates itself
nice old gan
“He says he's out of work and hungry
must be some relation to the
clam’s sOmochromes and explains why a
The treatment of diseases of Horses,
some jelly when I
As
Sara
of
sent
in
and hasn’t any means to get any food,
is
who
jollity.
and Fowls,
clambake is the fountain
given
lady
Dogs
Cattle,
Sheep.
first came, for she said it was from Mrs. the Kentuckian said of whiskey, all Dr. Humphreys’Veterinary Manual, mailed dear,” said the wife. “What shall we
I
Bonner.”
clambakes are good, but some clam- free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies,
“Well, give him something, but nothHurrying in, she disposed ofthethe ot- bakes are better than others.
Now York.
William
St.,
156
card,
ing we can use, grub’s too high,” growlThese generalizations filled my mind as
fending papers, but she saved
ed the Man.
“Let’s see what we’ve got
setting it up on the dining room mantel, I embarked on the Nantasket steamboat
in the pantry.” They both started to
within easy reach. And as she attacked bound for Pemberton and still stayed by
It seemed a solemn funeral pyre
over
bare.
turned
she
I
heart
Allerton.
lay
Whereon my pallid
her Saturday cleaning,
investigate.
me as I left the train at
“Here’s nearly a pound of cheese left
in her mind the idea which it suggested. turned down to the beach and immediateMy Love Eat there with staring eyes.
that
about
dies,
more
bookkeeping,
a
over from that welsh rabbit party we
With gaze as toward light
If she knew
saw a numerous company gathered
ly
;
As toward a bird that swiftly flies
had last Saturday night,” said the Man
she pondered, it would help her to keep around a blazing fire. My invitation was !
1 at
Across a waste of sunless air.
better, without conditioned on the wind: they dare not
house accounts
the
length. He pulled out a great chunk
“It’s too old to be
of half-dried cheese.
bothering her tired brother in the even- build beach fires when the wind is blowI saw the marvel of her face,
of any use now.”
The weird night-shadows faintly trace
ing. Mathematics had always been hard,
ing from the east because a flying spark
when
“And here’s almost a whole loaf of
The sweet enchantment of her grace
even at school; and then, maybe,
might kindle the row of tinder-boxes
The fire gleam kiss her golden hair.
stale bread,” exclaimed the wife, “Mary
Sara got well enough to spare her, she that front the waves and back against
somecashier
as
could get a position
the railway track. A timely telephone
got it last Wednesday when I expected
I saw her gentle bosom swell
It wouldn’t be right to stay on I message assured me in advance that the
Mrs. Dart and her daughter to drop
where
As under mute Grief’s tragic spell!
to
able
was
was
in
a
Sara
like
fire
rose
knell,
the
after
as
voice
and
The
Ocean’s
and be a burden,
wind was all right
by and take luncheon. I only used two
The land-breeze bore away a prayer.
slices from it, but it’s all dried up now.”
do her own work, though Sara was the 1 front of the pretty new cement cottage
The wife wrapped up the bread and
kindest of sister-in-laws, and she loved of my friend Newton, my prescient soul
I paused not; nay, I hastened past
cheese in an old newspaper and handed
the home. She would ask Tom s advice told me that I had reached the right
And vanished in the Night’s dim vast—
them to the tramp, who, mumbling
and get him to see whether this Mr. ! spot, though there were several dther
I, a lost Soul in darkness cast—
Was her heart of my woe aware?
thanks, quickly disappeared.
Bonner was a good teacher, and ask Sara fires blazing like beacons at various dis“1 think he was a fraud.” commented
again about the nice old lady.stood at the tances along the beach. Enough cement
i had been left over from stuccoing the
About a week later Freda
We human beings are like faucets at- the husband as he put on his hat for a
a
as
vaner
b,
per- tached to a great reservoir; each one
stroll in the nearby park, “but that grub
neijrnuur
front door or
| house to build a stone fireplace
down the square. A sweet-faced elder- notual a ltnr tn thp trod of the clams.
ries in capacity, but only as the current wasn’t any use for anything anyhow,”
and. upon
A and, thus commenting, he left the house.
is turned on do we produce anything.
ly woman answered her ring,her
into a
As he took a comfortable seat on a
learning her errand, took
faucet pours forth a magnificent
honor
of
great
the
was
that
I
guest
I found
her
both
pleasant living room and introduced
after a big stream, but has no reason to be proud j park bench, where he could enjoy
and
jest)
pronounced
Dante his Saturday afternoon’s half holiday
son, a tall, somewhat shy-looking young (perhapsintroduction to the assembled of it; the inspiration is behind.
:
face. Freda general
and Tennyson sat down and his after-luncheon cigar, he was
man, with a frank, kindly
I was seated in a comfortable and Wordsworth
some power
aware of a dirty, unkempt fellow who
liked him at once, for the way he smded company,
com- before a sheet of paper and
a throne,
like
arm-chair
which,
comfortaher
at his mother and tucked
and outside of them created the masterpiece, had, a moment before, taken a seat on
scene.
Friendly
whole
the
manded
marked
before wa9 notin their a bench a short distance down the gravel
bly into the biggest armchair,
hands brought me—this was which ten minutes
him as a good son. When Freda made ; hospitable
minds. So we little writers of doggerel walk. In his lap was a bundle rolled in
the menu!—clam-juice to drink,—oh, the
as to his bookkeeping classes,
an old newspaper.
we can with our
inquiries
happiness.— or puppyrel do the bestwe draw on the
As the dirty fellow unwrapped the bunhe laughed, with a mingling of humor I intoxicating flavor, liquid
the microscopic nozzles;
of
or
wooden
plate
then
a
paper-pulp
|
and embarrassment.
but what can cbrr.e dle aud took forth a chunk of cheese and
to same fountain,
themselves,
happy
creatures
a generous piece of bread, the Man rec“Classes is perhaps too ambitious a happy
througn a pinneaa aperture.
I sacrifice themselves for their more highword. Miss Whiting, for the only one I
ognized the man he had helped a few
with
and
sisters,
brothers
l
and
ly-evolved
can boast is composed of small boys,
A big, flaring light suddenly turned minutes before, and watched him to see
; melted butter; all kinds of sandwiches,
shall
1
But
meets at the church guild.
toward us; it was my last train just if he had been really sincere in his begears of boiled corn, also corn to
A few seconds showed, for the
be glad to help you if you want to take 1 hugp
from what the doctor called ging.
roast on pointed sticks; life-preservers starting
some
had
have
for
I
experience,
lessons,
Park. It was the signal for fellow wolfed the food like a shipwrecked
and cheese—but perhaps the term, “life Paregoric
of
learna
not
am
I
prodigy
sailor, gulping it down in huge mouththough
succu- me to 9ay farewell to the jolly company.
preserver,” applied to large and
to
ing—
the read- I passed out through the pretty house— fuls that evidenced a stomach empty
to
known
is
not
lent
doughnuts
“He has been assistant bookkeeper
through the tiny the last degree. It did not take long to
is a word of I a real musician’s
it
the
of
ers
Transcript;
oofiof'ir otm
tl-io Knnnrr ,r man of 511,'h a vn.
with the Corning Company for the past
with its big oil stove, through
and regular standing among all the kitchen
five years, with a pretty good chance for good
you racious rate.
1 the microscopic Italian garden
Bar Harbor
at
“mealers”
with
every-day
Soon he was taking small nibbles, as
promotion,” put in his mother
could carry it on the palm of your hand
enormous melons—see the appropriateBut
and walked up the track to Allerton one desiring to eat to repletion.
pride, for the firm was an old and honorbill of fare: sandwiches for
the
of
ness
and
smiled
son
the
again
whether from long abstinence from food
ed one, and
for the sea— cof- ! Station, whence I was presently whisked
watermelons
the
sand,
on
to
before
her
a
at
than
even
hunboat.
head
there
was
more
last
his
shook
going
or that
to Pemberton and boarded the
Freda arranged fee, bonbons and cigars.
state his modest terms.
I found a place, how- | gry man could eat, when at last the felMeantime night has come brooding ! It was packed.
i
to take one lesson a week and found out
low ceased there still remained in his
a
crowd,
merry
the world. The moon, like an illum- ! ever, forward among
what she would need in the way of sup- over
hand a large piece of bread and a eonsidw ith the best
clock-face, with Jupiter as who crowned the evening
inated
..

—

—

—

then rose to go, feeling that the
would be a pleasant
spot in the monotony of her days, aside
the
lessons.
of
from the value
“Brian might go to your house, as
you are so near, if you’d rather,” suggested the old lady, kindly, as they went
to the door, "but he has the lights so
well arranged for such work here, and I
miss him so when he’s ont in the evening; so maybe you wouldn’t mind coming to us;” and Freda readily agreed tc
this arrangement.
The lessons went well from the start,
for Freda was a patient, conscientious
student, if not a brilliant one, and sht
honestly wished to increase her usefulness to the
good sister-in-'aw, whose
mainstay she had been during a long anc
tedious illness, as well as to fit herseli
for self-support. And young Mr. Bonner was patient and considerate with her
mistakes and knew his subject thoroughly, so it was not surprising that the study
evenings gave pleasure (o them both.
As for old Mrs. Bonner, she had been
attracted to the girl at first sight, and by
some feminine
freemasonry knew that
she loved the little domestic arts dear to
her own heart. Many helpful recipes
and household suggestions were tactfully
bestowed, in the little chats after the
lessons, and these were received with

plies,

new

acquaintance

1

1

flattering appreciation.
One evening, after Brian had returned

from piloting Freda safely across the
rods of space between their homes,
the mother hinted, with a mischievous
twinkle, “I wouldn’t mind having a
daughter like that, boysie!” And Brian’s
answering blush didn’t greatly surprise
her.
As the months wore on toward spring,
both teacher and pupil developed a certain self-consciousness; and there were
eloquent little silences now and then during the lesson hour, when eye or finger
tips inadvertently met. Good Mrs. Bonner, sewing on the other side of the
room, smiled to herself at such times,
and her motherly heart longed to hasten
the wooing, in spite of the charm of its
early stages, for she had already settled
upon the girl as the daughter of her
choice, knowing that her sweet, strong,
cherry presence would be an added blessing to their household.
One mild evening, as Freda started
out to take her lesson, she found Brian
waiting for her in the rocker on her own
front porch.
“Let’s not study tonight,” he suggested, coaxingly; and when she hesitated,
pleasantly thrilled, yet conscientious, he
comprom sed humorously. “Suppose we
take a little walk, and I’ll give you some
review questions and problems, and put
We’ll find
you through a regular exam!
out whether I’ve taught you anything;
and I won’t charge you a cent for the
lesson! Come on, Miss Freda!”
Freda came, with a happy laugh, drifting contentedly with him through the
quiet paths of the pretty little park just
around the corner, while he, true to his !
promise, quizzed her thoroughly on her
lessons. As they sat down to rest, under
one Of the arc lights, she asked, serioustwo

|

ly:

'•Do you think I’m fit for
yet? Just an unimportant

a

position
one,

you

quiet place—I’m afraid
I’d dread a busy, bustling one, even if I
could get into it, for I’m such an oldfashioned home body I can’t be very
smart and business-like!”
“I think you’re fit,” he answered,

know, in some

“and moreover, i Know oi a joo
if you care for
you can get right now,
it.
It’s ‘double-entry.’ and a quiet,
not think it
very quiet place. You may
amounts to much—though I confess, it
seems rather important to me.”
“Truly?” she cried, balf-startled at
the thought; then meeting his eyes, full
of love and laughter, she began to understand, and her own lashes drooped
mat

over

crimson cheeks.

“Truly!”

he

answered, steadily;

“and

if you’ll come over to that other bench
where the light doesn’t glare so, and
where this confounded policeman can t
listen so easily, we’ll talk it over, and
I’ll do my best to influence you to take
it!”—Philadelphia North American.
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
complexion, headaches, nausea, indigestion.
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and aickly.
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
Blood Bitters. *1.00 at all stores.

golden
erable chunk of cheese.
ever heard on such an occasion.
its pendulum, suggests the flight of time singing I
Flinging these to a homeless cur that
cast a spell over the whole
but only to the children who have to go It seemed to
I i had been enviously
watching every
w’ho listened with delight.
to bed too early for their ambitions and company,
think it prevented the one drunken man j'mouthful, the unkempt fellow arose and
to me, hapless one, who have to catch
in that manner that is
The ex- I saw —I judged from his conversation j stretching himself
the last boat back to the city.
that he was a striking Elevated man —he the unmistakable sign of a well satisfied
the
at
opaggerated “lightning-bugs”
to hunger made his way to the fountain for
was certainly elevated—from trying
posite edges of the horizon are winking
which struck us off a drink.
at each other—they are the flash-lights use^the searchlight
a gangplank and would
As the pieces of food fell scattering the
of the stately beacon that guards The Long Island as
have walked ashore on it; it certain- dog pounced on a large lump of cheese
Graves, a will-o’-the-wisp of a flash, ap- fainlooked
on and I
walk
to
solid
and
enough
gulped it with one effort; then,
propriately warning men of the ghosts ly
we shall be able j
a chunk of bread in his jaws,
snatching
of dead ships that have been buried in have no doubt some day
and electricity to bear us he fled after the manner of the homeless
these Graves, and at the right its sister to utilize light
to another without any
brute that knows every morsel he gets is
of Minot’s Ledge. A great ocean-liner, from one place
to get on board of it
begrudged him by an envious world.
all ablaze with electricity, comes up n a- more trouble than
and without any danger
A stray cat from the alleys, lean and
jestically and vanishes behind the head- in the right way
sudas
such
faith
ash-covered, that had been vainly stalkland of Hull—facilis descendsus Averni, except from a loss of
to
tried
he
when
Peter
ing the sparrows fluttering about the
which here means: easy is the descent tc denly affected St.
trough of the fountain, sighted
drinking
Huii. The long beach is strung with pin- walk on water.
and or scented the
fragments of cheese.
Our own searchlight played back
points of brilliancy ending in the distant
in the
Gingerly approaching, she snatched a.
blaze of Paragon Park, from which now forth, picking up various objects
it was far brighter
sufficient for a generous meal
begin to rise into the faint blue of the harbor far ahead; and when one thinks morsel
as the cur—
evening sky the fire-lines of rockets than the moonlight ultimate essence ol and fled with it as swiftly
both poor, homeless lshmaelites among
bursting into circles of various-colored of its origin —the
thousearth
the
man and beast.
brilliancies outlined for a brief moment dirty black coal mined in
huA dozen English sparrows, flitting
and then vanishing like pretty thoughts ands of feet down by hard-working
as !
wondertul
as
is
about in vain quest of worms that had
man beings—it.
just
in a poet’s mind.
are
derivec
both
the
moon;
the light of
gone weeks betore, spied the remaining
from the same central Sun-though tht portions of the food and descended upon
a
like
The sea purrs gently at our feet,
I one has been sleeping for scores of mill them, ever hungry, after the manner of
sleeping old lion, and the little wavelets ions of years and wakes up to show tht their kind. Falling voraciously upon the
in
break
that do the purring
graeefu. I way from a clambake at Allerton to tht fragments both of bread and cheese,
curves of ruddy melted gold where the
TJnK?
they swiftly gorged their little bodies
nearest fire throws its reflection seaward.
and, forgetting even to quarrel in the
Four rnen bring out of the house a large
satisfaction of full stomachs, flew off to
cubical box and caretully deposit it or
doze comfortably in the neighboring
the sand: it is a Victor Victrola with an
maples.
We have
admirable charge of records.
A moment later a little gray squirrel
For Infants and Children.
a first-class concert contributed by Calve,
came tripping lightly across the greenminScotti, Caruso—all the high-priced
; sward, fearless, through long protection,
strels of the opera—charming waltzes
of the passing small boys. Picking up a
and a long programme of bigh-class
small piece of bread in his forepaw, he
It is easy to imagine that old
music.
lifted himself upon his haunches and
Poseidon just outside is giving orders to
nibbled it as daintily as a girl graduate
“Fasten me,” he says, “to
his court.
toying with her luncheon salad. Having
made a satisfying meal, he selected a
my chariot, as the sailors once fastened
morsel of bread, and, clamping it
Odysseus to his mast, and stuff your own
goodly
ON
TUBERCULOSIS.
LEGISLATION
be
ears with seawax, lest
any of you
between his jaws, tiptoed across the
and
shore
perish
tempted to crawl up on
until, twenty feet away, he found
Legislation dealing with tuberculosh grass
among those land-sirens, and pay no heed
a suitable place for a '‘cache” or hiding
has been enacted in 48 States and terri
to me if I kick and yell and struggle to
place. Then, swiftly scooping out a litget free.”
tories of the United States, according t( 1 tie hollow in the greensward, he buried
A dance was suggested and the Vic;
his prize and, with his skillful paws cova comprehensive bulletin on this subjec
trola was primed for the emergency; it
ered it up and patted it down so artfully
As
the
National
be
to
soon
by
published
was a quadrille with the “cbIIb” distinctthat the man, watching the operation
ly pronounced by the spirit that hides in sociation for the Study and Prevention o intently, was unable to locate where this
that circlet. The four couples quickly
Tuberculosis. Only in the States of Ari tomorrow’s breakfast had been concealI have seen smoother
took their places.
I ed. The squirrel knew, however, and,
zona, Idaho, Nevada, Wyoming, am
or
a
more
set
a
never
but
floors
to the branch of a tall tree
gayer
m , skipping
enthusiastic ring of spectators. During Alaska, has the subject been given
nearby, proceeded to make a dainty toilet
consideration.
the intervals there was gay talk, stories
mind
—his
legislative
being now at rest since the
were told, awful puns were exploded,
State tuberculosis sanatoria to thi all-prevading question of food had been
merry tinkles o^ laughter flew up like
number of 42 have been established in 31 satisfactorily settled.
the red sparks, the young people flocked
The Man, having finished his cigar, relaws providinf
Two hours
turned home in thought.
together down the beach; the older ones different States. Special
local
of
establishment
hospitali
:
the
for
later he came back to see what had begrew soberer—metaphorically speaking
beei
have
counties
!
or
bv
of
the
the
to
feel
municipalities
—and began
solemnity
came of the small crumbs left. A dozen
j passed in 14 States. In 34 States, lawi big beetles were busy gorging themnight and the starB.
are in force providing for the reporting ant
selves upon the minute fragments of
Ttio email hei/Q »nrl o-irlss had hppn mlregistration of living cases of tubercuio i cheese, while from some ant hills located
New
In four States, New York,
sis.
lected by their stern parents and shooed
a few feet away several columns of these
off to bed. The flamboyant bouquets of Jersey, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, spe j little creatures were busily engaged in
Statt
enacted
been
have
giving
parti-colored sparks had ceased to bloom cial laws
transferring the last crumbs of bread
and local health authorities power to re- to their Winter storehouses.
over Paragon Park, one automobile with
!
tuberculous
detain
and
person
move
which
had
us
had
a chance party
What about it all? »Well, nothing in
joined
turned its headlights Bostonward. The who menace the health of their families particular, except that, with that many
j
last of the steamships had gone into or associates. Six States, Illinois, Iowa, I different animal individualities figuring
Missouri, Minnesota, New York, and in the final disposition of the bread and
harbor or vanished down the horizon.
the people !
cheese pronounced worthless, and, but
Only one other fire was still blazing on Texas, have laws whichatgive
general or spe- ! for the advent of the dirty fellow, desthe beach, and it reminded me of some the privilege of voting
of
establishment
cial elections on the
tined for the
verses which came to me one summer
can, it seems to
tuberculosis hospi- j the writer thatgarbage
there ought to be a moral
night as I came late to a little picnic county or municipal
j
New
Massachusetts, Minnesota,
somewhere.
party on our wilder and more lonely and tals.
m.?
Jt_a L I_
Washington
primitive beach at Ogunquit. I im- Jersey, Wisconsin, and from
Dup^uoi-uij
to
$3.00
subsidies
ranging
a hungry man, a starving dog, a famishagined I was a disembodied spirit wan5.00 per week to such local hospitals. ed cat, and provided a squirrel not only
dering down the sands, and it sang itself
Laws prohibiting spitting in publie places with a square meal but enough for breakto me in a weird and almost uncanny
have been enacted in more than 20 States. fast next morning. Moreover, a dozen
melody.
Commenting on the problem of State birds had made hearty meals from it,
THE FIRE ON THE BEACH.
legislation as it affects the prevention of while finally a dozen beetles had gorged
The Night inexorably spread
tuberculosis, The National Association themselves to comfortable repletion, and
Her sable curtain strange and dread
for the Study and Prevention of Tubercu- ants innumerable had been enabled to
That shroudB the Living and the Dead—
*
losis says, ‘A law providing for the re- solve the
I sought the beach in lone despair.
question of next Winter’s pro
and registration of every living visions.
porting
The waves crept up along the aands
case of tuberculosis ia fundamental to
Surely there’s a moral somewhere in
As if to clutch with cruel hands
this
any thoroughgoing campaign against
this.
The wandering dweller of the lands
disease. Without a knowledge of the loCurst by his load of pain and care.
cation of every case of tuberculosis, the
You’re Bilious and Costive !
I heard a night-bird’s mournful cry
disease cannot be controlled. Of equal
Sweep through the pastures of the sky—
Sick Headache, Bad Breath, Sour Stomach,
importance also ia legislation which will
Was he as wild and sad as I?
give cities, towns, and counties the au- Furred Tongue and Indigestion, Mean Liver
Did he my passionate longing share?
thority to establish and maintain local
A Fire in the far distance gleamed;
for tuberculous cases. Tbe con- and Bowela dogged. Clean up tonight. Get a
Its blaze across the breakers streamed.
trol of tuberculosis is a local problem. 26c. bottle of Dr. King's New Life Pills today
I knew not if I waked or dreamed—
Everything possible should be done to and empty the stomach and bowels of fermentI only knew my Love was there!
provide institutions easy of access, espe- ing, gassy foods and waste. A full bowe
That ruddy fire was like the Pole;
>
dally for advanced cases.”
movement gives a satisfied, thankful feelingIt veered the compass of my soul,
Obedient to its tense control
Mrs. Angus Botavi returned by train Thurs- makes ^ou feel fine. Effective, yet mild. Don’t
And ready any Fate to dare.
day night from a short visit with relatives in gripe. 26c., at your Druggist
Bnt when I ranched that blazing Fire—
8 tockton Springs.—Eastport Sentinel.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Bums.
The crimson goal of my desire—
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SAFETY AT SEA AND THE HUMAN

EQUATION.
Latter More

Than any Mechanical Devices.
There are some expert! in marine
affairs who believe that in spite of the
great advances in naval architecture
safety at sea depends more upon the human equation—or competent commanders
—than upon any mechanical appliances
or further improvements in construction.
Among these is Captain George L.
Norton, editor of the “Maripe Journal,”
and well Known as an experienc d navigator for years before he entered the
sea of journalism.
Captain Norton,
when asked by The Journal of Commerce
for his views upon safety at sea, made
this reply:
“It is a bold Statement to make, but
none the less true, that the three notable
collisions in fog at sea within the year
1914, that of the Nantucket and Monroe,
Empress of Ireland and Storsdad, New
York and Pretoria, each were avoidable,
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Company,

At a Probate Court, held Ht Belfast
for the County of Waldo, on the M
July. a. D. 1914.
>

E. H. BOYINGTON,

F. KNIGHT of Lincolnvi

SAKAI]

•■

County, guardian of Kuth H. Ku
colnviile, in said County ot Waldo, I: r.
seated a petition praying that a no
granted her to sell and convey certa
OF THE
tate of said minor described in said
j lor the purpose therein set forth, at pi i\
BOY1NOTON OPTICAL
| Ordered, That the said petitioner gnI all persons interested by causing a <
order to be putdished three weeks m,
44 South Main Street, Winterport, Maine. in The Kepnblican
Journal, a uewspaped
at Belfast, that they way appeal •' ■!
OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS.
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami
County, on thelltli day of August, a
I

Eye-Sight Specialist

1

CO.,

at ten of the clock before noon,
cause, if any they have, why the pi
petitioner should not be granted.
J a AIKS LIBBY
A true copy.-** A ttest:
AKTHl’K W LKO> AKJ>. I

Orders Solicited
fitted stove wood, building sand and

For

gravel, and

small

a

At a Probate Court held at Belfast
for the County ot W aldo on the
day of July. A. I). Ifcl4.

of hard wood

quantity

s,

GILES G. ABBOTT,

lumber.

A certain instrument, purporting t<>
A will and testament of Cliim tia li
Montville.in said County of Wald,
having been prej-ented for probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to
interested by causing a copy of this
published three weeks successively
publican Journal, published at Beit amay appear at a Probate Court, to
Belfast, within and for said Cotnr.v
second Tuesday of August next, at

Lincolnville Avenue.
26tf

Tel 137-2

of

--

,---■

TO LET
cottage at the battery.

Ashore
Has three sleeping
and

a

kitchen, also

Apply

a

rooms,

a

living

clock befoie noon, and show causa,
have, why the same should not I"*

room

large piazza.

I

;

JAMES LI HI

to

A true copy. Attest:
ARTilt R W. Leonaiju.

LOUVILLE J. POTTLE, Belfast, Me.

! TT7 A L1JO SS.— 111 Court ot Probate.
! f* fast, on the 14th day of July, r
Gainmans, executrix on the estai*| Gaminans. late of Belfast, in said <
| ceased, having presented her first a
1

count of administration of said

j!

estai

anee.

|
|
j

sell
pasta card and you will receive a prompt fall.
WALTER ll.eOOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Str Is. Belfast

Ordered, That notice thereof !••
weeks successively, in The Kepubi
newspaper published m Belfast, u.
that all persons interested mav att
bate
Court, to he iie>d at Belfast. «>n
;
of August next, and show cause
I have, why the said account should!:
J A RIPS LI HI
i
A true copy. Attest:
ARTIIOR W I.KoNA lr L•
a

■

PROBATE NOTICES.
\t

a

Probate Court held at Beliast.

within

CHARLES
the estate
said

ot

v.<'

Chester B.

St-

|*liensoii.

A

and

lor tlie Ctuntvot Wa.ilo, on the 14tli day of
July, A. I) 15*14.
F. THOMPSON, administrator n

late of

I. I M ) SS.—Ill Court of P:

**..

t.

last.ou the 14tli day of July, I n
Quigley, administratrix < n the • .*i
Quigley, late of Winl'-rport, in
ceased, having presented her liist ,t
■

;

count
a nee.

ot administration of said esl.it

Ordered, that nonce theieof I
County of Waldo deceased,
Beliast, in
week? successively, in Tie- i.epuh:
having presented a petition praying that a
a newspaper published in Bellas!.
license may be granted to linn to sol 1 and eon
that ail i ersolis inteles|e»; m; >
“The foregoing record is my reason vev certain real estate belonging to aid estate
bate Court, t<» lie held at lacta-;.
for stating that there is no necessity for I ami desciihed in said petition, for the purposes day of August next, and showforth
set
therein
building ships with the r passenger and I Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to thev have, why the said account
allowed.
cargo spaces largely taken up with oulk- | all persons interested by causing a copy of this
JAMES I II I
heads athwart snips and lateral lront order to he published three weeks successively in !
A true copy. Attest:
a.
The Republican Journal,
newspaper published
A R J HU: M
I.KONA1.1
double bottom to deck. The Aquitania,
! at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Olympic, Imperator, Mauretania, Lusi- 1 Court, to be bebl at Belfast. witlun ami for said
4 OMIN1STKA J oil's NOTH Iand
now
built
tania, Vaterland and others
County, on the lltli day of August, A. I*. 15*14,
l-l 11 * 11 !• y
i.1
gives imi lee il
ten of the clock befoie noon, and show cause,
duly appointed administrator ot the
building are everything that is needed to itat any
iiave.wliv the prayer ot said petitionthey
as
j
at
sea
neces ary
the
MARY
U. DL-SEL, in the Mate
safety
, provide
er snouid hot be gratileu.
James i.ibby, Judge.
far as the ship is concerned, after which
I late of I.‘»\ver Merlon, in the .-tai
I A true copy. Attest:
: vatua, deceased, and given bom;'
comes in what the Cunard Line has posdiree's
Arthur \V. Leonard, Register.
All persons having din
sessed all these years, officers who can
the estate ot said deceased are <c
be depended upon to navigate their ships
sent the same tor settlement, am
1 At a Probate Court, held nt Beliast. within and
are requested to make p.
safely—safety, not speed, being their ! tor tin* County ol Waldo, on the second Tues- ilthereto
lately to Hiram 1*. !• arrow of iv.
l orders from headquarters, winch have
day of July. A. 1). 15)14.
authorized agent.
rules
bound
been implicitly obeyed. Iron
<'11Al;l.i
j * certain instrument, purporting to be the
Wayne, Penn,, June IL 1'J14.—3v\
and regulations issued from the Cunard ! A last will and testament of Edwin (). Fogg,
late of Jackson, in said County "* Waldo, dethe
j
have.been
its
officers
to
management
f.lX£CUTKlX*S NOTICE. Tin
ceased. having been presented for probate.
in charge of its ships,
human element
that she has
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons Ju by gives notice
with the best of tools to work with, mak- interested by causing a copy of this order to be pointed executrix *>t the last w 1
in l'be Re- iiieul of
ing the safest ocean passenger vessels published three weeks successively
JAMES LAWK EM L. late of
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
in the world. I see no reason why ships
appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Beldeceased, and given bonds as the
of other lines cannot be mane as safe may
last, wiilun ami for said County, on the second
Ail persons having demands ana
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock
ot said deceased aie desired to
through the same means.”
beiore noon, ami snow cause if any they have, for settlement, ami all indebtedpittic
should
be
not
proved, approved quested to make pa> incut iimnedi
why the same
ami allowed.
!
For baby's croup, Willis’s daily cuts and
1. Morse, my authorized agent in
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Maine.
bruises, mamma’s sore throac. Grandma’s lameA true copy. Attest:
CAROLINE LSI ILL K L.v M
household
the
Oil—
Thomas’
Eclectic
ness.—Dr.
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
Groton, Mass., June t». 1U14.—t-tuL
25c.
and
50c.
remedy.

only loss of life was that of five persons
being washed overboard by a big sea.
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time is
the desire uppermost in the
minds of those who cross the ocean,
whether on business or pleasure bent.
The most eminent naval architects of
this country and Europe claim that nonsinkabie fire-proof passenger vessels
can be built beyond a doubt; but whether
the great cost could be compensated
through returns in earnings is a matter
Let that
for the operator to determine.
be as it may, I believe that there is no
necessity for such Atstiy experiments,
it has been proven that with all their
fury, the wind and sea have never been
able to founder the South Shoal Lightship off Nantucket anchored outside of
land in the broad Atlantic for many
years, which has weathered every gale,
and after each had done its worst with
its mountainous seas, this stanch, steel
huli lay at her moorings as gracefully as
the gray gull that spends a lifetime on
its surface. True, this Lightship has
parted her moorings several times, but
after the gale abated has been returned
This is satisto her station uninjured.
factory proof that the modern ocean
steamship, constructed with even greater
strength in comparison, will float for
any length of time if give sea room.
“All or nearly all the modern built
oce m-going
steamships, transatlantic
and coast-wise, are able to withstand
the elements; collision and fire now being
the only great and dreaded dangers.
The best proof that ever, these can be
reduced to a minimum needs only referto the record of the Cunard Line,
ence
which since 1S40 has been constructing
and operating a transatlantic line of
ships between this port and Great Britain, providing them with every known
device that would add to their safety,
and during this 74 years’ career they

only guarantee that you have the

GENUINE

and the blame for each lies with one or
the other or both of those in command
at the time. In each case wind, sea,
or fog, did not prevent whistles being
exchanged and heard, locating to a degree the proximity of an approaching
vessel.
Consequently, there was no
reason for not stopping their engines,
and cautiously feeling their WBy past
each other under headway sufficiently
siow to enable stopping either ship in
lees than her length, even if not discernible through the density of the fog, each
vessel continually blowing her whistle
to determine whether she was nearing
These
or drawing away'from the other.
collisions were caused Ibrough lack of
The
careful navigation.
penalty for
such accidents should be heavy and fixed
through international law. Each vessel
had unlimited space to maneuver in and
pass clear of the other if the reports
made by their respective representatives
are true.
“D^^
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death of Mr. George
0f Norridgewock, who

*“he

!

deaths.

®3*"

years and for a number ol
has been confined his bed

several

i|!
,tr

Monroe
has been

past
tubercular trouble, occurred
July 9th, Mr. Downs was born
the son
,ia, Maine, June 20, 1866,
H. and Ellen (Porter) Downs.

^

i’V^.re
5l'1"

iH

home in Linneus until he

his

Norridgewock in 1907. Mr.
Harried Miss Violet Rogers of

Bf

( tll

r

0f“

V«"ce„'
E,,;

Pf ',1:

in 1903; two children were
who died
them, Cecil M.,
who
r 15, 1913, and Dorothy E.,
a
years of age. He was mem-

[ Makes

[jie Seventh Day Adventists’
this town.
Throughout his
rhur.yaess he was patient, always
is
l*r

..

\ 0f the comfort of others. Those

m
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Wonderful for pastry, too, and

President Huerta of Mexico resigned after
having been dictator for nearly a year and a halt. The elimination of Huerta from
the Mexican problem bad been demanded
by President Wilson from the start of his administration. Ulster celebrated the battie of the Boyne without breaking into real war over borne rule, although Irish flags were torn down by Unionists and many
heads cracked. The new American
battleship Nevada was launched at Quincy, MasB. It will carry ten fourteen-inch guns.
Dr. Edwin Carman, whose wife was arrested in the Freeport (N. Y.) murder
mystery, consulted dally with her regarding her defense. Cardinal Gibbons
returned from abroad and prepared to observe his eightieth birthday on July 23. John D. Rockefeller celebrated his seventy-fifth birthday playing golf,
while guards patrolled his estate against possible attacks of anarchists and I. W. W. agitators.
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Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for

News Sn&oshots
*JU»|l»uww

KEEPING FOOD IN SUMMEK.

Cakes Like This! J

just

as

M
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good
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Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like

RULES.
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Tell Flour

Valuable Suggestions for Housewives During the Hot Months.

X. Load lightly, and drive slowly.
-idlinger, aged 64 years, died
2.
Stop in the shade if possible.
Water your horse as often as pos3.
The Department of Agriculture issues
; the National Soldiers’ Home,
practical suggestions in re- sible. So long as a horse is working,
i-\ ,’ter an illness of a few weeks. the following
FOR
AT YOUR CROCERS
gard to keeping food and drink in hot water in moderate quantities will not
yer was one of a family of
But let him drink only a few
with a view to helping the pub- hurt him.
weather,
Iren and the son of Elijah A. lic to avoid sickness from eating spoiled swallows if he is going to stand still.
the early articles of diet:
Do not fail to water him at night after
y|;. R. Seidlinger. At
“While people should be careful about he has eaten his hay.
n he enlisted in the army,
4.
When he comes in after work,
the condition of the food they eat at all
near the close of the war his
seasons of the year, they should be par- sponge off the harness marks and sweat,
as
far
as
Gallupslsland. ticularly watchful during the summer his eyes, his nose and mouth, and the i
only
Wash his feet but not his legs.
In hot weather, bacteria mul- dock.
tears after the war he decid- months.
^,
If the thermometer is 75 degrees
far more rapidly than in cold weath5.
tHe barber trade, which he tiply
!
in
some
or
chemical
er and produce
changes
higher, wipe him all over with a wet |
imself as apprentice toFrank foods which
Do
lessen their nutritive sponge.
Use vinegar if possible.
greatly
his
dockland. After serving
value and often make them unfit for hu- not turn the hose on him.
-idp he went into business man consumption. Unfortunately, there
6.
Saturday night, give a bran mash,
COME IN AND SEE
on
carried
he
where
1'iself,
is no quick, absolute, simple, practical cold; and add a tablesfioonful of siltnumber of years, and afr
of determining the presence of petre.
way
NEW
UNDER
MANAGEMENT
OF
THE
",■ Ifast.
After barbering in
7.
Do not use a horse-hat, unless it is
hurtful bacilli in foods, or of obtaining
years he went to Beverly,
The ordinary bellpositive evidence of the existence of a canopy-top hat.
'-with two of his brothers,
does
not
hat does more harm than good.
The average family
shaped
ptomaines.
l Rem ley S., also barbers,
—It is so
and so attractive
A spongy on top of the head, or
8.
have the delicate apparatus needed for
usiness together and con- these
tests, nor the skill to detect these even a cloth, is good if kept wet. If dry
trade
in
no
all
the
tonsorial
sees
it can escape
v
woman who
is worse than nothing.
micro-orgarisms.
id the death of the younger
9. If the horse is overcome by heat,
The housewife will find eyes and nose
its
That is
we want
Mr. Seidlinger remained
the safest practical detectives of bad get him into the shade, remove harness
W. J CLIFFORD, President.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Secretary.
1
few years after that until food in hot weather.
•i
If any article has and bridle, wash out his mouth, sponge
to
see
it.
in to fail, when he went
him all over, shower his legs and give !
any suspicion of an unusual odor or looks
a, Home at Togus, where
it should be avoided,
reopie him tour ounces of aromatic spirits of
j
abnormal,
The minute you
at
remaining eight years. Mr. I eating m doubtful restaurants should be ammonia, or two ounces of sweet spirits
s n man of generous nature
or fish
m a pint or water; or give nim
about
meats
or
careful
nitre,
particularly
will
“What
material
friends
you
say;
made
and
many
cooked with a highly spiced or aromatic a pint of coffee warm. Cool his head at
went. On his retirement sauce which
a bad taste or
cold water, or, if necessary,
fc'r
a
dance
for a
once,
using
might
disguise
in Beverly he was given a
warning odor. Only sweet smelling,clean chopped ice, wrapped in a cloth.
was a favorite at the Soland
If the horse is off his feed, try
10.
should be eaten. Spotted, green,
for his ready wit and genial fopd or
slimy
frothy raw meat, or meat which him with two quarts of oats mixed with
and
are
r
failed to win him many is soft in
a
little
you
and
add
a
and
little
be
with
water;
bran,
regarded
spots should
The
g the veterans there.
Or give him oatmeal
suspicion. Taste of course is a supple- salt or sugar.
his request was at tbe solit is
to drink.
water
after
or
one
to
be
used
but
barley
gruel
mentary test,
: -ry where he was laid at rest
11.
Watch your horse. If he stops
eyes, nose and fingers. A mother before
L/cutootu
the
fabric
for
indoors
and
11 J
IIUIIU13.
out:
she allows her child to eat anything sweating suddenly, or if he breathes
his wife, two children and
should examine it carefully in a good short and quick, or if his ears droop, or
and
Mrs. A. M. Hammond, Conit he stands with his legs braced sidelight, smell it, and finally taste it.
Mrs. E. 0. Perkins, Welles“Milk particularly deteriorates rapidly ways, he is in danger of a heat or sun
Mrs. W. M. Watts, Rockport under summer
the very best and
It is
heat, especially if it al- stroke and needs attention at once.
lie A. Seidlinger, Warren.
the horse
so hot that
If it is
12.
Housewives,
ready contains bacteria.
most
silk that we
finest
and
beautiful
therefore, should see to it that their sweats in the stable at night, tie him
LAPIDARY.
‘i WAY'S
milk after being left by the milkman outside. Unless he cools off during the
ever seen for 39c. a
does not stand for any length of time on nieht, he cannot well stand the next day’s
Silk.
minty has, since the discov- a hot porch or stoop before it is put in heat.
Come in and see
These rules are prepared by the BosMilk bottles should be kept
alines at Paris Hill in 1820, the ice-box.
Relief
Association,
box and out of it. ton Work Horse
the world as a producer of closed, both in the'ice
If there is any doubt at all as to the ex- whose office is at 15 Beacon street, Bosgem cutting has been done cellence of the local milk supply, pasteur- ton, Mass.
will be
rules
of
the
Copies
Our office is
sent free on application.
nty before hut the foremost ize all milk.
isi or present, in the county
hr
“All foods should be kept covered or open throughout the year.
State is that of Robert F.
Henry C. Merwin. President,
wrapped, and always out of the reach of
nr the southern end of Main
Lewis A. Armstead, Secretary.
Ei
flies, which are deadly carriers of ty£
wayphoid. All vessels, pitchers, etc., in
may see in the native stock which food is to be stored, should first be
THE DISAPPOINTING DOLOMITES. i
brilliant sparkling gems all scalded. Food should be handled a3 little
!
t' our native hills. There as
possible. The ice box, especially'its
Writing of her recent motor-trip j
Some people have a tendency to bewhite and yellow; the drain
in
be
cleaned
should
thoroughly
pipe,
the
Dolomites in Harper’s
come thin-blooded just as others have an
! very rare, golden beryl;
and frequently with boiling water and through
inherited tendency to rheumatism, or to
.-hading from the faint tints washing soda, and given an occasional Magazine for August, Louise Closser
Locations
The condition in
nervous disorders.
tourmalines of
uish green;
airing. A persistent battle should be Hale tells amusingly of her disappointthat
the
so
thin
becomes
the
blood
which
: :des and colors and caesium
Mil!
waged against flies in all parts of the ment in finding the mountains quite
whole body suffers comes on so gradually
iv
parable to the diamond in home.
j
with a natural
that
the
and
on
the
unlike
brilliantly
anyone
i brilliancy:
stealthily
gay
pictures
“Uncooked foods as a general proposi- j
I
for Summer Hotels
cards.
mi the Maine stock there are
disposition in that direction should watch
tion should be avoided. Children should colored postal
I
the symptoms carefully. Bloodlessness,
“The Ulusirator took a hand from the
Montana, North Carolina, not be allowed to eat the skins of fruits,
I
or anaemia, as the medical term is, can
and
f.irnia, Mexico, Brazil and especially fruits which have been ex- wheel to wave toward them with all the
be corrected much more easily in the
enthusiasm of personal discovery. Gaz- i
on unscreened
dirt
or
street
to
flies
posed
with
It
later.
earlier
than
and
I
dwelt
begins
at
stages
bitterly
them, Rabby
pg of interest is a collection stands or
ing
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE
push-carts.
a tired feeling that rest does not overfasle prophecies of colored postal
: ai| the great diamonds in
“Those who go away for vacation on the
becomes pale, and
the
to as a
has
been
referred
Nature
come,
complexion
s
cards.
the
Cuilinan.
pt
should not get the idea that everything
breatlrlessness on slight exertion, such as
eke a stone he has been for- in a summer resort or strange city is lavish creature, but ner tints are pale as
going upstairs, is noticed.
The compared to the glowing replicas on the
;gh to find himself or make a necessarily pure and wholesome.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are a home
• ■in
cartes postales.
the uncut stock and withregive opportunity to those desiring to
in
fever
of
country
danger
typhoid
remedy that has been most successful in
nd a half see Mr. Bickford sorts is
luauaimr,
make a change in location for a new start
cases
the
of
ereat.
Many
very
thin
caused
diseases
of
treatment
the
by
admonished
once
-rfect cut gem.
This pro- of
in life.
fever recorded in the fall in cheeks ?’ So Bonaparte
typhoid
air and wholesome
With
blood.to
was
as
he
pure
accustomed
'■
a
court
First the rough cities where the water is pure, had their
lady,
resting.
food these blood-making pills aflord the
And ‘Moun»
i up on a rapidly revolving origin in water or contaminated sub- Josephine’s rouge-spots.
correct treatment when the symptoms
Water Powers
Wei
into the edge of which dia- stances drunk or eaten at some summer tains, why aren’t you pink ?’ we severedescribed are noticed. A former sufferer
rcN been ground.
Then the resort. Insist on boiled water. If you ly apostrophized the soft blue peaks.
emaciated
“I
was
anaemia
from
says:
Unlimited Raw Material
!ei't
“Our driver glared back at us fleeting.
uck by means of wax on a
I
absolutely cannot get boiled water, make He
and did not have a particle of color.
a jim-stick and ground nearpossesses a maddening quality of
bad
no ambition
very sure about reputation of springs,
AND
severe
trad
headaches,
c n•..!
the
country through
against a rough carborundum well or
adopting as his own
tap water. Refuse absolutely to which
and could justdrag around.” Dr. Wilgone.
he is passing, and resents reflection
source
a
from
comes
that
water
take
Land
Good
any
iianfa’ Pink Pills quickly restored appetite,
>
c
attached to a spindle and the near an out-house or stable, or in a neigh- upon its appearance or character as a
flesh and health. A full statement of
are
him.
b; or -N.wn of the gem is cut and made
embodies
that
‘They
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
borhood where fever is at all prevalent. slight
this case with directions regarding diet
perfectly round. The facets are then
pink,’ he asserted, doggedly. ‘It’s just
“Boiled water can be made just se
will be found in the booklet, “Building
Communications
?ul 011 R angles have previously been palatable as unboiled water. The flat the way you squint.’
regarding locations
iiTip the Blood,” sent free by the Dr.
figured ; Wat bring out the quality of taste which boiled water has soon after
“I reflected upon this, then, and many
are invited and will receive attentions
N. V.
Medicine
Schenectady,
hams
Co.,
® g«t..
The angle is kept the same by it is boiled is due to the fact that boiling times during the next few days of frantic
when addressed to any agent of the
4 mact.iio
into which I had been
and the grinding surface is drives out of it the air which it held in pass-climbing
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
de
couleur
lured.
Hus is a ticklish job as a little solution. If water after boiling is put cunningly
Squinting
NUTlUt Ur rUntULUbUnc
bo
of
hiB
is
life
his
rose
happy
into
part
-deep grinding will ruin the stone, in scalded shallow open pans and allowed
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
Francis Call of Troy, in the
he
flfter •>> crown is cut and
shaped, comes to stand for 24 hours where flies or dirt philosophy, and I have no doubt thatthe
County of Waldo and State of Maine,
-he
all
into
himself
of
Debelieving
8th
polishing- |irocess. The other end or cannot
the
deed
dated
day
MAINE CtNTRAL RAILROAD,
jy his mortgage
get at it, it will regain its air and squinted
44 Hi
the Kem jg then cut and pol- have its usual taste restored
sophistries which he propounded daily to
;ember, A. D. 1892, and recorded in Waldo
by the sec- tease
the same way.
of Deeds, Book 235, Page 138’ conme through the lengths and heights
Registry
ond day.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
of
tc
and depths of Tyrol.”
veyed to Isaac C. Libby, since deceased,
I'.iiiehing of gems is a secret pro“Finally it is particularly important in
whose estate the undersigned are the adminiswo lapidaries use the same
land'
of
summer that people should not be misled
trators, five certain pieces or parcels
®f'n
I his is probably the only shop
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
into believing that the label ‘Guaranteed
situated in said Troy and described as follows,
general public is allowed to under the Food and Drugs Act’ on cans
to wit: First piece described in a deed from
STEAMSHIP
work as the secrets are care- and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Libby and Mrs.
Jeremiah Corner to I. C. Libby, dated August
packages means that the govern> %
guarded.
5, 1872, and recorded in Waldo County Regisment has tested these foods and pro- Alice Leavitt left Monday for a two
CORPORATION.
181. The sec!-e, : ird has just issued a booklet
try of Deeds in Book 159, Page
nounced them pure and desirable. The weeks’ visit in Stockton Springs with
ond parcel, the same deeded by Reuben Call to
•fi"'j- "io Gem Lovers, Wherever government does not make the guaran- Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples. They
June
deed
dated
his
8, 1881, and
[.
C.
by
Libby,
tic." wdiich is very interest- tee. The
with
■"j
SEVEN TRIPS .4 WEEK.
guarantee is made wholly by made the trip by automobile, going
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
brief history of some of the manufacturer, and means no more Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Mason to Monroe
third
The
154
parcel, deeded
Book 196, Page
0
BANGOR LINE.
of Oxford than when
were met by Stockton friends.
deed dated
where
I.
C.
Maine,
to
especially
by
C.
Libby,
they
corner
A.
own
guarMyrick
grocer
by
your
1
"'cs with the
prices, scale antee that the sugar he weighs out for
August 15,1872, and recorded in Waldo County
Clark has sold his farm located
The
182
Hadley
md the birthstones and their
Book
BOSTON $3.50.
of
159,
Page
AND
Deeds,
BELFAST
(ROUND
Registry
Examine goods labeled at West Pittsfield to Charles Edwards of
you is all right.
fourth parcel, deeded.to I. C. Libby by William
'crway Advertiser.
$6.50 ,i
‘guaranteed’ just as carefully as any Unity, who will take possession in a few
TRIP
recordand
Bither, deed dated August 6, 1872,
other kind.
ed in Waldo County Registry of Deeds in Book
weeks.
■HE old veteran.
159, Page 179. The 5th parcel, deeded to I. C.
dated
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Condon will leave
THE HIGHWAY LAW.
Libby by Rufus B. Bither, by deed
HV Df w. H. WINSLOW.
in a few days for Ocean Park where they
■i
AND CAMDElN.
August 6, 1872, and recorded in Waldo county
180.
Page
Registry of Deeds, in Book 159, made
The new Maine highway law passed will spend a week or more.
ne war of
week days and
Leave Belfast at 5 00 p. m
eighteen twelve?”
|
part
Which said deeds and records are
is a non-partisan
last
the
legislature
a
tottering man.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Cargill
and parcel of said mortgage so far as a descrip- Sundays for Northport, Camden, Rockland and
1
law provides for a perThe
th;it *“*• y°u
measure.
whereand
at
7
30
a m. daily, for
Boston.
Leave
Belfast
boy,
learn
that
saucy
the young
vi, ‘ife is but a
will be interested co
tion of the premises is concerned,
fected hignway system oi me most apspan?”
has been Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
who recently arrived at their
as, the condition of said mortgage
daughter
and
was
proved and satisfactory kind,
broken.
RETURNING
home has been named Geraldine.
Hai ign,zziy lock® and crippled leg
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
painstakingly drafted after consultation
Mexican fight?"
•%, ,,|u'k
Leave India Wharf, Boston, at 5.00 p. m.,
of said
foreclosure
and
Mrs.
T.
a
Mr.
in
we
of
claim
condition
Friends
said
Bonney
the
best
America,
with
repthat was forty-eight—
engineer*
;:u,lad.
daily, and leave Belfast at 7.30 a. m. daily for
w*Sa Kihrious
resentatives of the automobile associa- Ames will be interested to learn that
sight.”
Bangor and intermediate landings.
week
the
John
of
this
of
the
Patrons
have
purchased
they,
tions, representatives
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
hat and martial air
farm which. is situated on the
interothers
and
all
Vt‘ been in the
vitally
Murphy
Husbandry,
service
LIBBY.
long.”
C. EVERETT
0 vJ' ?
3w29
CENTER MONTV1LLE.
ested. The plan is essentially that of Burnham road about three miles from
Of u." n,-‘rched in the Grand Review
R. P. Mitchell Appointed.
Mr. tT. S. Erskine bought an Edison grapho*
Hundred thousand strong.
old Rome, whose road system has never the village. This farm is especially inof Mr. Stanley Curtis, who has the
been surpassed nor even equalled, and teresting to Mr. and Mrs. Ames on acthe number mustered out,
is made that Ralph P. phone
Announcement
follows closely the adopted systems of count of the fact that it originally be- Mitchell of West Newfield has been ap- agency....Mr. Cassius Curtis of Somerville,
Wood Ashes Mixed With Lime.
sai‘ors true,
ersuand
modern Germany and England. The work longed to Mrs. Ames’ great grandmothOr .aiJ tbe riag through forest and field,
Dean L. S. Merrill of the Mass., visited his grandfathor, Mr, Hartley
For price and other particulars, address
o’er the ocean blue.”
It is a small hillside farm and ad- pointed by to have charge of the
er.
is
Calista
Mrs.
Experience
now being planned and contracted for in
monthly.
Expenses.
visiting
Sprowl
$100
Cox
recently....
Boys
river and will be State college
Advertise and take orders,
Sebasticook
the
is
carried
Maine
in
unnecessary.
counties
being
all
the
joins
of
Jefferson....
the
State.
Mrs.
her daughter,
Sylvester
Agricultural clubs throughout
WhenV^H blue or £raV Appomattox day,
j. F. SULLIVAN,
roro merchants for Smoking sand Chewing
on under the provisions of this law, the
especially adapted to small fruitB, which This
flew down?”
is an important work and its success- Mrs. Arno of Bethel is the gueBt of her daugh- ; tobacco, Cigarettes, Cigars, etc. Send a 2c.
“Do j
*'ke » «irn-fed Rebel?”
law of the people which was approved will be the branch of farming Mr. and ful conduct will have a great bearing on
Knox Fertilizer Co.,
to
Successor
ter Mrs, Chester CuBhman.... Mr. F. A. Cush(tamp for full particulars.
“**"«> with a frown.
by the legislature and passed as a non- Mrs. Ames will engage in.
HEMET TOBACCO CO„
the attitude of the boys of the coming man and wife of Belfast were in to am Sunday
a.
Box
552, Rockland. Me.
com8w27p
is
The
system
New York, ,N Y.1 ]
partisan measure.
10w27
agriculture.
*ith baleful light,
generation to the work of
Mr, Ralph Whitcomb of Waldo spend Sunplicated and it is not possible to under- Changes In M. C. R. R. Rates Cancelled
Heu"‘e(l pale and wan;
Mr. Mitchell has had much experience
with his sister M rs. Loren Howard.... Mr.
stand it without careful study and for
TheZ?eold'dto the toadaide.in this line of work. He was the instruc- day
by I. C. C.
Mr.
Bi.ldier was gone.
that reason Democrats unfriendly to the
tor in Agriculture at Kent’s Hill for one Simon Erskine of Morrill has purchased
he
administration are attempting to arouse
aK ke was
and for several years now has been Eugene Adams'farm....Mr. and Mrs. James
WIFE, RUBY S. WEBBER, having left
The
16.
year,
proposed
dying,
Washington,
July
as
jealousies through this law and its opera- changes in class and commodity freight the principal of Freedom, Me., academy. O. Bartlett are spending a few days in Watermy bed and board without cause, I herekneeled down,
“W you
!
of
the
is
one
“ tha
all persons not to give her credit on
tions. Remember the law
he conducted success- viUe this week....Mrs. Calista Sprowl has
bugles blowing,
th.. ,jr
Z'EVEN ROOM HOUSE ON HIGH STREET, by notify
rates from points in Maine on the Maine In this latter place
rums “bout the town?”
best laws of your State, one of your
my account as I shall pay no debts of her con«B
Railroad to points in central ! fully a course in practical agriculture sold the grass in her large field to Mr. George 3 ell and stable, cemented cellar, hard wood
Central
this date.
after
a
man
hear
tracting
When
Near
laws.
of favorable comyou
knocking
inish, in fine repair, 100 feet frontage.
tlred. tired!
association territory were found I that became the topic
-‘""fade
Northport, July 7, 1914.
the laws, ask him who his authority is freight
all over the Carter....A Sunday school has been organized school and postoffice.
instructors
of
ment
Interstate
i
many
™»«d th.?leeP “While.
WILLIAM B. WEBBER.
the
3w28p
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Me.
in the Carter district.
4w28
and you will find he Knows nothing about not justified today byand cancelled.
°« hie
Light, outl”
State.
Commerce Commission
it.
crept a peaceful smile.
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delightful
walking dress,
right.
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lovely
frock,
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for
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Caution Notice

MY

Dodge’s Corner. Mrs. Waldo M. Chapin
and two daughters of Brooklyn, N, Y., arrived
last Friday morning and will spend the summer with her husband’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. E. Chapin....H. Peabody Farnham and
nephew, Fred Clairidge, arrived in Mr. Faro-

SEARSPORT.
Charles S. Shute spent the week-end in Ban*«•
lira. Henry Black of Maiden, Mass., visited
relatives in town last week.

ham’s roadster last Friday night, making thq
trip in 9 1-2 hours from Salem, Mass. They
are spending a week at “The Chapins.”

Mias O. J. Lawrence has arrived from Boston where she parsed the winter
Bon. Parker Spofford of Bucksport was a
at the searaport House Sunday.

day.
visitGordon Healey of Dorchester, Mass., is
on Water
ing his aunt, Mrs. H. G. Curtis,
Btreet.

is the guest
Mr. Hoffman of Waltham, Mass.,
Mosman
of F. H. Mosman at his cottage at

Van

from RockSch. A. Miner arrived July 16th
Co. at
land with 50,000 staves for the A. A. C.
Mack’s Point.
to the
James Pattee, who has been confined
is somehouse the past three weeks by illnesB,

many

sympathy

to

went to Boston

Capt. Charles M. Closson
at the BingJuly 16th for medical treatment
ham hospital.
his mothJohn Eyre of New York is visiting
summer home on
er, Mrs. Clara Eyre, at her

speak
York City

SaturMr J. Towle of Boston was in town
H. G. Curtis
day the guest of Capt. and Mre.

direction of Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser.
Gounod
“Blessed is He Who Cometh,”
Choir.

Mr. George L. Rogers oi orwwme, “**“”’•*
of Mr. and
in town last week, the guest
Mrs. Henry McCaslin.
BuckBMr. and Mrs. J. H. Montgomery of
Mr. and Mrs. J.
with
week-end
the
port spent
W. Black on Main street.
Antonio Croce left last Saturday for Lewisof his
ton, called there by the serious illness
brother-in-law, Mr. Chapelle.

••Pna.mnnH

was

her
Ruth Trundy, who has been visiting
on Main
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy,

street, returned to Boston Sunday.
Newton
Mr. and Mrs. J, M. MacDougall of
and are at
Center, Mass., arrived last week
Mrs. A. T. Shute’s on Water street.

daughter,

Sweetser.

Hymnal Benediction, “Lighten Our
Tuckerman
Darkness,”
afternoon
last
was
filled
Thursday
hall
Union
and evening, the occasion being the annual
mid-summer sale and concert under the auspices.of the Ladies’ Guild of the Congregational
church. In the center of all was the candy

ac-

were

guests at the Searsport House Sunday.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barrows and child
are at
Belmont, Mass., arrived Saturday and
road.
C. C. Crary homestead on the Belfast

Mabel Mctables
Elhiney and Emily Ross. The other
after as follows: Fir pillows
were looked
and kitchen aprons, Mrs. Laura Closson

Mrs.

Carolyn, Capt. Calhoun, arr»ved
from Pniladelphia with 3,8l0 tons of

Steamer

Coal & Wharf to.,

Penobscot

served by Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee and
coffee by Mrs. B. F. Colcord; chafing dish
cooks, rarebit, Mrs. Ella Mowry, Mrs. O. C.
Atwood ana Miss Gladys Butman; shrimp and
rice, Mrs. Joseph Sweetsir; chicken wiggle,
Mrs. Ludwig Havener; Venetian eggs, Miss
Lou Lie!.; aluminum ware, Irving Young. A
fine business was won by each booth and
the supper
many remained to partake of
served by the chafing-dish cooks. In the evenwas

at

Mack's Point.
Steamer Penobscot, Capi. Harding, arrived
tons
July 19th from Newport News with 3,800
of coal to the Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co. at
Mack's Point.
was one

Monday

of the finest of July days,

A fresh breeze from the northwest was blowing during the day, which made auto riding a

ing

great pleasure.

street,returned
Mass., Saturday.

to

Norris

Somerville, Mass
stead

on

their home in

Lowell,

and daughter Bessie of
arrived Tuesday and are

their vacation
the

at

sisted

the Roberts home-

Mortland Road.

with violin obligato.

Dor aid Walker. Miss Katherine Walker
New York and Mieses Dorothy and Daphne
Gunby of .Tampa, Florida arrived last week,
making the jc urney from New Y'ork in the
They were guests at the Walker
of

scales in the eastern section of

Walker.jcar.

night leaving the next day for
Point, where they will pass the remainder

residence

Maine.

Ash

Noyes,

who has been visiting
P, Staples, at Park and
relatives at Vinalhaven, lelt Sunday on the
steamer Camden en route to his home in PortDr. Allen P.

given,
Agnes

Mr.

Whitten, agent of the Acme Automatic
Bagging & c.cale Co. of Boston, has been in
He recently installed
town the past week.
the

entertainment

LIBERTY.

H. S.

several of

delightful

the central figure was Miss
She
Hersey of Corinth, the talented reader.
was assisted by Gilkey’s Orchestra, the Missis
Marjorie and Elizabeth Kennedy of Boston
in folk dances, and by Mrs. Winifred Smith of
Dixfield; soprano soloist. Mrs. S. C. Pattee as-

L. C. Roberts

spending

a

was

when

Albert Williams ar.d family, who have been
spending several weeks at their cottage on

Mrs.

F,

B.

Miss Frances

Water street.

the

Misses

Colcord; housekeeping supplies.
Smith; corner grocery, supplied
by F. C. Whitcomb and presided over by Mrs.
S. M. Webber and Mrs. Chester Bailey; mystery
table, Henrietta Gilkey and Lena Nye; tea

Miss Mary Sullivan of Bangor and Master
James Hackett ot Houlton were in town last
week, guests of Judge and Miss Sullivan on

to

by

Blee; fancy aprons, Mrs. A. J.
Nickerson, and Mrs. D. C. Nichols; ice cream.
Miss Harriet Erskine and Miss Rebecca Koss,
assisted by Lucy Ross and Lillian Nichols,
fancy work, Mrs, E. D. P. Nichols, Miss Mabel
Griffin and Mrs. A. T. Whittier; food, Mrs.
John Dav.s and Mrs. Lizzie Whittier; towels,

street.

July

over

and Mrs. Leiia

M. A. Cook of Dexter has been in town the
while here installed
past week on business and
on Main
a new cash register at his news stand

coal

presided

table

son oi
Mr. and Mrs. C. Benson McClure and
aie the
Utica, N. Y., arrived Saturday and
Main street.
guests of Mrs. George McClure,

16th

Prof. Fred-

Responsive Reading, Selection 57.
Mendelsshon
Trio, Organ, Piano, Violin,
Mrs. S. C. Pattee, Miss Mildred Shute, Prof.
Frederick R. Sweetser.
Anthem. Choir, “Cantate Domino in
Buck
G, (Op 17, No. 6),
Duett, Andante from Piano Concerto
Mendelsshon
(two pianos)
Miss Gladys Butman, Prof. F. R. Sweetser.
The Offertory.
Tours
Song, "Gates of Heaven,”
Miss Harriette N. Roulstone.
Organ, violin and piano accompaniment.
The Prayer.
Duett, Organ and Piano, "Intermezzo
Mascagni
Miss Mildred Shute, Prof. Frederick R.

Leach street.

his wife and

nianos.
Schubert
Gladys But-

(eight hands),

Miss

companied by

twn

Mrs. James P. Butman, Miss
ma:i, Miss Margaret Butman,
erick R. Sweetser.

from EverJoseph P. Curtis arrived Friday
at the Curtis
ett, Mass., and is with his family
homestead on the Belfast road,
is
Mrs. Elizabeth Jefferies of Lynn, Mass.,
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso

Charles E. Littlefield of New York.,

A very

which she is engaged.

given Sunday

Water street.

Hon.

in

interesting evening is anticipated.Watch
for a further announcement of “Sleeping Beauty,” the fairy playlet soon to be presented by
the Primary class of the Sunday schoolFollowing is the program of theVesper Services
evening, July 19th, under the

Union Btreet.

on

the bereaved household.

Next
Congregational Church Notes.
Sunday evening, instead of the Christian
Endeavor meeting, Miss Joanna C. Colcord
of the Settlement Work in New
will

what improved.

over

Mr. Peck and Mr. and Mrs. Robare guests at the
Peck Cottage on Millstone Island... Mrs. Guy
Stirling, and two children of Manchester N. H„
with her
are in town for an extended visit
Knowlton.... Mr.
pare nts, Mr, and Mrs, W. J.
and Mrs. MauriceGray, Mr. A. J. Skidmore and
went to Belfast July 15th and
Earl P.
of the

his aunt, Mrs. Sarah

ert

land, Oregon.
Hugh Mclnnis and nephew, Arthur E.
Sullivan, who have been visiting Judge and
Miss Sullivan on Water street, returned Sunday to Boston. Mr. Sullivan will enter Harvard college this fall.
Mrs.

season..

Ensign

of Winstead.Conn.,

Maloney

took the civil service examination-Mrs.
William Hunt and daughter Grace left last
to
Swan
Lake
ladies
went
A party of young
j w eek for a two weeks stay in Northportlast Saturday for a week’s stay. The party Mrs.
Angie Catton of Massachsetts Is visiting
are Misses Lillias L. Nichols, Sally and Kate j
her sister, Mrs. Alonso Brown.. ..Mr. and Mrs.
Dow, Mabel McElhiney, Lewene Ford, Emily | C. M. Hurd were guests of Mrs. R. S. Brier in
and Lucy Ross, Dorothy McGown, Miriam i Belfast one day last week-Mrs. and MrsStevens, Evelyn Jackson and Elizabeth Hav- ; Samuel Dovey and Miss Mary Dovey wish to
ener.
thank the citizens for their prompt and faithful
There will be a lawn social and supper at the service in putting out the fire which threatened
under the aus- to
their home recently.... Mr. and
home of Mrs. J. C.

|

Blanchard,
pices of the Knyvetta Sewing club, on Tuesday, Aug. 11th, from 3 to 10 p. m. Some nice
work in crochet and tatting will be on sale as

well

as a

Mysteries
the

articles, while
added attraction for

few

more

common

will

form

an

destroy
|
! Mrs. George Dow of Morrill

were

Sunday

and Mr.
guests of Mrs. Dow’s parents-Mr.
and Mrs. C, B. Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Walker. Miss Madge Walker, and Miss Nellie
Hunt left Sunday for Ash Point for several
weeks stay.

little folks.
SOUTH MONTV ILLE.

“The Pierces,” dramatic artists, will furnish
the entertainment in connection with the midsummer sale to be held by the Ladies’ Aid of
the Methodist Episcopal church in Union hall.

Mrs. Nancy
Colby reached her
birthday July 18th. She is remarkably

90th

smart,
for one of her age, and
her son and wife, Mr.

with a clear intellect
is tenderly cared for by
and Mrs. S. P. Colby.The Prescott Reunion
Searsmont is
T he sale of fancy articles, aprons, fir pillows, will heather home Aug 8th...
for its Centennial celebration Aug
thread, dooked food, candy and ice cream will planning
occas11th. Able speakers are engaged for the
is
open at 2 p. m., Friday, July 24th, and the en- sion... Mrs. Fred Grieh of Fexboro, Mass
Clement
Peaee...
C.
E.
Mrs.
and
tertainment will begin at 8 p. m. All visitors visiting Mr,
1.
on the G.
in town, as well as residents of Searsport, are & Cushman are cutting the hay
Randall farm, which they recently bought.
cordially invited to this sale.

Our different sizes

DOLLAR SALE at the Dinsmore Store is over. What a rousing old sale
Every year we say this because every year shows an increase over the
preceding one. Only one reason for this and that is SATISFACTION. Everybody is
so satisfied that they tell Everybody Else, which makes many new friends for this store.
Now we want this enthusiasm to last right up to the last minute, and for this reason
for these last three
we have purposely held back some of the greatest bargains
days
than ever at the
wonderful
selling. So come and we promise you even greater surprises
values you can buy for the small sum of a DOLLAR.
and the great
it has been.

are

adapted to the smallest dwelling
and the
Send
THE

largest hall or church.
for special catalog.

HOT BLAST

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.
Sold

by W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Johann Hoffs,
King’s Pure malt,
-A. D. 8. Malt and Hops,
PROVEN

25c.
20c.

15c.

MERIT.

Old Corner Drug: Store.

|_

I

California,
acquaintance and practice. He
ializing in advanced surgery.

(

wishes follow him, Edith and their sweet little
son to their far western home, from Stockton
Springs. Mrs Lancaster and husband, from
their Cambridge, Mass, home, occasionally
visit in their native village, where “Joe” and
“Grace” are always welcome guests.

is enter-

George H. Hopkins, Church street,
t eining his friend Carlton Baldry of Fairhaven,
Mass. The young gentleman arrived last

where

week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins of Sandypoint
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Simeon
F, Ellis, Church street, at their sightly resi-

were

dence.
“The Cniversalist Church will be closed
until further notice,” Rev. Arthur A. Blair
announced frtm the lulpit lest Sunday.
Vacation time is at hand.
Mr, and Mrs. Harry E. Winslow of Quincy,
Mass., arrived by Thursday’s boat to visit Mrs.
Winslow’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon FEllis, at their hilltop home.
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish
will be entertained Friday afternoon by Mrs.
Elmer E. Thompson, Church street, for the
118119 I work done bv the young ladies.
tulittiLilce weie whzziig in al
The
directions through our streets on Sunday.
We rejoice ihat lired boiscs are not being
!
lashed to gratify the present mania for speed
brief
Miss Annie Callahan of Boston made a
call upon her friends, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Staples, Church street, last week, arriving
and taking last Sunday’s boat for

Thursday

home.

Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universaliet
parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon,
All
with Mrs. Noah N. Twiss, Church street.
to join in either the
are cordially invited
The

needle work

or

the card playing.

masonry

in town,

left

Tuesday morning

Searsport, where he has contracted
lar pieces of work.

to

for

do simi-

Miss Melvin a A. Patters, n of Washington,
D. C., arrived July 15th and is the guest ut her
brother and wife, Capt. and Mrs. Frank A.
Patterson, East Main street, for her customary
summer visit to her childhood’s home. We are
happy to see her in Stockton!
Miss Lucretia Flanders, younger daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main street,

arrived home July 13th from visits in New
York, Boston, Malden and other Massachusetts
towns. She had been absent several weeks
and many associates are glad to see her home

again.
Quir.cy, Mas?., arremain with Mr. and Mrs. S.
Sunday
F. Ellis until the arrival of her parents, who
have hired B. B. Sanborn’s logcabin'at SandyMiss

Marjory

rived

Brooks of

to

point for a fortnight, having
pleased with their tarry within

been
its

greatly

wTalls last

year.
Last

w

much

by

etk gave us a hot Tuesday,
foggy weather and several

followed
thunder

showers, Poor hay cays, indeed ! However,
present week is apparently endeavoring
to compensate for its predecetsor’s failings by
bri nging a clear Sunday, and a rousing N. W.
wind and bright sunshine on Monday—an
ideal “hay day.”

t he

Mrs. John N. Levir.e and little son, John, Jr.
arrived July 12th from Boston to spend the remainder of the summer with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Handers. East Main street. Mr.
Levine is in Boston, but considers Stockton a
more desirable place for his wife and young
boy than the city during hot weather. “So
say we all of us; so say we all.”
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames as their
guests,drove to Kane’s Pond last Sunday, finding the pond lilies very plentiful. Mr. Treat
plucked a hundred beauties from their watery
ro^t-beds. Few Stocktonians have never ex
perienced the delight of gathering these beautiful, fragrant flowers at some period in their
Mr. and

lives!
Stockton seems quite honored in the selections for political candidates in the approaching election, with Mr. Herbert L. Hopkins, the
Progressive nominee for Waldo’s senator, and
Mr. Albert M. Ames the Republican nominee
for representative from our class towns. Good
men for the positions.
We shall watch results
in September with an added interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Libby, accompanied
b y a trained nurse, Mrs. Levitt, arrived from
Pittsfield July 12th and are boarding with Mr.
and Mrs. Eben Libby, Sylvan street, although
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples,
Church street. Mrs. Libby is a semi-invalid,
a nd must recognize certain limitations in her
diet and exercise, but it is hoped our bracing
sea-air may prove invigorating and permanently beneficial.
Ur. and Mrs. J. F. Ryder of Cambridge,
Mass., arrived in town early last week and immediately opened the bouse of her father, the
late Capt. J. French Hichborn, East Main
street. The doctor returned after a brief stay

but will soon join bis wife to spend his furlough fiom Uncle Sam’s employ in this attractive homestead in Mrs. Ryder’s native town.
Mrs. Russell P. Goodhue and sister. Miss
M aiy Pope of Boston, returned last Saturday
«

n

acl’o

nronnattcii

nf

Mr

Rinn R

San.

log cabin, charmingly located upon
ba nks of;Fort Point Cove at Sandypoint,
born's

the

a

pairs Women’s Black Suede
Pumps, light turned soles and easily
worth $2.50, to be sold for
100

large professional
intends spec*

Many good

One Dollar
By Parcel Post 6c.

in Waldo County must have bought
a pair of those unlined House Shoes
with rubber heels. If you didn’t get
yours, remember this is your last
chance to get them for

NORTH MONTVILLE.
Mrs. Victoria Poland, who has been visiting
Mrs. W. M. Vose for the past two weeks, returned to her home in Searsmont July 16th.
Mr, Ira Hall lost a valuable horse Friday
night, and H. F. Jackson lost one of his best
cows last week_Claude Nutter visited his
....

parents Friday night on his way from Belfast
to Lewiston, He is going to attend Bates
College the coming fall-Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Bartlett visited at Mr. and Mrs. Charles

By Parcel Post 6c.

f

f

5!

Dollar

Another New
lot of those
Plant’s
to

Women’s, Thomas C.
sample shoes. Worth $3.50

$4.00, small sizes.

greatest values

One Dollar

Colby 8 Sunday... Leon wiggen ana aaugnter
Roberta were in Belfast Saturday.... Martin
Whitten has purchased [a new auto-Porter
Ingrahan from Knox visited his friend Johnnie
Nutter

One

extra.

About Every Woman

County Correspondence.

f

of Women’s White Colonial Pumps
with Buckle. Genuine Goodyear
welt. Not all sizes. A most remarkable value for

ever

1

!

One of the

offered for

One Dollar

extra.

No Charges
Made on
Thi se
Dollar
Shoes

Sunday.

KNOX.

Mrs. William McNeil from Belfast was the
guest of relatives in town a few days the past
week
Miss Madeline Wetherbee of Boston
arrived last week to spend the summer with
her grandmother,Mrs. Bethaua Wentworth-

j
\

....

Cornforth of Thorndike is helping Mrs.
Webb_A party of young people enjoyed a picnic at Randall’s pond Sunday.... Mrs
Selina Sawyer and her daughter, Mrs. Sadie

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, »
EELFAST PRICE CURRNET
Lucas County,
i
John Tripp visited friends in
| Frank J.
Corrected Weekly for The Joum-n
makes oath that he is senCheney
NickerH.
and
Sunday-E.
I tangor Saturday
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRuU
ior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & C»>,, I
at their
t on and son Clinton of Portland are
j doing business in the City of Toledo, County Applespper obl,1.50a2.£9 Hay,
Brier, are in Waterville, guests of Mrs. Harry
few
Terrace—for a
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay j
home—Maple
£ ummer
71
dried,
Hides,
Bert
Aborn
were
per lb.,
Higgins... Mr. and Mrs.
DOLLARS for Beans,
2 50a2 76 I^amb,
( ays.
pea,
They have just returned from a trip j the sum of ONE HUNDRED
Sunday callers at C. M. Howes’ in Libertyeach and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
3 50|Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
Arthur A. Blair gave an inbroad_Rev.
£
cured by the use of HALL'S CATARRH Butter,
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Creer and two daughters/
28a32 Mutton,
1 ensely interesting sermon here last Sunday—
FRANK J. CHENEY.
CURE.
8a 10 Oats. 32 lb.,
Louise and Carrie, of Dorchester, Mass., are
Beef, sides,
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my j
9 Potatoes.
* he last for three weeks. We hope when he
Beel,forequarters,
guests of Mrs. J. W. Swett-Mr. and Mrs. A.
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. j Barley, bu,
60 Round Hog,
from his vacation to find him greatly
S. Bailey spent Saturday night with fxienus in r eturns
L886.
22 Straw,
Cheese,
1
rest-The
his much needed
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
18 Turkey,
Chicken,
Liberty.Charles Mitchell and family of ! t enefitted by
will have the supper
Notary Public
18 Tallow.
Calf Skins,
1 resident of the L. A S.
Jackson are guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
and
is
taken
Halt's
Catarrh
Cure
internally
20 Veal,
Duck,
at the Grange hall, Thursday afternoon j
McCray... Mrs. Ellen Swett is staying with u nd sale
acts directly upon the blood and mucous sur26
Wool, unw..
Eggs,
instead of at her home as faces of the
her son, M. W, Swett... Mr. and Mrs. John a nd evening, Aug. d,
system. Send for testimonials, Fowl,
18 Wood, ban;.
be
a baked bean
will
There
free.
stated.
18 Wood, soft.
Geese,
Penney were very pleasantly entertained at F reviously
I
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
sale of aprons and
s upper, a literary program
\
RETAIL
RETAIL PRICE.
the home of H. P. Cross' Sunday eveningSold by all Druggists, 75<*
and
a five and ten cent grab-bag
18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Thomas Reynolds is quite poorly and not able f mcy articles,
for
All articles intended
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
to do much work this summer. His grandson, a parcel post sale.
88 Onions,
Corn,
t le parcel post are to ne addressed to Mrs. H.
Tom Woodbury, is helping him get his hay83 Oil, keros*
Cracked Corn,
NEWS.
have
and
Post
Mistress,
Parcel
M.
1
Phillips,
83 Pollock,
Corn Meal.
Mr. William Lowell of Bangor spent the weekWe trust a
affixed.
donor
the
22 Pork,
of
name
le
Cheese,
t
end at Edward Shibles-Mrs. Jennie D,
Plaster.
185
Cotton
Seed,
AMERICAN
PORTS.
McCray made an unusual discovery one aay p oodly number of our friends will feel like con10 Rye Meal,
New York, July 15.
Ar, schs. Wm. C. May, j Codfish, dry,
18
Shorts.
recently. On one branch of an apple tree, be- t ributing something of the value of ten cents
Bronson, Tampa; William E. Downes, Nash, Cranberries,
20a22 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
sides an abundant lot of apples, she found a
f _>r this as our church is much in need of repairs
Jacksonville; 16, ar, sch Phillip N Brooks; 17,
75
5 75a6
Sait, T. I.,
S. S. ir, str Millinocket, Perry, Cape Jellison, Maine; Flour,
beautiful cluster of apple blossoms.
a nd every ten cents helps-The Union
3 50 Sweet 1
S C; sch H. G. Seed,
H
Charleston,
jchr
Ames,
at
the
corner,
hour
George
the
usual
at
meet
v ill
15 Wheat Meal,
Lard
Susie H Davidson, Ulmer, Newport News; sch
MONROE.
v hile work is in progress on the church.
William B Herrick, Murphy, Stonington, Me.
The Monroe \Y. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Lora
ROW
ix
for Philadelphia
18, cld, str Ohioan, Blake,
Chase July 17th, with the largest attendance of ^ ENTER MON IV1LLE.
Los Angeles and San Francisco; 19, ar, sch
umi ut-awno
nas
the year. It was Anna Cordon’s birthday and
Frontenac, Galvestor; 20, sl»l, sch Elsie A ;
In West Brooksvi
Armstrong.
Joseph r. Longrenow,
for Castine.
to Mr. and .Mrs. Elmer Armstrong.
the urogram was appropriate to the occasion, j undent for some time, committed suicide Fri- Bayles, Perth Amboy
Boston, July 14. Sld, sch Governer Brooks, 1
In Rockport, Ju!>
Barbour.
He
had
a
his
barn.
in
the
Sisters
Aug. c ay by hanging himself
A lawn party will be given by
Newport; 16, ar, sch Mary B Wellington, Sul 1 iMrs. Charles Barbour, a daught<
and had not van; sld, sch Margaret Thomas, Philadelphia;
5th. The next meeting will be at A. W.
In Rocklar.d, June
g uustroke some three years ago
Black
M
E
News;
schrs
Harper, Newport
He was horn in
17, sld,
Mrs. Herbert Black, a daughter.
Rev. David Brackett, who held
Knights
een well since that time.
L Urann, Norfolk; K W Hopkins, JackMarcus
Candace.
In East Bluehill,
services at the church Sunday, will speak a^ain | •alermo about seventy-one years ago, the son sonville; R L Tay, Bangor; A F Kii.dberg,
and Mrs. Arthur Leroy Candagt
in two weeks_Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Palmer are ( f Jonathan Longfellow and a grandson of Sam- Rockland, Me, (to repair); Mineola, Bangor;
Gray. In Sedgwick, June
settled in Palermo in the Hume, Rock port, Maine; cld, sch Nellie Eaton, Mrs. Chester S. Gray, a daughter
at their cottage at Northport-Miss Almeda
t el Longfellow, who
sch Theoline, Jacksonville;
sld,
Portland;
18,
In East Belfast,
Jackson.
town
about
this
where
she
in
from
l.vcd
had
returned
He
Bangor,
Bowen has
ear 1788.
20, ar, schs Willis & Guy, Shulec, N S; Long- and Mrs. Ivan Jackson, a son,
went to see her daughter, who has been in Banj wenty years. The burial services were held fellow, Kennebunkport; Fannie F Hall, FrankFrame. In Belfast, July 19, t
o’clock. Mr. lin; Julia A Berkele, Bangor; Ella Clifton, John Frame of Searsport, a sot
Miss Mary Davis has returned
t his late home Sunday at one
gor hospital..
1
Miles. In Belfast, July 10, to
all Stockton.
from Rhode Island and is at Dexter Mansur’s.
j .ongfellow was a fine man, respected by
Ar, schs
Delaware Breakwater, July 14.
Adeibert W. Miles, a son, Willi
various town
....Winslow Ryder is not as well at the presWilfor
,-ho knew him. He had filled
Calais;
Page. In Bucksport. July 2, to
Fanny C Bowen, Philadelphia
manner,.. .Sheriff and
est writing_Our stage driver, Harry White,
liam P. Hood, do, for Portsmouth; 16, sld. schs George G. Page, a son, Carroll A
( ffices in a satisfactory
Wm
H
Davidson
News);
BelSusie
from
Newport
town
(from
in
SWIFT. In Searsport, July i
were
has a new Ford touring car which he will put
Irs. F. A. Cushman
for Portsmouth; Fanny C Mrs. Nelson Swift, a son.
little niece, P Hood, Philadelphia
on the mail route_Miss Carrie Durham is
ast Sunday, bringing home their
for Calais.
Bowen,
do,
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Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster and Mrs. G. A. Fos| last Friday’s steamer for Boston to
join their hustanda after visiting their parents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle
atreet,|tfcr several weeks. Many relatives
ter toon
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Mr. Frank M. Eastman of Winterport, who
has been looking after several jobs of stone

Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Frye of New York
ci ty are guests of their daughter and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples, Church street,
for a indefinite stay.| They arrived last Thursday from Massachusetts, where they had been
visiting their two daughters for some weeks,
Mr. Frye having been in poor health for the
past year.fc The present gain is very encouraging to his family and many Stockton friends
ea rnestly wish to see his convalescence continue with markedtrapidity in our stimulating
Welcome to familiar scenes!
sea air.

to foriify your system against the debilitating effect of
hot weather.
Many of the leading physicians recommend a good Malt Extract. We sell

I

friends and schoolmates, regret their departure, particularly as Dr. and Mrs. Foster are
soon to leave for their home in Sacramento,
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in all parts of the country where
wood is used for fuel.

the guests of her father-in-law. Master
Albion P. Goodhue, and daughter, Mrs. Carrie
A, Gardner,|for the present week. Numerous
f riends gladly greet these ladies in Stockton.
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funeral service was held at 6 p. m., Thursday
and the remains were taken the next morning
During their
to Meadville, Pa., for burial.
residence in Searsport the family has made
friends and the community extehds deep
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have national reputations,

Dr. aud Mrs, Porter have made Searsport
their home for some years and last year sold
their home in Marietta, Ohio, and were planning to make their winter home in California,
where their only son lives. Mrs. Porter is
survived by her husband, and ny one sister,
Mrs. Van Sant, besides her son, V. Mott
Dr. Porter and Mrs.
Porter of California.
The
were with her in Searsport.

Mrs. E. L. Cook and Mrs. Cleveland Downs
of Belfast visited friends in town last Thurs-
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Obituary. Mrs. F. S. Pdrter, wife of Dr.
Porter of Marietta Ohio, who has been a suma
mer resident in Searsport for years, owning
cottage on the harbor front, died very suddenly
at he/ home here, July 16th, following a slight
ill turn the night before. It was not thought
that her illness was at all serious but Mrs.
Porter kept to her room the next dy. She died
and
very suddenly, with no sign of suffering,
the cause is thought to have been heart fail-
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